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ABSTRACT

RECLAIMING VOICES AND IDENTITIES: AN EXAMINATION OF AFRICAN
AMERICAN EDUCATORS’ EXPERIENCES BEFORE AND AFTER BROWN V.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
MAY 2016
LETA HOOPER, B.A. TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY
M.S., JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Margaret Gebhard

The Brown v. Board of Education rulings in 1954 and 1955 are often regarded as
cases that set the precedent for dismantling schools operating on a racially “separate but
equal” system. The outcome of the Brown v. Board of Education rulings led to the
closing of Black schools as well as the dismissal and displacement of Black educators
(Fultz, 2004). Black educators’ experiences of teaching in segregated and desegregated
schools, as well as their role in challenging inequitable education conditions, are topics
that continue to be ignored in mainstream society (Fultz, 1995; 2004; Siddle-Walker,
2013).
The purpose of this life history study is to explore how segregated schooling, the
Brown v. Board of Education decisions in 1954 and 1955, and subsequent social policies
during the Civil Rights era shaped Black educators’ personal and professional identities.
The study draws upon literature from 1935 to 2014 to provide a comprehensive overview
of Black educators’ teaching experiences before and after the Brown v. Board of
Education litigations. Two bodies of theory shape this study. First Critical Race Theory
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(CRT) is used to examine Black educators’ experiences and create a platform for them to
counter narratives that distorts Black people’s historical experiences in education (Bell,
1975; Ladson-Billings, 1998; 2004). Next, this study utilizes the following theories to
examine how the educators constructed, narrated, and performed their personal and
professional identities in educational spaces: (a) figured worlds (Holland, Lachiotte,
Skinner, and Cain, 1998); (b) institutional identity (Gee, 2001; and (c) performance
theory (Butler, 1991).Purposive sampling and community nomination (Foster, 1999)
were used to select and present interviews of four African American educators in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area who participated in a series of semi-structured
interviews that focused on their lived experiences of de jure and de facto segregation.
An interpretive analysis of the data suggests five themes that utilize the
participants’ language. The implications of this study echoes other studies that focus on
Black educators’ lived experiences and instructional practice. This study also offers
implications for research in teacher education, curriculum and instruction in PK-12 and
teacher preparation programs, as well as policy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Brown v. Board of Education decisions in 1954 and 1955 were touted as
chief mechanisms that dismantled legal racial segregation in schools. Yet, 61 years later,
numerous school districts continue to operate in a segregated fashion. Schools are
typically segregated by race and class (Olgetree, 2004; Tatum, 2007). Segregated
schooling leads to inequitable education conditions. These conditions affect the
economic, social, and political status for people of color (Anderson, 1998; 2004; Ascher
& Branch-Smith, 2005; Bell, 1995; Fairclough, 2007; Kluger, 2011). As a result, people
of color urge scholars, researchers, education leaders, and policy-makers to be in
solidarity with their struggle and incorporate their experiences to transform policies and
practices which systematically drive students and teachers of color out of the school
system (Anderson, 2004; Bell, 1975; 1995; Dingus, 2006; Hughes, Noblit, Cleveland,
2013; Ladson-Billings, 2004, 2006; Siddle-Walker, 2001;2013). Research on topics such
as re-segregated school districts, inequitable school resources, effects of high-stakes
testing accountability, racial and cultural isolation of extra-curricular programs, and
implementation of disciplinary standards are significant for questioning the purpose of
Brown. Reexamining the intent of Brown calls for society to challenge the dominant
narrative of Brown and how it perpetuates a myth that is rooted in liberation,
empowerment, and social justice for communities of color. The dominant narrative of
Brown is rooted in Eurocentric ideologies that position Whites as superior (Bell, 2004;
Harris, 1995). In the dominant narrative, people’s of color experiences and knowledge
are positioned as “other” or secondary and inferior (Ladson-Billings, 1998). The myth of
1

Brown has impacted all people regardless of their racial and ethnic backgrounds. But it
specifically made Black people more vulnerable to the color-blind and meritocratic
policies and practices. Traditional and contemporary policies and practices show that race
ultimately contributes to the unfulfilled promises of schooling in urban, suburban, and
rural residential communities (Ascher & Branch-Smith, 2005; Clofelter, 1998; LadsonBillings, 2004; 2006; Tate, 2008).
According to Morris (2008), Brown was constructed on a cultural deprivation
paradigm. In essence, it meant that Black 1students had to be educated in White schools to
gain access to “equal education.” Integrating schools was viewed as an initiative to
ensure that Blacks would receive the same education as Whites. Many people assumed
that Brown would: (a) improve racial relations, (b) lead Black students to adopt “white
middle-class” culture and values, and (c) ensure that Blacks had access to opportunities
of advancements in educational, social, and economic spheres (Brown, 2008). Bell
(1974) compares the term “integration” to slavery and segregation. He makes this
comparison by illustrating how integration can be incorporated in laws or policies, but
perpetuates White superiority and Black inferiority through the uneven distribution of
resources. For example, the closing of Black schools and integrating Black students into
White schools sent a profound message to the Black community that decisions on
education were based on the opinions of the school boards, educators, and administrators

1

The terms Black and African American are used interchangeably throughout the paper
to reference people of African descent. The term Black is used to acknowledge the
experiences of people of African descent who live in the United States. While Black
refers to a broader African diaspora community in the Americas, African American
specifically refers to people who lived experiences in the United States stemming from
traditions, languages, practices, and experiences since the 16th century (Conniff and
Davis, 2002).
2

who were White. Therefore, the closing of Black schools led to a decline of support for
Black teachers (Anderson, 1988; 2004; Beauboef-Lafontant, 2002; Bell, 1974; 1975).
The implementation of Brown in schools created a standard practice for educators and
administrators to be ignorant of the culture and history of education for African
Americans; and to enforce individualism and meritocracy as core values in the school’s
mission (Bell, 1995; Harris, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2004; 2013). The unfulfilled
promises and consequences of Brown have positioned Blacks as sub-humans in the
American society. In the book, Sister Citizen (2011), Melissa Harris-Perry describes how
the inequitable distribution of goods determines a person’s condition in society. She
states:
Distribution inequalities of social, political, and economic goods are related to the
inability to “see” citizens from low status, stigmatized groups accurately fair
distribution alone cannot solve the problem of misrecognition, nor can accurate
recognition alone fairly redistribute resources (p. 42).

Harris-Perry’s (2011) claim mirrors Fraser’s (1995) perspective on how economic
deprivation leads to cultural injustice or vice versa. Therefore, Fraser (1995) suggests that
justice requires recognition and redistribution of goods (p. 69). This study calls for
recognizing a population is declining and voices continue to be ignored in addressing the
education and teaching context before and after Brown v. Board Education. The
dominant narrative of Brown fails to acknowledge teaching practices that were effective
for Black students (Milner, 2006). Research topics that focus on Black educators who
taught in segregated schools described why specific practices worked for Black students
(Beauboef-Lafontant, 2002; Milner, 2004; Siddle-Walker, 1993). Thus, it is necessary
that the voices of Black educators who survived the Brown era need to be heard in order
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to demystify the dominant narrative on effective teachers, effective teaching practices,
and the achievement gap (Ladson-Billings, 2006; Love, 2004). Many researchers have
weighed in on issues that highlight the limited opportunities Black educators are given to
participate in developing state and national education reform policies that focus on Black
students (Ladson-Billings, 2003; Lipman, 1995). The disproportionate rate of Black
educators participating in developing education reform initiatives confirms the dominant
narrative of Brown and shows which racial bodies have knowledge to resolve education
problems that occurs in various communities.
Statement of the Problem
The dominant narrative or “master narrative” (Ladson-Billings, 1996) of Brown is
rooted in White supremacy. This type of narrative is problematic because it presents a
one-dimensional narrative on how this litigation symbolized a unilateral decision for
resolving the historically unjust education for the African American community
(Anderson, 2004; Bell, 1995; Dingus, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 2004; Siddle-Walker,
2013). This narrative fails to interrogate the ways in which the ruling ultimately served
the interests of Whites (Bell, 1975; 1995; Harris, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1996; 2004). By
positioning the dominant narrative of Brown as a political and empowering litigation
which outlawed segregated schools, it silences Black people’s knowledge and
experiences in education. The quality of education for Black students and experiences of
Black educators are topics that continue to be ignored in the dominant narrative of Brown
(Siddle-Walker, 2013).
The outcome of Brown neglects several concerns which the African American
community raised prior to the Brown decision in 1954. Ignoring the African American
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community’s concerns allowed disparities to be visible and grow in the educational,
economic, and socio-political context (Anderson, 2004). This approach created a system
to blame African American people for their struggles instead of interrogating policies and
practices that perpetuate the disparities. The concerns involve the displacement of
African American teachers, the positioning of Black people as inferior in the school’s
curriculum, non-compliance with desegregating schools in several states, and the closing
of Black schools. In addition, these concerns continued to manifest after the second
ruling of Brown in 1955.
Since 1954, the displacement and dismissal of Black educators created an
economic disparity in the teaching force. Occupational segregation was salient in the
teaching force after the first ruling of Brown in 1954. The outcome of Brown in 1954 and
1995, as well as federal and state policies in PK-12 and teacher education developed
barriers for African Americans to enter the teaching force (Anderson, 1988; 2004;
Fairclough, 2007; Fultz, 1995). Since the 1970s, White women have dominated the
teaching force. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, of the six million
educators in education institutions, 82% of teachers are White and 9.3% are Black. The
limited presence of Black educators is a net loss in the teaching force. The history of
labor in the teaching force has traditionally been short in supply but high in demand
(Clotfelter, Ladd, & Vigdor, 2005; Ingersoll & May, 2011). The imbalanced supply and
demand of the teacher labor force is typically due to factors such as high teacher
turnovers in certain geographical locations, work conditions, salaries, or impending
retirements. These factors along with minimal efforts to recruit and sustain Black
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educators perpetuate economic and educational disparities for youth and the teacher labor
market.
Examining the histories of education and economic disparities respond to the
fundamental reasons why the “education debt” and “opportunity gap” continue to exist in
Black communities (Ladson-Billings, 2006, p. 5; Milner, 2012, p. 3). The economic and
educational disparities coupled with the history of White educators’ and researchers’
misunderstanding of Black educators’ pedagogical beliefs and instructional practices, has
weakened the status of Black educators (Ladson-Billings, 2004; 2009; Siddle-Walker,
1996; 2013). It is also important to note how internalized oppression played a factor in
polarizing Black educators and communities.
Internalized oppression has been present in the Black community since the
slavery era. The slave masters gave preferential treatment toward slaves who were light
skinned. In the Black community, gender, class, and skin complexion are factors
commonly used to preclude other Black people from obtaining access to social and
economic advancements or opportunities. For example, a few prestigious Black
educational institutions in the mid to late 1800s only admitted light-skinned Black people
into their institutions. In addition, some middle-class Blacks participated in exclusive
social networks such as Greek letter sororities and fraternities (Watkins, 2011). For
example, Bryant’s research (2012) found that members of some Black sororities and
fraternities used skin tone, body size, and hair texture to recruit members. It has been
reported that colorism and traditional gender beliefs were practiced in segregated and
desegregated schools (Harper, Carini, Bridges & Hayek, 2004; Hill, 2002; hooks, 1992;
1994; Hunter, 2013). However, there is limited research in the education discourse that
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addresses how Black educators served as educational activists for youth and educators
before and after the Brown decisions in 1954 and 1955 to challenge norms and practices
that perpetuated inequity and White supremacist ideologies (Siddle-Walker, 2013). As an
African American researcher, I am concerned about the ways in which social science
research, specifically education and teacher preparation programs exclude African
American people’s historical and present contributions for reforming education.
Therefore, the research in this study is designed to recognize and give credence to Black
educators who shaped U.S. history in education.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine how African American educators’ life
experiences were shaped as they journeyed through periods of de jure and de facto
segregation. This study examines how segregated schooling and desegregated policies
such as the Brown decisions shaped African American educators’ professional identity
and pedagogical beliefs in PK-12 schools and teacher education programs. Since race,
class, and gender are socially-constructed identities, it is not possible to consider Black
people as a monolithic group (Collins, 1999; Crenshaw, 1991; Omi & Winant, 1994).
Black people’s experiences in education are diverse and more complex than the
documented history suggests. African Americans’ narratives of school segregation and
desegregation provide a window into the complexities of education before and after the
Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955. Examining Black educators’ identities is essential for
understanding how their identities impact their schooling and teaching experience,
decisions about their careers, and perspectives about education.
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This dissertation, therefore, serves as a counter-story to the dominant narrative that
frames Black educators as less-qualified to teach than their White counterparts and
content to the schooling and teaching conditions in segregated and desegregated schools.
The research questions use life history as a methodology to capture African American
educators’ teaching and educational experiences in the Greater Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area before and after the Brown decision in 1954. This research study
addresses the following questions:
(1) How do African American educators’ experiences of oppression in segregated and
desegregated communities shape their pedagogical beliefs and practice?
(2) How did the Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955 as well as residential desegregation
policies in the Greater Washington, D.C. area shape African American educators’
trajectories in the teaching profession?
(3) How do Black teachers’ understandings of a teacher’s identity inform the meaning of
their personal and professional identities in segregated and desegregated
communities?
(4) What experiences do African American educators identify as support, challenges, and
milestones for entering and staying in the teaching profession?
The first two questions are designed to present a descriptive and more complex view on the
development of African American educators’ professional identities. These questions are
largely inspired by Fultz’s (1995, 2004) and Siddle-Walker’s (1996, 2000, 2013) studies that
analyzed how factors such as race, class, gender, education, and economic conditions in
specific geographical locations influenced Black educators’ pedagogical beliefs and
practices. In theorizing the construction of race, class, and gender, post-structuralist
researchers challenged research and policies which only focus on a singular identity to make
analysis about an era, condition, problem, or movement (Collins, 1999; Crenshaw, 1995;
Delgado, 2001; Harris-Perry, 2011). The second question specifically draws upon the works
of Clotfelter, Ladd, Vigdor (2011). This research question examines how desegregated
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policies after the Brown rulings influenced the racial and ethnic demographics of the teaching
population. The third question explores how the participants’ understanding of a teacher’s
identity allows them to define themselves in spaces that were operating in a racially
segregated or desegregated fashion (Agee, 2004, Alsup, 2006; Beauchamps & Thomas,
2009). The fourth question examines the types of support and tensions the participants
experienced for entering and/or staying in the teaching profession as well as pursuing
administrative level positions. In order to explore these questions, I utilize Black educators
whose schooling and teaching experiences centered in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area.

Significance of the Research
The limited presence of Black people in teacher education programs and the
teaching force are concerns that cannot be ignored. The minimal representation of Black
educators in schools is one of the factors which contributes to the inequitable education
conditions embedded in schools within Black communities. Since the 17th century, Black
people fought to be educated in an equitable education system (Anderson and Byrne,
2004; Fairclough, 2007; Hawkins, 1994; Hudson & Holmes, 1994; Fairclough, 2007;
King, 1993; Kirby & Hudson, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 1996, 2005, 2009, 2011; Lyons &
Chesley, 2004). The voices in this study represent a personal triumph within the social,
economic, and historical terrain of racism and sexism. This terrain reflects how African
American educators’ personal and professional lives were interrupted by legal rulings and
education policies.
This study offers a nuanced and descriptive perspective on how Black educators
challenged systematic discriminatory policies and practices in the teaching force and
education for non-White students. According to Siddle-Walker (2013), there is a paucity
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of research which examines how Black educators independently served as educational
activists for youth and educators before and after the Brown v. Board of Education
rulings. The dearth of literature and curricula resources for use in PK-12 schools about
Black educators fighting for equitable education raises questions about Black youth’s
interests in pursuing teaching as a career (Gordon, 2000).
In a time of fast-track teacher education programs, hyper-accountability of
students’ performances on standardized tests, reduction of science and history classes in
schools, this study is a credible source for reforming the curriculum in teacher education
and PK-12 education by making the counter-story of Brown visible in public spaces such
as museums, local libraries, or community centers (Hess, 2005; Ladson-Billings, 2004;
Patterson, Mickelson, Hester & Wyrick, 2011). For example, U.S. Representative Gerald
E. Connolly in Virginia worked on a project with George Mason University to circulate
the stories of the first four African American teachers to integrate the teaching force in
Prince William County in the 1960s. These stories are found in Prince William and
Fairfax counties public libraries, George Mason University, and the Library of Congress
(Olivio, 2014, July 6th). Placing these stories in public spaces can be significant for
transforming policies and practices that privilege people by their race and income.
Interviewing experienced and veteran teachers can help prospective and novice teachers
engage in a critical dialogue on the outcome of the Brown rulings. The dialogue can also
help prospective teachers be cognizant about inequities that exist in schools today, and
work to transform inequities in PK-12 schools and post-secondary institutions. Learning
about African American educators can also be useful for teacher educators to understand
how communities have traditionally supported and influenced African American
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educators’ pedagogical practices. This dissertation and the George Mason University
project reflect Tillman’s (2002) perspective on designing culturally informed research.
Tillman (2002) suggests for researchers to, “use culturally informed knowledge to
propose educational change and work to build meaningful, productive relationships with
the nonacademic community (p. 6).”
This study also contributes to the research on teacher identity discourse and
history of education. Understanding Black educators’ experiences must be given
legitimacy and priority for proposing policies and practices in the education and teacher
preparation contexts. The theories and methodology used to design this study serve as a
vehicle for empowerment, social and political change to status-quo policies and practices
which traditionally have underserved the Black community.
Overview of Dissertation Chapters
This dissertation has six chapters. The first chapter provides a rationale for
exploring a set of research questions which are designed to examine the experiences of
African American educators’ experiences before and after the Brown v. Board of
Education decisions in 1954 and 1955. In this chapter, I describe how the dominant
narrative of Brown is steeped in a White supremacist context which positions Black
people as inferior. I also explain how the lack of interrogating the dominant narrative of
Brown contributed to a disproportionate rate of Black educators. Further, I describe how
the disproportionate rate of Black educators is an economic and educational problem in
the United States.
Chapter 2 provides an explanation of the theoretical framework that informed my
approach to collect and analyze data. Critical Race Theory (CRT) and identity theory
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were used to capture the Black educators’ historical and contemporary experiences. The
theoretical framework presented in chapter 2 frames the corpus of literature reviewed and
presented in chapter 3. Chapter 3 provides a historical overview of African American
educators’ experiences before and after the Brown decision in 1954 and 1955. It also
discusses how federal policies from the mid to late 1960s impacted the presence of Black
students and teachers in desegregated schools.
Chapter 4 explains the study’s research design and methodology. This chapter
provides: (a) a discussion of the methodology, (b) my positionality as a researcher,
(c) criteria for selecting participants, (d) historical overview on the desegregating of
schools in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, and (e) methods for collecting and
analyzing data. This chapter also discusses considerations of trustworthiness and
approaches for ensuring data validity. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the
limitations of the study.
Chapter 5 begins with presenting a complete picture of the participants’ life
experience. Chapter 5 also describes the collection of themes that were found from
analyzing interviews. The findings of the study are the following: (a) “Blacks with
Means”, (b) “Teachers Taught You to be Successful”, (c) “They Would Only Recruit a
Few Blacks”, (d) “Like a Family Member;” and (d) “Powers that Be.” For developing the
titles of themes, I used the phrases that were spoken by the participants during the
interviews. This model reflects the principles of CRT and life history.
Chapter 6 expands on the findings by connecting the participants’ stories to
specific research questions, theories, and current issues in teacher education. In this
chapter, I discuss how theories such as social capital and the intersectionality framework
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are relevant for exploring the personal and professional trajectory of Black teachers. I
conclude this chapter with implications for policy, teacher education research, and
curriculum in PK-12 education.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Two theories guide this life history study. First, Critical Race Theory (CRT)
shapes this study by validating the participants’ knowledge and experiences. Validating
people of color knowledge and experiences change status-quo policies and practices.
Next, identity theory is relevant for this study because it encourages educators to reflect
on their past and current personal and professional experiences. In this section, I discuss
the following: (a) how identities are constructed; (b) people’s participation in figured
worlds; and (c) how a person performs their identities in social and professional contexts.
I used CRT and identity theory because it encourages the researchers to not view
participants as “data sources” (Kohli, 2012). Instead, the research should be designed to
help and empower the participant(s) and their communities (Alsup, 2006; Crenshaw,
Gotanda, Peller, and Thomas, 1995; Kohli, 2012; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Tate, 1997;
Wong, 1998). Incorporating the tenets CRT and identity theory is necessary for analyzing
how laws and policies shape African American educators’ professional identity.
Critical Race Theory
Critical Race Theory (CRT) recognizes that racism operates in a global society
(Gillborn, 2009). CRT understands that White supremacy and racial hierarchy are
mechanisms used to construct and justify society’s norms and practices. Therefore, CRT
aims to challenge political, social, educational, and economic policies and practices that
aim to oppress people by their race, gender, class, and other forms of identities. CRT
draws upon and expands on literature that is situated in a post-modern, post-colonial, and
post-structural paradigm.
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It is important to acknowledge that the work of CRT originated from the antislavery and abolitionist movements during the 1800s (Johnson, 2015). Since the 19th
century, political scholars, activists, and writers such as W.E.B. Dubois, Frederick
Douglass, Maria W. Stewart, and Sojurner Truth addressed how racism is embedded in
law and power. During the 19th century the theory and bodies of work for Critical Race
Theory and Black Feminist Theory were in solidarity (Johnson, 2015). Both of these
theories questioned systems that limited Black people’s freedom and humanity. The
continual development of CRT in the 20th century involved scholars of color in critical
legal studies (CLS). CRT scholars responded to legal scholarship that was rooted in
status quo ideologies to maintain social and political power for the dominant group
(Crenshaw et al.; Ladson-Billings, 1996). The term Critical Race Theory was not
officially coined until the mid-1970s. The development of CRT’s agenda in the 20th
century was largely inspired by the works from the Black Power and Chicano movements
during the Civil Rights era (Delgaldo and Stefanic, 2006).
CRT was introduced to the field of education in the late 1970s (Ladson-Billings &
Tate, 1995). Ladson-Billings (2004) suggests that the connection between law and
education is important to examine how various legislations and policies were established
and enacted by different states. Because education is not outlined explicitly in the U.S.
constitution, it is one of the functions of government that is relegated to individual states.
Consequently, this leads to states developing and enacting laws designed to proscribe the
contours of education (Ladson-Billings, 2004). CRT in education is an essential paradigm
for understanding the structural and institutional racism that occurs in PK-12 schools,
post-secondary institutions, and society.
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CRT has a radical and activist agenda. CRT scholarship involves making
historical analyses and employing the voices from people of color to counter stories and
narratives that reflect the dominant group’s perspective about society. CRT methods
involve parables, chronicles, autobiographies, poetry, fiction, and revisionist histories to
depict the nuances and hidden agendas in doctrines that stand for civil rights and justice
(Ladson-Billings, 1996). Meritocracy, colorblindness, liberalism, and race-neutral
policies are the core beliefs that work through the dominant group’s narrative about
society (Crenshaw et al.; Delgado & Stefanic, 2001).
There are five principles of CRT that are designed to challenge and change the
dominant’s ideology about society. First, CRT works actively to examine how race and
racism intersect with other forms of oppression. Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989) coined the
term intersectionality to challenge research and policies that claim use a one identity
(race, class, or gender) to provide an accurate description of women’s experiences and
concerns. CRT theorists understand that the level of oppression varies based on the
intersectionality of race, class, skin complexion, gender, religion, disability, and
sexuality. Intersectionality recognizes that multiple identities shape a person’s personal
and professional experiences. Intersectionality includes multiple faces, voices, and
experiences. The intersectionality framework examines how marginalization continues to
exist in a structural, political, and institutional paradigm. Before and after the Brown
rulings, gender played a critical factor for discriminating teachers’ salaries. Several
scholars have noted that Black female teachers were under-paid regardless if their
education and professional experiences exceeded Black men. For example, Brown
(2009) found that during the early twentieth century in Durham, North Carolina, Black
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male teachers earned $26.25 per month while Black female teachers earned $17.50 per
month.
Several scholars use the category of social class in the intersectionality
frameworks to illustrate how race, class, and geographical locations shape a person’s
identities and experiences (Tate, 2008; Milner, 2012; Morris & Monroe, 2009).
Geographical areas with greater wealth generally have schools that are better funded and
well-resourced. Tate (2008) found the racial and ethnic demographic of a community
ultimately determine the property value in the community which in turn affects a school’s
access to getting adequate funds and resources. For example, Morris’s and Monroe’s
(2009) ethnographic study in Georgia highlights how Black students’ identities are
constructed through their racial background, the geographical location of the school, and
the school’s curriculum. The implementation of race-based real estate policies and
practices in predominately affluent Black suburban communities in Maryland and New
Jersey continue to be subjected to a lower property values and smaller tax revenues when
compared to their surrounding White neighborhoods (Ascher and Branch-Smith, 2005).
Affluent Black suburban communities are subjected to getting labeled as “urbanized”,
despite not being in cities. This notion eventually leads to Black affluent communities
experiencing the same inequitable conditions that are found in low-income inner-city
communities.
The intersectionality framework has also been used to examine the effects of
colorism. This framework examines how a person’s skin complexion shapes their
experiences in specific ways. For example, if a person has a lighter or fairer complexion,
he or she may experience a feeling of superiority or receive privileges within their own
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racial and ethnic affinity group (Hunter 2002; Wise, 2008). Therefore, intersectionality is
essential for understanding how teachers construct their professional identities and
negotiate their power in various spaces.
The second element of CRT involves challenging the dominant ideology. The
dominant ideology draws a Marxists philosophy that understands the majority of people
in society determine values, beliefs, and practices to control specific groups of people
(Seidman, 2008). CRT understands the dominant ideology is rooted in a Eurocentric
perspective to influence power structures and subjugate people of color and working class
Whites. This ideology forms into narratives that ultimately benefit the White elites.
Since the 1960s, conservative researchers and policy makers used the dominant ideology
to label people of color and the working class as lazy, welfare queens, or inherently
deficient (Readeaux, 2011). For example, Ruby Payne, a leading conservative consultant
in education have written books and organized professional development workshops for
educators on poverty and underachievement in Black and Brown communities.
Readeaux (2011) revealed how Ruby Payne’s work perpetuates White middle-class
ideologies which ignore how racism, classism, and other forms of oppression affect
people’s social and economic conditions. Ruby Payne’s work has profited in the
education and law enforcement industry.
Next, Critical Race Theory is committed to social justice. CRT rejects policies
and practices that utilize a historical and status quo approach for addressing racial and
cultural inequality. CRT focuses on interracial and intercultural communication. Critical
race theorists understand that the trajectory of empowerment and liberation involves a
collective work in the curricular and pedagogical context (Soloranzo & Yosso, 2001).
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In addition, CRT uses counter-stories and counter-narratives as a framework to
recognize the knowledge and experience of people of color as legitimate sources for
naming conditions that reflect oppression (Tate, 1997; Soloranzo & Yosso, 2001). This
methodology encourages people of color to name their own reality which, in CRT
scholarship, aids them in reclaiming their power in society. CRT adopts Gramsci’s (1971)
work on critical theory and positions people of color as “organic intellectuals (p. 9).” In
CRT scholarship, people of color reclaim their power in society by naming their own
reality. Delgado (1989) claims that counter-stories and narratives are significant to
challenge resources that are rooted in the dominant narrative. The dominant narrative is
typically constructed in textbooks, stories, stock explanations, federal and state policies,
and statistical data. Incorporating people of color self-narrated stories in research and
policy is required to understand and transform the inequities that lie within a social,
economic, and political system which rest on the narratives constructed by those in
power. Making counter-narrative and stories visible in the public sphere disrupts the
power of White hegemony in various discourses.
Finally, CRT is transdisciplinary. It draws upon knowledge fields such as
education, sociology, history, law, ethnic studies, feminism, and public health, and other
research designed to explore how racism, sexism, and classism affect society
(Soloranzo& Yosso, 2001). Using the interdisciplinary perspective to examine Brown vs.
Board of Education is imperative to evaluate the historical and contemporary injustices in
education. CRT scholars have written extensively about the Brown rulings. In the next
section, I describe the theories used to analyze Brown using a CRT lens.
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Critical Race Theory and Brown
CRT scholars examine how specific laws and policies in the United States can be
an “interest-convergence” for the oppressors and the oppressed. Bell (1975, 1980, 1995)
explains how the Brown decisions were an interest-convergence for Blacks and Whites,
regardless of their socio-economic status. The African American community was
interested in receiving the same resources as their white counterparts. Prior to the Brown
decision in 1954, many African American educators, parents, and leaders assumed that
their youth’s education would be equivalent to their White counterparts if they attended
White schools (Bell, 1995; Fairclough, 2007; Hudson & Holmes, 1994; Siddle-Walker,
2001). However, according to Bell (1980, 1995) and Siddle-Walker (2001), the Brown
decisions in 1954 and 1955 continued to place White people in a position of political,
educational, and economic advantage. The Brown decision in 1954 was designed to
portray the image of “all men are created equal.” Similarly, Bell (1995) explained that
after World War II, American Black soldiers thought they would be granted freedom and
equality, only to find that disparity continued to exist upon returning to the United States.
Black soldiers found that their personal value of their person was unequal compared to
their White counterparts. The historical and current treatment of Black soldiers or
veterans in the U.S. is another example of how Black bodies are commodity for various
discourses (Turner & Bound, 2003).
CRT theorists and activists challenge education reformers who fail to recognize
that the property value is a primary indicator for determining which groups will or will
not be granted social and economic privilege. Harris (1995) uses Critical Race Theory as
a lens to explain how ‘whiteness’ became a legal form of property and privilege.
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“Whiteness as property” is built on both exclusion and racial subjugation (Harris, 1995;
p. 283). Harris (1995) uses “Whiteness as property” to analyze the effects of schooling
and teaching for Black people after the Brown rulings. According to Fultz (1995), Black
teachers’ salaries influenced the quality of education for students and the exterior
structure of schools in segregated communities. The educational conditions were one of
the primary factors to initiate the firing, displacement, and resistance of hiring African
American teachers after the Brown rulings. Although the quality of teachers and
resources in White schools during and after de jure segregation was questionable, these
schools continued to maintain their superior status. The displacement of African
American teachers after Brown and inaccurate representation of the African diaspora in
the school curriculum adheres to Harris’s (1995) theory on how “Whiteness as property”
functions as an absolute right to exclude. Harris’s perspective shows how “Whiteness as
property” ultimately leads to marginalized communities not being recognized as human
beings in mainstream society (Harris-Perry, 2011; Taylor, 1994; Williams, 1991).
Similarly, the destruction of property in Black communities shows how
“Whiteness as property” can absolve White people for producing a legacy of disparities.
It is inarguable that the evidence of wealth in Black communities was stolen by Whites
supremacists. The history of this problem is not only limited to cases in the 20th century
such as Rosewood, Florida or the Greenwood District in Tulsa, Oklahoma. In the twentyfirst century, churches, courthouses, and homes in Black communities continue to be
burned and vandalized by White supremacy groups (Darity & Frank, 2003; Ogletree,
2003). In addition, the illegal confiscation of property in Black communities continues to
be an ongoing problem with banks, insurance companies and state and federal
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government policies (Coates, 2014). The history and ongoing attempts of unaccountable
terrorism in Black communities intentionally creates an image of social and economic
inferiority.
The busing of students and closing of Black schools is another factor that reflects
how “Whiteness as property” affected Black communities. The closing of schools in
predominately Black neighborhoods and busing of Black students negatively impact the
economics in Black communities. According to Ifill (2014), schools are significant in
neighborhoods because educators and children contribute to the community’s economy.
Ifill states that “the absence of them (educators and youth) portends a community’s
demise (Ifill, 2014). Ifill’s perspective sheds light on how local businesses and public
infrastructure resources in communities are economically impacted during the weekdays
due to the limited opportunities residents have to invest in the community.
Some CRT scholars have weighed in on how White students do not benefit from
attending racially homogeneous schools. Ladson-Billings (2004) raises the question,
“What disadvantage do Whites experience as a result of attending racially isolated, White
monocultural schools (p. 10)?” The implementation of Brown and resegregation of
schools are detrimental for both White and non-White people. Ladson-Billings (2006)
argues that if society is unwilling to desegregate schools and fund them equitably, society
will not only meet the promises of Brown but digress education and economic conditions
to the Plessy v. Ferguson era, of “separate but equal.” Education research that uses a
historical narrative context is significant for analyzing how historical and contemporary
structural paradigms perpetuate disparities in schools today. This type of research is also
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necessary to examine how various social structures affect the process of developing a
teacher’s identity.
Teacher Identity Formation, Agency, Performance
Drawing upon Black educators’ experiences to counter the dominant narrative on
segregated and desegregated schools creates a space to deconstruct how educators
developed their personal and professional identity. The formation of identity is important
to understand elements that shape a teacher’s belief (Agee, 2004; Alsup, 2006;
Beauchamps & Thomas, 2009; Day, Kington, Stobart & Sammons, 2006; Gee, 2001;
Hoffman,1998; Sfard & Prusak, 2005). In this section, I will draw upon several theories
of identity anchored in the sociocultural theory to examine how a teacher’s identity is
constructed. Utilizing identity theory consists of examining interactions with several
other contextual factors such as texts, people, and institutional policies or practices. For
example, Giroux (2003) illustrates how schools can be considered as a context for
analyzing how identities are constructed because these institutions have their own forms
of knowledge, policies, practices, and language. Constructing a teacher identity can also
be influenced by structures, norms, and practices that are not rooted in institutions. For
example, several scholars have weighed in on how an educator’s home and prior
schooling experiences have a greater impact on shaping their teacher’s identity and
instructional practice than the teacher education programs they attended (Alsup, 2006;
Flores & Day, 2006).
In addition, a teacher’s professional identity is not fixed or static (Alsup, 2006;
Beauchamps & Thomas, 2009; Day, Kington, Stobart & Sammons, 2006; Gee, 2001;
Hoffman,1998; Sfard & Prusak, 2005). Teachers are active participants in schools,
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educational organizations, curricula standards, and education reform policies (Sloan,
2006). These factors affect how a teacher enacts different identities in various spaces.
The pathway of teaching for teachers of color is even more complicated because they
constantly have to shift and negotiate multiple identities related to race, class, and gender.
Nationality, religion, and geographical locations are additional contextual factors that
complicate teachers’ of color process of developing a professional identity in schools that
adheres to status quo norms and practices.
The formation of identity is also a dialogic process (Bakhtin, 1981; Holland and
Lave, 2001; Sfard and Prusak 2005). Holland, Lachiotte, Skinner, and Cain (1998)
theorized four tenets that describe the figured worlds. Figured worlds highlight how
people participate, construct, and negotiate their identity in various cultural spaces across
time and events. First, figured worlds use a historical phenomenon to address how a
person is selected to participate in the world and how their participation influences their
work. Next figured worlds recognize that social encounters influence a person’s
positionality in society. This stage examines how the individual understands their
participation in society. Since positioning is relational, a person can determine who or
what they are in relation to the environment (Coldron & Smith, 2010). Positioning also
encourages the individual to understand how others make meaning of their personal and
professional identities within social and institutional frameworks. An example of this
statement involves public policy documents or narratives defining an affiliated group’s
identity (Soreide, 2007a). Ultimately in this aspect of figured worlds, a person can choose
and reject factors that are affiliated with the environment or institution. Furthermore, in
figured worlds, the identity is “socially organized and reproduced (p. 41).” The person’s
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identity is dependent on the social interactions. Finally, figured worlds consider how the
individual is authoring him/herself in the world. This typically involves the collection of
historical and cultural experiences to construct new identities, and new figured worlds.
Holland et al.’s (1998) claim aligns with this research study because people
embody their histories, knowledge, routines, and power from various contexts. Figured
worlds encourage people to develop self-knowledge and be empowered about their
identities regardless if their identities are considered a stigma in a society that is
immersed in whiteness. Holland et al.’s theory of figured worlds is a useful framework
in education for examining the developing identity and agency (Urrieta, 2007).
Agency of Identity
People have agency and can shape their own identities or self-image in various
spaces. They can inform other people about their identities, specifically who they are and
desire to be. Holland, Lachiotte, Skinner, and Cain (1998) support this claim by
theorizing how the person participates in dialogue between themselves and others to
define who they are in society. Agency represents empowerment (Urrieta, 2007). Agency
gives a person the privilege to determine which identities he or she prefers to be
recognized as in public and private spaces— female, Black, transgender, mom, dad,
teacher, doctor, principal, etc… Agency represents social change that relies on person to
depend upon a collection of resources (Lasky, 2005; Urrieta, 2007). For example, when a
teacher makes a decision to evaluate resources for a Science curriculum, the teacher can
consider the students’ responses and his/her own feelings and experience to either change
or maintain the Science curricula resources for the subsequent years. A teacher who
possesses agency of their identity works actively to transform disparities in the education
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community. Developing agency involves drawing upon a collection of resources.
According to Zembylas (2003), agency is socially distributed or shred (p. 225). Zembylas
(2003) uses socio-cultural theory to understand how agency is not constructed in
isolation. It draws upon interactions and mediational means within a specific cultural,
historical, and institutional context (Wertsch, 1993). A poststructuralist perspective also
understands that developing agency of one or more identities is not an isolated process
(Foucalt, 1984). This perspective recognizes that power and knowledge in an institution
impact a person’s process to develop agency of their own identities.
Negotiating an identity is another form of agency. It represents an empowering
force for the teacher because he/she has the power to construct new identities that fits
their interests and resonates with their feelings about the profession and their work
(Soreide, 2007b). This process involves the teacher navigating through narratives that are
rooted in social and institutional frameworks. Having agency of any identity allows the
person to decide which identity to make public or invisible. This process of developing
agency also affects how a person performs their identities.
Performing Teacher Identity
Teaching is a performance for self-verification and to seek recognition from
others (Stillwaggon, 2008). For examining how teacher’s identity is performed in various
spaces, I used Butler’s (1991; 2004) performance theory and Gee’s theory (2001) on
institutional identity which is referred to as I-identity. Butler (1991) explains that an
individual can perform his or her identities repeatedly. The repetitive performances are a
process of sustaining and destabilizing identities. Therefore, the performances are
negotiated and renewed through a period of time. Although Butler’s work (1988; 1991;
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2003) deconstructs the performance of gender identity, she asserts that the body becomes
gendered through a series of events. Butler (1988) argues that, “the body is understood to
be an active process of embodying certain cultural and historical possibilities (p. 521)”.
In this study the educators’ racial, gender, ethnic, and socioeconomic background
comprises their cultural and historical experiences.
Performing a teacher’s identity involves the teacher subscribing to the roles and
responsibilities that are constructed and supported by the following institutions: school
boards, parent associations, district, state, and federal standards and policies, teacher
unions, educational organizations, and post-secondary institutions. Because institutions
define the roles and responsibilities that are associated with teaching, education leaders
and policy makers can determine who is eligible to enter and sustain in the teaching
profession. Depending on how a person defines himself/herself in the workplace, an
individual can negotiate or discount their institutional identity. The person can either
embrace or resist the roles and responsibilities that are associated with the institution or
adopt other traits that are associated with a different institution (Bullough, 2005). If a
teacher chooses to not perform their school’s mission nor comply with teaching to the
federal standards, there is a possibility that their professional status and identity is
threatened (Bullough, 2005). For example, if a teacher is recognized as being an effective
teacher at a school but refuses to alter their teaching practice in order to prepare students
for the state’s test, the teacher is penalized on their evaluation. This process threatens
their salary and professional status. Gee (2001) claims that institutions give people the
opportunity to understand the meaning of their Institutional Identity. This typically
involves the employee to participate in interactions or discourses that are supported by
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the institution. For example, schools that organize and recommend professional
development for specific teachers do this to ensure that teachers’ belief and practice
reflects the school’s and district’s mission and interests.
Literature that uses a performance theory to examine how teacher’s life events
shape their identity is limited in teacher education (Juzwik and Ives, 2010). Agee (2004),
Beauchamp and Thomas (2009) suggest that telling stories can be viewed as a way of
teachers expressing, exploring, and understanding their own identity. The teacher’s
stories can be used as a reflective approach on his/her beliefs about teaching and learning.
Summary of Theoretical Framework
The theories presented in this chapter began with a compelling argument stating
the rationale for using Critical Race Theory and various components of identity theory. I
discussed how CRT is relevant for examining Black educators’ experiences in the context
of Brown. The literature on identity theory provides a detailed explanation on the process
of teachers shifting and re-defining their identities. Considering Holland et al.’s (1998)
work shows how teachers become empowered and performed their professional identity
in spaces that either acknowledge or discount their professional credibility. The theories
in this chapter are useful for examining the history of the teaching force and how policies
influenced a teacher’s performance.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a review of literature about factors that contribute to the
limited presence of Black educators in U.S. schools from the mid-twentieth century to
today. The literature review focuses on Black educators historical and ongoing
experiences in the teaching force. The purpose of this literature review is to examine how
school desegregation and education reform policies have affected the presence of Black
educators in schools since the Brown decision in 1954 and 1955. I provide a historical
overview on the experiences of Black educators before and after the decision on Brown v.
Board of Education. In this literature review, I examined the limited body of literature on
Black educators in the P-12 and teacher education field. The questions guiding this
review are:
(1) What were the experiences of Black educators before and after the ruling of
Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 and 1955?
(2) How did federal and institutional policies after the Brown rulings in 1954 and
1955 impact Black educators in the teaching force?
(3) What are the implications for future research and educational practices to
transform the disproportionate rate of Black and White educators?

To explore these questions, I describe the methodological approach I used for conducting
this analysis. Next I provide an overview highlighting the traditional and contemporary
presence of having Black educators in schools and addressing how the organizing for
equity in education before and after Brown led to the Civil Rights Act. Furthermore, I
provide a synthesis on the literature on the history of teaching for Black educators and the
schooling context for Blacks from 1935 to 2013. The synthesis of the literature includes
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(a) a comparison on the number of Black educators before and after the landmark
decision; (b) Black educators’ status within the profession, and (c) issues of recruitment
and retention in the teaching force. This review concludes with a call for further analyses
on the experiences of Black educators in the context of current social and economic
forces which influence the nature of the today’s teaching force in the United States.
Methods for the Literature Review
The methods that inform this analysis consist of a purposive sampling approach
which involves the reviewer examining literature that is central to the field (Randolph,
2009). Therefore, I examined literature that focused on Black educators’ teaching
experiences before and after the Brown decision in 1954 and 1955. I began this process
by identifying key articles that concentrated on Black PK-12 and post-secondary teacher
educators’ experiences in education institutions and with pre-service or novice teachers.
Next, I chose to explore studies and research literature that were reported in peerreviewed scholarly journals and books. Initiating this process involved exploring articles
in the following databases: ProQuest, Google Scholar, and Academic Search Premier.
The descriptor terms that I frequently typed on the databases were: Black educators,
higher education, critical race theory, school desegregation, racial tokenism, and Brown
v. Board of Education. These databases display literature published in peer-reviewed
journals. I chose this strategy because most articles published in scholarly journals meet
rigorous standards and are accessible beyond the university’s database (Casanave &
Vandrick, 2002). Scholarly articles that described Black educators’ experiences before
and after the ruling of Brown v. Board of Education were found in the following journals:
Journal of Teacher Education, Negro Educational Review, Educational Foundations,
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Anthropology and Education Quarterly, Journal of Negro Education, Race Ethnicity and
Education, Urban Review, Education and Urban Society, Urban Education, History of
Education Quarterly, and Journal of American History. I found that I also had to explore
journals outside the education discourse to examine how skin color, race, class, and
gender play a role in Black educators entering, sustaining, or exiting the teaching
profession. This process led me to examine the challenges that generally exist for Black
educators who attempt to enter the teaching force or sustain their job positions in P-12 or
post-secondary institutions. Therefore, I decided to explore how the opportunities and
challenges that Black educators experienced in the education field changed since de jure
segregation. I examined literature published from 1935 to 2014. Some of the authors
who are considered in this review have cited work from 1901. Furthermore, I explored
books or chapters in a book that concentrated on racial segregated schools in the North
and South, Black educators, teacher education, teachers of color, diversity, racial identity
development, or multicultural education.
I also relied on the authors’ abstract and context of the study to determine if a
research paper or empirical study was suitable to be reviewed. This process led me to
divide literature into the following categories: Black educators’ experiences during PreBrown or Post-Brown v. Board of Education era. It also encouraged me to determine the
historical and contemporary arguments, implications, and inquiries made about Black
educators and the importance for them to serve as teacher educators 2. I specifically chose
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to view literature that was within the United States context. There is only one article that
examined Black Canadians’ issues in teaching. I considered this article because it shared
similar concerns and disparities that exist for Black educators in the United States. The
issues represented in the literature address how race, skin color, nationality, gender, and
ethnicity play a key role for examining teacher recruitment, retention, and status in the
profession, and opportunities to advance in the teaching profession.
Based on this overarching process, I analyzed 62 articles, 1 unpublished
dissertation, and 10 books. However, for examining topics represented in this review, I
considered twenty articles, and six books. Table 1.1 is a chart that represents a coding
system that I constructed for organizing the literature. This system is used to highlight
various components of the authors’ work. The coding system resulted in generating
categories and themes based on the authors’ purpose, findings, and arguments. This
process allowed me to distinguish if the category was associated with the following
topics: Black educators’ experiences during the Pre or Post-Brown era. For generating
the themes, I highlighted words and phrases that were commonly used in the authors’
arguments and findings to address issues that existed during the Pre and Post-Brown era.
The entire chart can be found in the appendix section. The chart helped me to compare
and contrast findings, arguments and implications. In addition, the system assisted me to

In this chapter, I frequently use the term teacher educator to describe educators who support and
mentor prospective, novice, and veteran teachers. Teacher educators are recognized as
cooperating teachers, program supervisors, university supervisors, and professors who specialize
in education. It is important to note that there is limited research in the area of White prospective
teacher receiving mentorship from teacher educators of color, especially Black educators who
serve as cooperating teachers and university supervising practitioners (Cook, 1994; Estrada,
2005; Ladson-Billings, 1996; Moule & Higgins, 2007). 2
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identify research questions and interests that have not been explored in historical and
contemporary empirical studies.
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Table 1.1: Coding System for Literature Review
Author(s)

Theoretical
Framework
Milner IV,
Research and
R.H. (2006) theory about
Black teachers
and their
experiences

Method &
Methodology
Qualitative
case study

Unit of
Analysis
Three Black
teachers who
have been
researchers
for longer
than five
years and
engaged in
the research
and writing
about Brown
versus the
Topeka
Board of
Education.

Findings

Category

Used an
Effects of
interpretive
Brown
perspective
to analyze
the
interviews
in this study.
Themes
were
constructed
prior to the
interview.
Based on
the
interview,
the
following
themes
generated:
Black
teachers’
importance,
role-model,
culturally
informed
relationships
, and
roadblocks
or barriers.

Theme
Obstacles with
Recruitment
and Issues
with Retaining
Black
Educators

The themes in this table represent topics that are critical for understanding the presence of
Black educators before and after the Brown decision in 1954 and 1955. Historically,
Black educators have played a leadership role in the Black community. It is imperative to
examine how events before and after the Brown ruling in 1954 and 1955 pioneered the
Civil Rights Act. Examining these events is critical for analyzing how equality in
education and economics continued to be a struggle for the Black community to receive.
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History of Brown v. Board of Education
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, historical and continual policies and
practices contributed to the limited presence of Black educators in PK-12 and postsecondary institutions. It is significant that I provide an overview on how federal
legislations impacted African Americans’ and other people of color education since the
17th century. This section will also highlight the purpose of Brown v. Board of Education,
the conflicts that existed after the implementation, and the required support from
legislative representatives to support the representation of Black students and teachers in
schools and post-secondary institutions.
On May 17th, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision for Brown v. Board of
Education represented as a historical landmark to transform societal practices and beliefs
in segregation. The Supreme Court ruled that the segregation of public schools is
unconstitutional and a violation to the Fourteenth Amendment. The purpose of this
ruling was to desegregate public schools and post-secondary educational institutions in
the United States. Understanding the intent of Brown involves examining federal
legislations and court rulings U.S. Naturalization Law of 1790, Dred Scott v. Sanford, and
Plessy v. Ferguson which enforced Blacks and other people of color to be viewed and
treated as second class citizens. In addition, these legalized policies perpetuated a
systematic structure after slavery to ensure that people of color do not receive equal
access to social, political, and educational opportunities. The transformation of these
status quo policies and practices involved community leaders, community members,
lawyers and legal analysts from different organizations such as the NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People) or ULAC (United Latin American
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Citizens) filing multiple law suits to district courts in different states and the U.S.
Supreme Court. Cases such as Briggs v. Elliot Clarendon County, South Carolina, Webb
v. South Park, Kansas, Davis v. Prince Edward County, Virginia, Delgaldo et al. v. or
Bastrop Independent School District precipitated the Supreme Court to examine how
educational institutions were discriminating against students of color. These lawsuits
addressed the unequal schooling conditions for African American and Latino youth.
Shortly after the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling, inequities and segregated schooling
remained to be a primary issue for Blacks and Latinos immediately after the passing of
Brown v. Board of education. Anderson and Byrne (2004) claimed that in subsequent
years, lawsuits continued to be filed under Brown v. Board of Education due to the
continuation of segregation and discrimination of Black and Brown students and
educators in integrated schools. These lawsuits involved local school districts prohibiting
a desegregated school system or public schools receiving inequitable funding if they
primarily served Black and Brown communities. For example, public school districts in
Prince Edward and Prince William County, Virginia did not integrate until the mid1960s. The state immediately closed schools that were serving only Black students. The
lack of adherence and response to school integration from some states in the South led
the U.S. Supreme Court to examine the Brown v. Board of Education again in 1955 and
demand that desegregation occur immediately in all public schools. Once states were
forced by the Federal government to desegregate schools, state legislatures and local
school boards started controlling the employment of teachers in schools. During this time
period, local government and school boards were primarily controlled by White people
(Karpinski, 2006).
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Karpinski (2006) found that beginning of January 1955, the NAACP Legal
Defense Education Fund created a program called Department of Teacher Information
and Security. The purpose of this program was to respond to the dismissal of Black
educators and provide assistance for them to maintain their position in schools. By 1956
professional organizations such as the NAACP, NEA, (National Education Association),
and ATA (American Teacher Association) worked with Black educators who suffered the
consequences from the Brown decision by documenting the Black educators who were
fired or positions were demoted. Black educators who financially and professionally
suffered the consequences from Brown provoked these organizations to file lawsuits to
the district courts and raise concerns to Congress.
Due to the continued resistance of integrating students and educators into schools
and post-secondary institutions, President Lyndon B. Johnson and Congress passed the
Civil Rights Act in 1964. The Civil Rights Act strictly enforced the desegregation of
public schools, prohibited discrimination in activities or programs, and assured equal
employment opportunity.

Under this act, specific laws were passed to prohibit

discrimination and segregation. For example, Title IV in the Civil Rights Act required all
public schools in the United States to be desegregated. Title VII in the Civil Rights Act
enforced equal employment opportunities in schools. If schools and post-secondary
institutions violated any laws from this mandate, these educational institutions would not
continue to receive funding from the federal government. The Title IV in the Civil
Rights Act required all public schools in the United States to be desegregated.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 permitted the government agencies such as the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to reserve distributing federal
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funds to communities that operated on a segregated system (Charlton, 1973; Clotfelter,
2004). The racial composition of students and teachers at most schools were influenced
by residential communities (Clotfelter, 2004; Morris, 2001;). During this time, several
districts of various states failed to meet the HEW requirements on desegregation for
schools and residential communities. Prospective Black home owners encountered
discrimination by real estate companies for seeking residence in suburban and
predominately White neighborhoods. Banks also participated in discriminating
prospective Black home-owners eligibility for purchasing homes by redlining loans. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) responded to these
discriminatory acts by developing federal mandates for the Fair Housing Act in 1968.
This policy led to an increase population of Blacks to migrate in suburban communities.
As Black people migrated to such communities, white residents moved out. Many
researchers and political analyst have examined how the racial demographic of
communities determines the property value in neighborhood and quality of schooling
(Ascher Branch-Smith; 2005; Tate, 2008).
Although segregated schools continue to be a problem within every region in the
United States, it is important to examine how decisions from the U.S. Supreme Court and
federal mandates were established to change the inequitable conditions of schooling and
teacher recruitment for people of color. The next section addresses the categories and
themes that I constructed based on my analysis of the literature on Black educators during
the pre and post-Brown era.
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Overview of Themes
The subsequent sections will address themes that frequently emerged in literature
that focused on Black educators during the pre or post-Brown era. The themes that will be
presented in this review describe Black educators’ experiences prior to Brown v. Board of
Education, and effects Black educators’ experiences after Brown v. Board of Education.
These themes examine how the historical and contemporary trends can affect the
presence of Black educators in schools and post-secondary institutions; and exercise an
explicit yet unspoken oppressive message to the education community. The themes that
are represented in this review considers how historical and contemporary legislative
practices, education reform initiatives, organizational structure in schools, institution
practices, and societal norms have either created opportunities or barriers for Blacks to be
recruited or retained in the PK-12 schools, post-secondary institutions, and mobilizing
into education leadership positions.
The themes presented in this review should not be used to construct
generalizations about all Black educators. Instead, I propose that the themes should be
used as a basis to consider how institutional, structural, and societal practices impact the
presence of Black educators and teacher educators in PK-12 schools and post-secondary
institutions. The contents are intended to set the stage for understanding the importance
of increasing and retaining the presence of Black educators in public and private schools.
Based on the ruling of Brown v. Board of Education, many Black educators
assumed they would benefit professionally from teaching in integrated schools
(Fairclough, 2007 & Milner, 2012; Siddle-Walker, 2013). The implementation of this
decision was intended to give Black educators the opportunity to teach or continue their
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educational leadership positions in schools that serve communities of different racial and
ethnic backgrounds. Several scholars claimed that prior to school integration, several
Black educators, students, and parents raised concerns about the school infrastructure and
lack of educational resources that existed in Black schools (Anderson, 2004; Anderson &
Byrne, 2004; Fairclough, 2007; Karpinski, 2006). Although schools were forced to
integrate due to the U.S. government intervention, several scholars showed how schools
have either remained or reverted back to segregation decades after the Brown decisions
(Anderson & Byrne, 2004; Lyons & Chelsey, 2004). Clotfelter, Ladd, Vigdor (2011)
used statistical data to show that since 1994, the Northeast and Midwest regions have the
highest percentage of Black youth attending segregated schools in inner city and some
suburban communities. Clotfelter et al. (2011) also explain how “White flight” from
inner city and suburban residential neighborhoods increased the probability of Black
students attending racially isolated schools. Several educators, policy makers, and people
of color have publicly raised concerns about Black students attending segregated schools
after the Brown decisions.
The subsequent sections provide a comparison on the demographic of Black
educators before and after Brown and the factors that initiated the shift in the population
of Black educators shortly after the decision on Brown. These factors address how
institutional practices and neoliberal policies have affected Black prospective and
experienced educators’ interests in staying in the teaching profession. The themes also
provide a description of how societal perception of Black educators have transformed
before and after the Brown era. Research has documented how these perceptions have
affected Black educators being recruited into teacher education programs or as educators
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in schools. In addition, after the Brown ruling, mainstream society created a distorted
image of Black teachers (Siddle-Walker, 2001, 2013).
Black Educators’ Experiences Before Brown v. Board of Education
The dominant narrative about Black educators and Black schools prior to the
decision for Brown v. Board of Education depict a limited and distorted portrait on
education and teaching within the Black community (Foster, 1997; Siddle-Walker, 2001,
2013). This narrative positions Black educators as being only eligible to teach in allBlack schools instead of integrated schools. This narrative has been widely accepted by
mainstream society. This section dispels the myth of Black educators being fearful,
complacent, and passive in regards to the conditions of salary, professional development,
and adequate schooling for Black students (Siddle-Walker, 2013). Some of the challenges
that Black educators faced during the pre and post-Brown era still exist today. For
example, the distribution of pay varied among Black educators in various years. Fultz
(1995) also describes how gender and geographical location influenced salary and
opportunities for career advances for Black educators between 1890 and 1940. Pay,
opportunities to upward mobility in the profession, and limited representation of Black
males in the teaching force were major concerns for the Black community before the
Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955. Examining the context of Black educators during the
pre-Brown era is important for understanding how Black educators contributed to their
community and social system influenced Black educators’ effectiveness in teaching.
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Number of Black Educators
Before the Brown v. Board of Education decision in 1954, approximately 82,000
African Americans were the teachers to African American students (Hudson & Holmes,
1994). Teaching was one of the few professions Black people could get into due to
occupational segregation in some professional fields which prohibited the hiring of Black
people (Gordon, 2000). Fultz (1995) highlights that gender and regional areas were the
primary factors which influenced the demographics of Black educators in the teaching
force before 1954. Drawing from a U.S. Census report between 1890 and 1940, Fultz
(1995) found that African American men in the South typically had more professional
opportunities offered to them than African American women. Fultz (1995) uses U.S.
government reports to provide evidence on the feminization of Black teachers. In 1940,
79% of Black women were teachers, while 75% of white women were teachers in the
South. The population of white women teachers in the South declined between 1920 and
1930. Milner and Howard (2004) also reported that the population of Black teachers
increased due to the growth population of Blacks in the South, North, and Midwest.
According to Karpinski (2006), by 1952 72% of Black teachers held a college
degree. Karpinski also cites information from the National Education Association report
in 1964 to note that while 55% of non-White teachers held college degrees, only 44% of
White teachers held a college degree. Ladson-Billings (2004) echoes Karpinski’s
findings. Ladson-Billings expands on Karpinski’s findings by asserting that during the
pre-Brown era many southern Black educators typically received advanced training or
professional development at prestigious institutions such as Teachers’ College at
Columbia University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, or University of Chicago. In
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addition, prior to the ruling on Brown many Black educators received teacher training
from Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) such as Howard University,
Tuskegee Institute, or Fisk University. Scates (1938) found that in the early twentieth
century, Black teachers in Cincinnati, Ohio typically received a higher average salary
than White teachers. Scates (1938) used demographic data to examine and compare the
following factors that led Black teachers to receive a higher salary than White teachers.
The factors that Scates (1938) considered were: (a) teachers with college credits in
elementary or secondary education, (b) college degrees, (c) average age of teachers, and
(d) length of teaching experience. Siddle-Walker (2001), an education researcher uses a
historiography framework to describe the demographic of Black teachers between 1941
and 1948. The number of certified Black teachers increased and surpassed the number of
White teachers who did not hold certificates. During this time period Black teachers
holding certificates increased from 5,806 to 6,204; whereas, for White teachers who did
not hold certificates increased from 1,022 to 2,909. Siddle-Walker (2001) addressed how
the World War II had an impact on White women to leave jobs that involved teaching or
domestic work and consider wartime jobs for higher wages. Siddle-Walker (2001) also
claims that by 1950, the number of Black that enrolled into teacher preparation programs
exceeded the number of White teachers. Siddle-Walker’s (2001, 2013) work also
describes Black teachers’ presence and role in teacher organizations since the 1880s.
Before the Brown decision in 1954, Black teachers were viewed as educational advocates
within their community. Their activism played in political and educational spaces defined
their status in the Black community.
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Status of Black Educators
Depending on the completion of a professional development course or program
from an education institution, a Black educator’s socio-economic status was deemed to
be middle-class or elite in some communities (Fairclough, 2007; Fultz, 2004). Fultz
(1995; 2004) explains how Black educators’ societal and educational status contradicted
the portrait of Black inferiority. Black educators were deemed as highly respectable
citizens and social change agents in their communities. This status consisted of teachers
serving as a leader, intellectual, and mentor in the community. In Gordon’s study (2000),
the respondents primarily addressed the images of African American teachers in the
South between the Post-Reconstruction period and the mid-1950s. They mentioned how
these teachers’ dress apparel, morality, and expectations placed upon students depicted
the image that teaching is a valuable profession. Fultz’s work (1995) makes the status of
Black educators in rural areas of the South nuanced by describing how low salaries and
racial discriminatory hiring practices in the teaching force played a major role of teacher
turnover in Black schools.
Fultz (1995) found that for the summer, White teachers were offered to teach
summer school or be coachers or tutors. Due to the feminization of Black teachers in the
South, Black female teachers were only offered occupations that involved domestic or
agriculture work. The low salary along with the limited opportunities given to Black
educators to advance in their careers also deterred prospective Black educators seeking
interests on entering the teaching profession. Occupational segregation heightened in
Black communities between the 1930s and 1940s (Fultz, 1995).
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Prior to the integration of public schools, Black communities also raised concerns
about schools in their community receiving the same type of education as schools in
White communities. They expressed their interests in integrated schooling due to lack of
updated education resources for the curricula; funding, and staffing (Anderson & Byrne,
2004; Bell, 1995; Fairclough, 2007; Karpinski, 2006; Walker, 2000). Hudson & Holmes
(1994) also reported that most Black educators were aware of the unequal schooling
conditions but more concerned about Black youths’ welfare and upward mobility in
society. Under the conditions of segregated schools, Black educators also concentrated on
preparing their youth for freedom, independence, self-reliance, and being contributors in
the own community (Irvine, 1989). Racial, ethnic, and cultural solidarity was practiced in
Black educational institutions. Foster (1991) used the term “connectedness” to describe
the relationship Black educators established and maintained with Black students and their
families. Foster (1991) discussed how this method was simple for Black teachers
because they typically resided in the communities they were teaching. Although Black
educators and students were vulnerable to inadequate curricula resources, Foster (1990,
1991) points out that Black educators and parents controlled the curriculum. For
example, Foster (1990) explains a Black teacher’s experience of being forced to not teach
an advanced math course at an all-Black school. According to the teacher in Foster’s
article (1990), an all-White school board made this action because White students were
not exposed to advanced math classes. It is also important to note, that before Brown,
Black students were being informed about their cultural heritage and learning about ways
to survive in a polarized society (Foster, 1991). These were pillars for life-long learning.
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Derrick Bell’s analysis (1995) on Brown illustrates how Black youth had better
schooling during the pre-Brown era. Bell explains that Black educators recognized the
educational benefits in schools where Black children, parents and teachers can proudly
use practices that represent their cultural background to address the barriers in
educational achievement (p. 26). Bell describes how the ruling of Brown was an interestconvergence for the Black and White community. For the White community, this
landmark decision provided a national image on racial progress and the economy. For
the Black community, this decision promoted the notion on the improvement in the
educational condition for Black youth. However, the convergence for both communities
involved the social, economic, and cultural cost once the decision of Brown was
implemented in schools and post-secondary institutions.
Unintentionally the U.S. Supreme Court’s decisions on Brown v. Board of
Education compromised the context of authentic learning, schooling and teaching for
students and educators of color. Lessons that involved informing students of color about
their heritage and the importance of cultural solidarity were immediately compromised
once schools were integrated. Therefore, people of color are forced to seek cultural
solidarity beyond the classroom (Tatum, 2003). In the book, “Why are all the Black Kids
Sitting Together in the Cafeteria: And Other Conversations about Racism”, Beverly
Tatum addresses how oppression can be perpetuated in the classroom which generally led
youth of color to seek solidarity with peers of their community in spaces outside of the
classroom.
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Impact of Brown v. Board of Education on Black Educators
While the implementation of Brown was designed to be a progressive movement
toward civil rights for the Black community, the decision had and continues to severely
impact the Black community. The themes in this section represent the consequences
Black experienced and prospective educators faced since desegregation. The themes
show how power controlled the intention of politics and presented limited to non-existent
education and economic opportunities for the Black community.
Number of Black Educators
According to Hudson and Holmes (1994) the presence of Black staff, teachers and
administrators in elementary and secondary schools declined by more than 50% after the
ruling on Brown v. Topeka Board of Education. Samuel B. Ethridge (1979) found that by
1972 more than 41,600 Black educators had lost their jobs. Fultz’s (2004) coined the
phrase, “displacement of Black educators” to highlight factors that led to the teaching
force being predominately White after the Brown rulings. After the second decision of
Brown, school boards, superintendents, and politicians in the South displaced African
American educators by closing local schools, termination, demotions, forced
resignations, token promotions, reduced salaries, or assigning them responsibilities that
were not related to their trained field. Unfortunately for the Black community, the Brown
decision heightened racial segregation and inequality for students and teachers in most
integrated schools. In some districts, integrated schools still consisted only White people
to serve on the local school board. The board generally consisted of parents,
administrators, and veteran teachers who made decisions on teacher, staff, and
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administrator recruitment and retentions, student placements, textbooks, curricula
resources, school budget, and school policies or practices (Karpinski, 2006; Kahlenberg,
2008). These issues existed in all regional areas of the United States. For example, prior
to May 9th, 1968, the Ocean-Hill-Brownsville school board and teaching force in New
York City was predominately White. By the mid-1960’s, 95% of the population in
Ocean-Hill Brownsville was either Black or Puerto Rican. However, only 9% of teachers
or staff members in this area were Black or Puerto Rican (Kahlenberg, 2008; Podair,
2002). Examining the power structure from local school boards, school committee, and
state officials after Brown is imperative for understanding how integrated schools
continue to perpetuate inequality to communities of color.
The high demand of recruiting White teachers and closing of schools in the Black
community created racial and economic tension and concerns drawn from the Black
community (Fairclough, 2007; Ifill, 2014). Unintentionally, the Brown decisions initiated
the process of closing schools that primarily served Black students, high rates of
suspension and expulsion for Black students, and Black educators being fired or
transferred to positions below their field of expertise. For example, Black principals were
primarily recruited to teach or serve as coaches, custodian or administrative assistants in
White schools (Karpinski, 2006; Tillman, 2004b). Similar conditions also existed for
Black teachers (Hawkins, 1994; Hudson & Holmes, 1994; Fultz, 2004). Black teachers
who sought out employment in White schools experienced similar conditions as Black
administrators. Fultz’s work (2004) expands on describing the conditions of Black
educators by drawing upon a study from NEA in 1965. Based on the NEA study, Fultz
asserts that in North Carolina and Alabama Black educators who were transferred to
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other schools were very cautious about reporting unjust incidents that existed in their
jobs. Due to the declining number of Black educators in elementary, secondary, and
higher institutions, the presence of White teachers in elementary, secondary, and colleges
increased more than 50 percent between the late 1950s and 1980s (Chesley & Lyons,
2004; Fairclough, 2007). As the population of White teachers steadily increased to teach
Black students coupled with the closing of Black schools, Black teachers, primarily
African American certified teachers were encouraged to seek jobs in other professions
such as nursing, customer service, or domestic work (Gordon, 2000; Henry, 1995).
Hudson and Holmes (1994) cited Smith’s work (1987) to show that between 1984
and 1989, 21,515 Black prospective teachers were removed from teacher education
programs due to requirements for admissions or completion of teacher certification. It can
be assumed that the requirements could have been associated with meeting the required
scores for teacher competency exams. Based on this information, it is obvious how
structural barriers from post-secondary institutions and states contribute to the shortage of
Black prospective educators. These barriers continue to participate in perpetuating the
unequal representation of teachers in the U.S.
Table 1.2 shows how the demographics among Black teachers transformed over a
sixty-year period from 1954 to 2013. Although the number of Black educators has
slightly increased within the sixty-year period, it remains to not reflect the demographic
of students in U.S. public and private schools. The information represented in the chart
illustrates how legislations, institutional or social structures contributed to the declining
presence of Black teachers in the U.S.
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Table 1.2: Shift of Black Educators in the U.S.
1952
Before 1954
1954-1955

72% of Black teachers held a college degree
Approximately 82,000 Black teachers in the teaching force
The decision on Brown vs. Board of Education I and II was enforced in all
educational institutions in the U.S.
1955-1960s
More than 40,000 Black teachers and administrators lost their jobs due to
school closings or working at integrated schools
1960s
The passing of the state’s teacher competency exam started being a
requirement for certification
1964
Passing of the Civil Rights Act
1970s
Black teachers made up 8% of the teaching force for U.S. public elementary
and secondary schools
1980s
6% of Blacks completed alternative teacher preparation programs
1984-1989
25,515 Black teachers and teacher candidates were eliminated from new
requirements for teacher certification and admissions to teacher education
1990s
5% of Black teachers received a Bachelor’s degree in traditional teacher
education program
1999
41 states required prospective teachers to pass the Praxis exam or National
Teacher’s Exam for state or national licensure
2002
Implementation of No Child Left Behind Act
2006
6% of Black prospective teachers received a Bachelor’s degree in education
2011
Implementation of Race to the Top
2013
Black teachers are 18% of the PK-12 teaching force for all content areas in
U.S. public and private schools
Sources: Ethridge, (1979); Hawkins, (1994); Hudson & Holmes, (1994); Karpinski, (2006);
National Center for Education Information (2011)

In 1935, W.E.B. DuBois questioned if segregated or integrated schools were
appropriate to fulfill the interests and needs for the Black community. DuBois brings
attention to the implementation of the school curriculum for integrated schools. He
addresses how the content curricula in racially integrated schools would position Blacks
as inferior and the hidden curriculum would perpetuate inferiority by not valuing Black
students’ knowledge and restricting the presence of Black educators in integrated schools.
Du Bois claims that effective education for Black students does not only mean having
Black educators teach only Black students, but schools implementing a curriculum that
will humanize Black students. Bell’s (1995) examination on the post-Brown era echoes
DuBois’s (1935) concerns and arguments on racially integrated schools. Bell addressed
how the limited presence of Black educators in P-12 schools led to Black youth
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experiencing disciplinary actions at a higher rate compared to their White counterparts.
The disproportionate rate of discipline actions between Black and White students has
caused an increase rate in low academic achievement and dropout among Black youth.
Irvine and Irvine (1983) support Bell’s assertion. Irvine and Irvine found that in
integrated schools, Black students were two to five times more likely to be suspended at a
younger age, receive lengthier suspension, and face repeated suspensions. The same trend
existed for the Black expulsion rate (p.415). Lyons’s and Chesley’s (2004) findings also
support Bell’s examination. Based on Lyons’s and Chesley’s interviews with African
American teachers and principals, they found that African American students are
typically faced with barriers for applying to organizations such as the honor society or
other school leadership positions. The barriers generally involve teacher’s beliefs about
the students, grades, character, attitude, and image portrayed among their peers. These
types of experiences most likely affected Black students’ perspectives of teachers,
administrators, and schools. Quiocho’s and Rios’s work on examining the shortage of
minority teachers (2000) also joins Bell’s analysis by arguing how race and ethnic-based
practices play a role in determining acceptable school-based behavior, acceptable
language, and ways of learning.
Obstacles with Recruiting Black Educators
For examining the disproportionate rate of Black educators in the U.S., it is
imperative to identify the trends in opportunities and barriers that existed among Black
prospective and veteran educators after the decision for Brown. These trends are ongoing
dialogues for examining the rationale on shortages of Black prospective, novice,
experienced, and veteran teachers, equity conditions, and structures in schools and
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policies. Although White female teachers remain dominant in the teaching force, the
demographics of White teachers have dropped from 91 percent in 1986 to 84% in 2011
(National Center for Education Information, 2011). A report from the National Center for
Education Information (2011) found that over 40% of Black prospective educators are
enrolled into the traditional teacher education undergraduate programs. Only 15% of
Black prospective educators are enrolled into teacher education graduate programs.
Therefore, it remains to be a limited population of teachers of color attending teacher
education programs as a full-time student.
The implementation of Brown heightened a division within the Black community.
According to Milner and Howard (2004), Black people who had a light-skin complexion
were considered “worthy” to teach in integrated schools. The dark-skinned Black
educator was labeled as “too different.” The intellectual capability and effectiveness of
teaching were associated with the Black educator’s complexion. Hunter’s essay (2007)
points out how colorism has exercised overt or covert discriminatory actions among
Blacks. These actions also determined a Black person’s social and economic status in
society.
Epstein (2005) provides a thorough analysis on how institutional barriers are
established by university teacher education programs to continue the racial and ethnic
disproportional rate of teachers. She describes how undergraduate or graduate teacher
education programs privilege only communities who possess wealth. Consider for
instance graduate teacher education programs that require prospective teachers to take the
Graduate Record Exam prior to entering the program and the state teaching exam prior to
completing the program. If the prospective teacher struggles with meeting the score
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requirements for a specific institution, the prospective teacher is spending at least $160
dollars before entering a teacher education program. This amount also does not consider
the post-secondary institution’s application fee. Epstein also noted how the duration of a
student-teacher practicum in the teacher education curriculum creates an additional
barrier for prospective teachers who lack accessible funds. The time frame for a studentteacher practicum is generally between six months to a year. The duties and clinical hours
required for a student-teaching practicum is another component for licensure that usually
limits the opportunities for prospective teachers to find jobs that can possibly pay wages
that equates to the current cost of living. The prospective teacher is only led to select jobs
that are reserved for the evening or weekends, which if he/she wants to be an effective
teacher typically takes into account the amount of time to dedicate for work and
preparing for teaching (i.e. lesson plans, afterschool meetings, evening). Therefore, due
to the high financial demands from university-based teacher education programs, many
teachers of color choose to enroll in alternative teacher preparation programs.
An additional concern for recruiting Black educators is the demand of passing
teacher state competency exams. Over the past two decades the teacher state competency
exams have been a systematic approach to track and subliminally prohibit Black teachers
to enter the teaching field. Since the 1960s, passing either the national or state
competency exam has been a requirement for entering or completing teacher education
programs (Bennet, McWhorter, & Kuykendall, 2006; McIntosh & Norwood, 2004). King
(1993) mentions how funding in Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
gets compromised by the state and federal level depending on the amount of prospective
teachers experiencing difficulty in passing the state exam. For instance, McIntosh and
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Norwood (2004) drew upon Kanengiser’s (1998) work to describe how Jackson State
University, a historically Black university, accredited status got compromised by the
Mississippi Commission on Teacher and Administrator Certification and Licensure
between 1995 and 1997. The Mississippi Commission on Teacher and Administrator
Certification and Licensure recommended that students who were enrolled in a teacher
education program at Jackson State University were ineligible for licensure because less
than 90% were passing the professional knowledge and content area for the National
Teacher Examination. Prior to the late 1990s, there were teacher competency tests for
each state and the National Teacher Exam. Since the late 1990s to early 2000s, the Praxis
exam replaced the National Teacher Exam and competency tests for most states.
Therefore, some states require prospective teachers to complete the Praxis in order to
obtain certification. However, some states such as Texas, Indiana, Alabama or
Massachusetts still require prospective teachers to complete only the state competency
exam instead of Praxis exam (Bennett et al., 2006). Hoover (1984) argues that the high
stakes on the teacher competency exam is an “educational genocide for blacks” (p.70).
Likewise, Bennett et al.’s longitudinal study examines how the teacher competency
exams can be viewed as an act of oppression or privilege for prospective teachers of
color. They found that the prospective teachers’ gender, schooling experience, their
parental education, and socioeconomic status were factors that influenced their answers
on the test. Therefore, they argue that the questions on these tests tend to be biased
against people who were not raised in elite or upper middle-class white communities. The
score requirements for the teacher state competency exam also generally affects the
quantity of diverse teachers who enter in the field. For instance, Bennet et al.’s study
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involves an interview of an African American male prospective teacher specializing in
mathematics education. This teacher described his experience of successfully passing his
classes and maintaining a 3.6 grade point average. Simultaneously the prospective
teacher described his experience of feeling pressured to pass the Praxis exam in order to
enter the teaching force. In this prospective teacher’s narrative, he realizes that passing
the Praxis exam has more power to enter the teaching field than attaining knowledge
from courses in teacher education programs.
McIntosh and Norwood (2004) found that several questions on teacher
competency exams are typically not related to coursework or experience of the teacher’s
field. Similar to Bennet et al,’s findings, McIntosh and Norwood (2004) also found that
the African American female elementary school teachers discussed their challenges in
answering questions on the Examination of Certification of Educators in Texas exam
(ExCET). These teachers specialized in elementary or secondary education. Each African
American teacher in McIntosh’s and Norwood’s study claimed that the language on the
test is the primary factor for passing the teacher competency exam. The teachers
described their difficulty with understanding the terms, questions being asked, and
vocabulary. McIntosh and Norwood found that the teachers associated terms and
questions with their personal experience of teaching and prior knowledge on information
learned from teacher education courses. In addition, some of the questions represented on
the ExCET exam related to art and science education instead of elementary and/or
secondary education. McIntosh and Norwood also mention how these teachers
successfully completed their coursework requirements while they were enrolled in a
teacher education program. McIntosh and Norwood suggest that teacher education
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programs create a space for facilitators to help students make connections with test items.
They explained that facilitators should model how test takers can connect terms
represented in teacher competency tests to real-life experiences and analytical thinking.
Contrasting the notion of African American prospective teachers struggling to
pass national teacher competency tests, a recent report from Education Testing Service
(Nettles, Scatton, Steinberg & Tyler, 2011) found that over 40% of African-American
prospective teacher candidates passed Praxis I and II test for teacher certification prior to
completing the certification program. Based on interviewing prospective teachers and
faculty at different colleges or universities, Nettles et al. found that using a variety of
approaches helped African American prospective teachers to successfully pass the exams
for teacher certification. Their approaches involved prospective teachers to participate in
semester-long courses or weekend workshops that focused on Praxis preparation. These
campuses also had test preparation materials available for candidates to view
electronically or in print. Several institutions provided funding to faculty, so they could
encourage the prospective teachers to take the Praxis exam. This idea was suggested so
faculty would be aware of the knowledge that is required for prospective teachers to
know for the test. Nettles et al. considered the length of time to prepare prospective
teachers for the teacher competency tests. This perspective is not reflected in McIntosh’s
and Norwood’s (2004) implications.
The obstacles Black educators typically encounter for entering the teaching field
can be taken into consideration for examining the causes of Black educators to either
leave or stay in the education field. The research cited in this section reveals how
recruitment in teacher education programs is a complex and multi-faceted process. In
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order to address the shortage of Black teachers, the issues surrounding teacher
recruitment need to be re-examined and altered by policy makers and coordinators in
teacher education programs.
Issues with Retaining Black Educators
Although more Black educators work in the PK-12 schools today than in the late
1960s, researchers and educators have shared the troublesome circumstances these
teachers encounter, which causes many of them to leave the profession. Teachers of
color, especially Black teachers are primarily staffed in large urban public schools or
hard-to-staff schools (Ingersoll & May, 2011). Several studies have illustrated that Black
and Brown teachers are typically interested in teaching in their racial/ethnic cultural
community. These teachers are generally staying in the same school regardless of the
condition surrounding the school area, or circumstances with students, administration, or
school boards (Duncan-Andrade, 2007; Jacob, 2007; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2000).
Findings from Gordon’s study (2000) contrast these researchers’ perspectives. In
Gordon’s study (2000), African American teachers expressed their concerns regarding
being under-paid and the continual demands from school districts to complete programs
or courses with limited compensation or funding from the district.
Dissatisfaction with the district and school policies toward teachers or students,
pay, and lack of upward mobility in the teaching profession, sometimes caused teachers
of color to leave the profession. For example, Boyd, Hamilton, Loeb, & Wyckoff (2005)
found that teachers of color who have high scores on state certification exams are more
likely to leave schools that typically perform low for the annual yearly progress reports.
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Even though the teacher shared the same racial/ethnic background as the students, Boyd
et al.’s findings suggest that teachers generally make the decision on relocating to private
schools; or public schools in suburban or rural districts because of students’ performance
on tests and the ongoing demands from the state and district.
Prior to 2005, teachers of color were typically assigned to teach in urban public
schools. However, standards-based education reform policies have also contributed to the
change of teacher demographics in the United States (Kumashiro, 2012). Standards-based
education reform policies generally involve schools using scripted curricula and normreferenced tests based on the failure of meeting a specific score on the AYP (annual
yearly progress) report. Such polices generally restrict students’ and teachers’ autonomy
in learning and teaching. Therefore, teachers get frustrated with the accountability-reform
policies in education and leave the teaching force or seek teaching careers in elite or
suburban public or private schools (Ingersoll & May, 2011a.b).
Federal policies that illustrate standards-based education reform are No Child Left
Behind Act (NCLB) and Race to the Top. According to the National Center for
Education Statistics report for 2007-2008, only 7% of public school teachers were Black.
Kumashiro (2012) claims that standards-based education reform policies which focuses
on students’ performance on standardized tests are generally imposed upon marginalized
communities.
Within the past decade, these policies have systematically removed experienced
or veteran teachers of color in public schools. Consider for instance Mayor Rahm
Emanuel’s action on firing more than a thousand Chicago public school teachers in 2011.
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Out of 24,187 teachers in Chicago, Glenn Ford (2012) found that 43% of Black teachers
were fired. As a result, only 29% of Blacks remained teaching in Chicago’s public
school. Another case similar to Mayor Emanuel’s action existed in the District of
Columbia between 2008 and 2010. Since the 1950s, the District of Columbia has been a
predominately Black under-class or middle class area. The socio-economic status of the
individual varies by residential ward. Since 2007, social gentrification policies started to
transform the city’s racial and ethnic population and provoked tension from the Black
community. According to Karpinski (2006) since the 1950s, 50% of Black educators
were present in elementary and secondary public schools in Washington, DC. In the
Colorlines educational blog, Hing (2011) noted that between 2007 and 2010, the
Superintendent of Washington, D.C. public schools, Michelle Rhee fired 270 teachers
and shut down nearly two dozen schools. She also placed 737 teachers on probation.
When the experienced or veteran teachers discovered that they were being replaced by
inexperienced or novice teachers who were predominately white and completed the
Teach for America program, black students, administrators, and teachers started to
question and protest against Mayor Adrian Fenty’s and Michelle Rhee’s political agenda.
Ingersoll (2003) and Ingersoll and May (2011a) draw upon organizational theory
to describe how the structure of districts and schools can generally lead to high turn-over
rates for teachers of color. Although Ingersoll and May (2011a) did not use
accountability education reform to investigate the factors that contributes to teachers of
color leaving or being “pushed-out” of the profession. However, their findings equated to
the findings in Lipman’s study (1999). Lipman (1999) and Ingersoll and May (2011b)
found that Black teachers left schools because it limited their instructional autonomy in
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the classroom and isolated them from making contributions or decisions for academic and
social issues in schools. It is important to note that in Ingersoll’s work (2003), the
teachers’ racial and ethnic demographic was absent in the findings. Ingersoll also found
that only 14% of teachers made social decisions for large public schools.
In sum, this section showed how Black educators’ knowledge and expertise got
compromised due to the neoliberal policies or the school’s organizational structure. The
examination of Black educators being replaced by educators who are inexperienced and
did not complete an in-depth teacher education program raises the concern on actual
experience of experienced educators who completed teacher education programs and
attend professional development workshops. The next section will address the challenges
Black educators faced on being respected for their positions once educational institutions
started to integrate.
Status of Black Educators
Due to the Brown v. Board of Education ruling, the interest in becoming a teacher
in the Black community has changed. Many African American teachers in Gordon’s
study (2000) described how after Brown African American teachers struggled to be
viewed as highly respectable citizens within mainstream society. Since the
implementation of Brown, integrated schools were still controlled by Whites serving in
school committees or school board districts. The rationale for firing or not recruiting
Black educators posed a distorted image of Black educators being ill-equipped to be
effective teachers to students of all races and ethnicities. President Nixon’s statement
about Black teachers was revealed to the public. In a conversation with White House
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administrators in the Oval Office, Former President Nixon expressed his opposition on
integrated schooling. Former President Nixon said:

Black children are not equal to white children and black teachers are not as good
as white teachers. Now goddamn it, that happens to be the truth. So why the hell
do you [buck?] against the truth. Isn't that the problem? Now you can't tell them
that. That's the problem 3."

These images continue to haunt many Black educators. The images continue to affect
Black educators to be recruited to teach in specific schools or teacher education
programs; serve as an administrator or mentor; or contribute in school and district-wide
decisions on education reform.
Ladson-Billings’s (2009) work draws upon Critical Race Theory and Black
Feminist Theory to counter the demonization of Black women teachers in media. Based
on the denigration images in mainstream media, Ladson-Billings constructs three terms
that are generally used to perceive the characterization of Black women: Mammy,
Sapphire, and Jezebel. She argues how the characterization plays in the psyche of
mainstream society when it involves constituting practices and people that exercise “good
teaching.” In the article, Ladson-Billings describes how several popular Hollywood films
illustrate the Black female teacher playing the role either as Mammy or Sapphire. She
described a Black female teacher who is known as Mrs. Brown in the film Conrack
(1974). The Black teacher plays the role of Mammy by deeply caring about the needs of
the White community while neglecting her personal needs and the needs of her own
community. In addition, Mrs. Brown is seen as Sapphire because she portrays a mean-

3

Evidence retrieved from http://whitehousetapes.net/exhibit/linwood-holton-nixon-tapes
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spirited character by showing harshness, disgust, and lack of empathy directly toward
Black children and parents.
The Hollywood images of Black female teachers have led to public
misconceptions on actions that constitute as caring and effective teaching. LadsonBillings’ analysis can also be used to provoke discussions on examining the racial and
ethnic demographics of teachers selected to serve as mentors or in other education
leadership positions. Gooden’s (2012) analysis of the films Lean on Me and Head of
Stone dialogues with Ladson-Billings’ work and arguments. He critically analyzes the
two African American men (Joe Clark and Ronald Stone) who are positioned as high
school principals in urban communities. Similar to Ladson-Billings findings, Gooden
found that that these films typically develop quick-fix solutions for urban schools without
having educators question and challenge local officials on the inequity conditions within
and beyond the school environment. In addition, the Black male principals are positioned
to be prepared to deal with the school issues that exist in urban schools without support
and by minimizing their complaints, critiques, or questions to school officials about their
school being under-resourced. For both movies, Gooden points out that the filmmakers
explicitly yet subliminally send a message that schools need a rigorous disciplinarian to
change the image of a community. Therefore, the community needs to be changed not the
organizational structure of the system.
Ladson-Billings’s (2009) and Gooden’s (2012) work show how the
misrepresentation of Black educators in mainstream media can affect society’s
conceptualization of Black educators and effective teaching. Kumashiro’s (2012)
argument on distorting the image of “bad teachers” reflects Ladson-Billings’s and
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Gooden’s work. Kumashiro (2012) asserted that “White women teachers today
symbolize the goal of public schooling” ( p. 13). Kumashiro (2012) expands his assertion
by addressing how programs such as Teach for America and the history of the U.S.
school system capitalize on the image of White female teachers. Using film to examine
the representation of diverse educators in film can also be used to consider how race,
class, and gender play a critical role for Black prospective educators to be recruited into
the education field.
Black educators who had the opportunity to teach in integrated schools
experienced being questioned about their knowledge or lack of respect from White
parents and students. Fairclough (2007) describes the power relations that exist between
students and Black teachers after Brown. He notes that Black teachers were painfully
reminded about the consequences they can receive for teaching in mixed or
predominately white schools. Fairclough claims that, “They [Black teachers] had to
demonstrate their competence in a way that was not expected of White teachers” (p. 396).
For the post-secondary institutions, several studies have addressed how professors of
color, specifically Black professors’ struggle with white students in courses that address
diversity, multicultural education, developing a racial identity, understanding critical
theory, or challenging practices that represent the status quo (Ladson-Billings, 1996;
2006; Scott, 2010; Williams & Evans-Winters, 2005). It is also fair to note that research
is scarce on investigating professors’ of color experiences on tension or conflict with
students of color. Research has repeatedly addressed systematic inequities that exist in
higher education institutions for professors of color. Williams and Evans-Winters (2005)
recall their experience of teaching in a predominately White university. They discussed
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their experiences on teaching classes that involved addressing race and class. As a result
of the students’ resistance, the authors experienced poor evaluations. These poor
evaluations generally put a strain for professors of color to advance into tenure-track
positions. Williams and Evans-Winters (2005) suggest that department chairs and
academic deans be consciously aware about the unfairness of the evaluation system from
students for faculty of color should address the social justice and diversity issues. Scott
(2010) argues that hiring a diverse pool of professors in teacher education will not resolve
the issue of a person being culturally insensitive or incompetent. Teacher preparation
must make a commitment on addressing issues of race and incorporating critical selfreflection in the curriculum. The curriculum should involve pre-service teachers to
deconstruct how they racialize themselves and their personhood affects interactions with
other people.
In addition, Black educators in post-secondary institutions have also considered
how institutional practices such as evaluations and level of support from department
chairs can be a major factor for obtaining and/or maintaining tenure-track positions.
These scholars have shared their experiences and struggles on teaching classes that
involve questioning and challenging the status quo practices in society. Dixson and
Dingus (2007) and Williams and Evan-Winters (2005) shared their experiences on how
students and faculty at predominately White institutions (PWI) have challenged their
teaching practices and questioned their positionality. These articles unpacked the
struggles and systematic inequities that frequently exist but go untold in higher education.
The authors found that students’ resistance, negative responses, and silence in the
classroom can control the education space. At the same time, these responses often
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silenced voices that did not represent the minority. These actions were also used to
challenge the professor’s position to higher authority.
Conclusion
This historical review explores several factors that influenced the presence of
Black educators in the PK-12 schools and post-secondary institutions before and after the
decisions of Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 and 1955 and passing of the Civil
Rights Act in 1964. The literature suggests for educators, researchers, administrators,
and activists to consider how the limited presence of Black educators can affect decisions
for the following areas: (a) planning and implementing a culturally responsive
curriculum; (b) students’ and the public’s conceptions of effective educators; (c)
students’ academic and social performance in schools; and (d) recruitment and retention.
In light of the academic disparity between Black and White students, the research
presented in this review highlights how Black teachers and teacher educators’
philosophies and pedagogies empowered Black students and assisted them to succeed in
school. The information presented in this review is designed to challenge narratives and
ideologies that depict Black educators as inherently inefficient to teach students and
Black students’ disengagement in education. These widely accepted narratives and
beliefs have contributed to the disproportionate rate of Black educators in U.S.
educational institutions
Several studies have found that alternative teacher preparation programs can be a
method for responding to the disproportionate rate of Black educators in the U.S.
(Darling-Hammond & Berry, 1999; Ingersolll & May, 2011a; National Center for
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Education Research, 2011). In 2011, the National Center for Education Research found
that 39% of Black teachers were enrolled in an alternative teacher preparation program.
Sleeter (2008) found that since the 1990s, urban school districts and community colleges
have unanimously worked together to construct programs to increase the racial and ethnic
demographics of teachers. These teacher preparation programs typically include
paraprofessional of color as well as emergency non-credential teachers (p. 1949). Foster
(1997) addressed how some university-based teacher education have responded to the
disproportionate rate of Black and White teachers by providing scholarships for students
of color who completed community colleges or have served as a para-professional for a
specific number of years in a specific district.
Foundations and professional teacher organizations have provided incentives for
prospective students of color who are in pursuing the teaching trajectory. Organizations
or donors such as United Negro College Fund, Kroger Family, Tom Joyner and Wise
Scholars Foundation financially support teacher candidates at HBCUs or PWIs
(predominately White institutions through scholarships). Grants that are distributed by
the federal government generally sponsor these non-profit organizations. The NEA also
has several programs that provide funding for recruiting prospective Black educators. I
suggest that university-based teacher education programs collaborate with these
organizations and seek ways to provide financial assistance for increasing and sustaining
the enrollment of Black prospective educators. In addition, the organizations and teacher
education programs should create spaces for mentorship between students who received
funding and completed the teacher education program and students enrolled into teacher
education programs. Black prospective educators apply to teacher programs at HBCUs
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and PWIs. Brooks, West-Olatunji, Blackmon, Froelich, Torre, Montano, Peregrino,
Quintanar, and Smith (2012) found that collaboration between teacher education
programs in PWIs and HBCUs or any institution of color can aide in cross-cultural
relationships and can enhance the teacher education curriculum. The collaboration can
also help PWIs to construct new ways for recruiting prospective teachers of color.
For retaining Black educators, I suggest that efforts be made to empower teachers
and maintain their interests in the field and school. This will involve improving their
working conditions and pay; providing monetary incentives and recognition for years of
experience, expertise, professional development, and accumulation of degrees related to
education. Historically teacher unions and local communities have been advocates for
countering educational reform regulations or policies that marginalize specific teachers. It
has been reported that Black educators are isolated from organizing professional
development and making decisions in the following areas: school curriculum within a
national and local school districts level, school-wide events, state and national policies
that focus on academic performance (Chesley & Lyons, 2004; Dingus, 2008; Lipman,
1999; Tillman, 2005). These decisions should include a heterogeneous group by race,
class, gender, sexuality, as well as profession. I also suggest that teacher union
representatives, teachers, paraprofessionals, parents and students should be included in
making decisions for education reform policies. Considering voices from people of color
who have been impacted by policies and practices that represent equality are essential for
examining its effectiveness and outcomes. This approach supports and empowers people
who are commonly underrepresented in society.
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The themes presented in this review are not a complete representation of Black
educators’ experiences. Several researches theorized how identities such as skin
complexion, gender, or class status made Black educators’ trajectory in the teaching force
nuanced (Fairclough, 2007; Foster, 1990, 1991; Fultz, 1995, 2004; Hunter, 2007; Milner,
2004; Tillman, 2004b). There is also a vast amount of literature that focuses on Black
students and educators in the South before and after the Brown ruling. Because the South
continued to suffer from de jure segregation after the Brown ruling, there remains limited
research that unpacks the experiences of Black educators in the North during de jure and
de facto segregation. These stories are significant to examine the difference between
desegregation policies by state and region. Such stories can also bring attention to the
North and South’ s approach for desegregating schools and the teaching force after the
implementation of Brown in 1955 as well as the Civil Rights Act in 1964.
The next chapter provides a detailed description on the methodology that I will be
using for this study. The methodology constitutes as a framework for cultural sensitive
research practice (Tillman, 2004). Life history, which is a form of cultural sensitive
research that recognizes people of color experiences as legitimate and appropriate for
understanding a particular experience or event in American society.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH DESIGN
This chapter provides a detailed description of the methods used to design this
study. This qualitative study uses life history as a methodology to explore the phenomena
of segregation and desegregation shaping African American educators’ personal and
professional identities. The research questions followed the guidelines of life history.
This methodology frames the research questions for this study. First, I describe the
history of this methodology in social science research. Next, I explain the methods I used
for recruiting participants and analyzing data. I also discussed how my subjectivity as a
researcher potentially affects the validity of the data. This information led me to create
specific measures in order for me to be objective as a researcher and apply ethical
considerations for interpreting the data accurately. This chapter also includes a historical
overview of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. As a researcher, this information
was relevant for knowing the historical context of the participants’ residence before and
after the Brown rulings. I conclude this chapter with a discussion on the limitation of
using life history as a research methodology.
Research Methodology
I used a life history approach to collect African American educators’ experiences
in schools, post-secondary institutions, teaching force, and with the community. This
methodology draws upon oral tradition methods such as storytelling which traces back to
the ancient period within the African diaspora (Brown, 1997). William Thomas and
Robert Park introduced life history in the social science field at the University of Chicago
during the early twentieth century (Roberts, 2002). During this time, more sociologists
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realized the significance of documenting life stories and understanding how interactions
and cultural meanings change individual and group experiences. C.W. Mills points out
that individual’s lives are not only shaped by historical and contemporary events, but
their lives also shape society (Roberts, 2002; Seidman, 2008).
According to Henry (2006), life history is a biography that is used in oral history
research methods to examine how specific events or time periods shape teachers’
identities and practices. Marshall and Rossman (2006) claim that “life histories are
valuable for studying how cultural changes over time, learning about cultural norms and
the transgressions of those norms; and gaining an inside view of a culture (p. 116).” Life
histories often encompass multiple stories (Knowles and Cole, 2001). Dhunpath and
Samuel (2009) stated, “We are raced, classed, gendered, historical beings with positions
of difference on a variety of levels: political, religious, social, cultural, linguistic,
etc…(p.xi). Life history research provides a space for the researcher’s and participant’s
identities to be reinstated and re-constructed during the research process.
This methodology uses in-depth semi-structured interviews to understand the
individual’s life experiences (Richie & Lewis, 2003). Interview questions in life history
research studies are designed for the researcher to inquire about the totality of the
individual’s life experience. The collection of stories is used to identify and analyze
factors that caused a specific change or turning point for the individual. It can also
identify characteristics that reflect adaptation for an individual (Henry, 2006 &
Dhunpath, 2000).
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Life history research also reflects a few tenets of Critical Race Theory. This type
of research challenges the traditional conception of epistemology that focuses on
objectivity (Dhunpath, 2000). It also reflects the notion of counter-stories and counternarratives. Labaree (2006) asserts that “Life history research tells people’s stories in their
own words and, in this way, conveys a representation of human experience that draws
readers into the interpretive process (p. 123).” Therefore, life history reflects the use of
experiential knowledge, which is another tenet of CRT. Participants are given liberty to
shape their own narratives in the research.
Researcher’s Subjectivity
Due to the misrepresentation that Black educators continue to face in the public
sphere, it is my position as an African American feminist educator and researcher to
examine how a historical phenomenon such as the Brown era and the arrays of contextual
identities shape African American educators’ personal and professional identity. It is also
my position to bring African American educators’ voices to the forefront for challenging
research that only focuses on using statistical data as evidence on the education,
economic, and social gap yet neglecting to acknowledge the institutional and structural
barriers that are placed upon marginalized communities. Making African American
educators’ experiences visible beyond the ivory-tower context gives credibility and
legitimacy on recognizing how these educators were foot soldiers for transforming
education.
I am particularly drawn to this topic because of my experience as an African
American elementary school teacher and university supervisor for a graduate teacher
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education program. I am also interested in examining how standards-based education
reform policies and structural practices in education institutions contribute to the
disproportionate rate of Black and White teachers. I experienced my authentic nature of
teaching being impacted by the standard-based education reform policies. We, as
teachers who believe in transformation and liberation in education constantly have to
establish barriers in the terrain of conservative education reform policies and standards in
order to maintain our integrity of teaching and learning.
I realized that a few factors such as my identities, interests, perceptions about the
world, knowledge on the history of Black educators, and relationship with some of the
participants may affect the research process, specifically participants’ responses during
interviews. Foster’s (1997) cautions researchers who have identities that are similar to
their participants. She states, “while belonging to the same speech and cultural
community as one’s narrators can facilitate the recovery of authentic accounts, even
interviewers and narrators who share social and cultural characteristics are likely to be
separated by characteristics (p. xxi).” Foster’s (1997) draws attention to the complexities
a researcher must face to examine a phenomenon within their own cultures. The
interview questions are designed for me to be objective and open-minded to their
responses. This approach will be essential for analyzing data.
Selection of Participants
To understand how segregated and desegregated systems in the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area affected Black educators’ experiences, I sought out and invited
participants who met the following criteria: (1) schooling or teaching experience before
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and after the decision of Brown in 1954 and 1955; (2) age ranges between 70-80; (3)
identified as African American or Black; and (3) maintained engagement in education
issues within their local communities; (4) resided in one of the northeastern regional
states since the 1950s; and (5) available for two to three interview sessions.
I utilized several methods for recruiting participants in my study. First I contacted
African American educators who were my former colleagues at schools that I was
teaching. These educators not only fit the description for the study but they were also
highly respected by students, faculty, and staff at the schools. Since I started this project
in December 2013, I shared information about my study with friends, family, some
church members, and local representatives. As a result, several people in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area were very supportive on soliciting information of
people who may fit the study. Foster (1997) refers to this process as “community
nomination (p. xx).” My experience of posting the advertisements in public spaces also
led pastors and community representatives to contact me and inquire about my intentions
for the research study and perspectives on education. This approach allows the
community to inform the researcher of people who are well-suited for the study is known
as “community nomination” (xx). As a resident of a county located in the District of
Columbia metropolitan area, I knew specific areas that will be relevant for seeking
prospective participants. My advertisements were posted in local community centers and
newsletters for local organizations. The advertisement for the research study is located in
Appendix A. I understood the vulnerabilities I can potentially encounter displaying
advertisements in public places that provide contact information. This awareness led me
to purchase a temporary cell phone and use it for advertising my contact information.
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Prior to getting the participants’ consent, I contacted each participant to inform
him/her the purpose, the duration, and involvement of the research study. Purposive
sampling was employed. Purposive sampling involves selecting a specific population
based on the inquiries and purpose of the study (Teddie and Tashakkori, 2009). My
secondary data analysis in 2014 on African American educators who taught before and
after Brown also led me to expand the demographics of the participants and investigate
additional social and political factors that prohibited Black teachers teaching in
desegregated schools after 1954. Based on my secondary analysis, I found that African
American educators continued to teach at segregated schools after the Brown ruling in
1954 and 1955. Therefore, I decided to investigate the rationale of school districts in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area strategy for maintaining a segregated school system
and teaching force. I utilized a maximum variation and confirmation approach to seek
common patterns based on a gender and age perspective. According to Huberman and
Miles (1994), maximum variation seeks diverse variations to document important
common patterns. Expanding the sample size by age and gender encouraged me to
confirm cases based on themes from the secondary data and look for additional variation
in my research (Huberman & Miles, 1994). Therefore, it was best to seek Black educators
who are 70 and older based on the impact of the dual education system in Maryland from
1872 and the state’s resistance of complying with federal government on desegregation.
In the next section, I will provide a detailed overview on how Brown and
subsequent desegregation policies affected Black students and educators’ educational and
living experiences. This information is useful for understanding how segregated schools
continued to operate after the Brown ruling in 1954. The information in this section also
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contributes to the dearth of literature on segregation in the northeastern regional
communities.
Impact of Brown in the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area

Maryland and the District of Columbia were known as union territories. Although
these territories did not apply a de facto segregation system for all public amenities,
Maryland and the District of Columbia also still operated on a dual system for Blacks and
Whites. This system was known as the de jure segregated system. Both territories
operated in this system for the first half of the twentieth century (Ayscue, Flaxman,
Kucsera & Siegel-Hawley, 2013; Cozzens, 1998). The de facto and de jure systems both
denied Black people access to public goods and advancement for social and economic
welfare.

In this section, I describe how the Brown rulings affected communities in
Washington, D.C. and Edward County (pseudonym name). I incorporated the trends of
the racial demographic trends in both communities to show outcomes that caused a shift
in the population between the 1930s and 1980s and the influence of practices that isolated
Black teachers to teach in desegregated schools immediately after the Brown rulings. The
participants either resided or worked in Washington, D.C. and Edward County school
during the Brown rulings and local policy initiatives on desegregating schools. I also
selected Washington, D.C. and Edward County because they are neighboring districts.
Table 1.3 is a timeline that shows Washington, D.C. and Edward County’s response to
desegregating schools after the Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955. This table is a timeline
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that shows how the federal government responded to Edward County school district’s
initiatives on desegregation.

Table 1.3: Washington, D.C. and Edward County Policies Post-Brown
May 17th, 1954
Brown v. Board of Education
September 1954
Public schools in Washington, D.C.
integrated
1955
Brown v. Board of Education II
1955-1965
Edward County designed and implemented
a Freedom of Choice Plan
1960s
91% of Whites resided in Edward County
whereas only 8% of Blacks resided in
Edward County
nd
July 2 , 1964
Passing of the Civil Rights Bill
1964
HEW started intervening to assist Edward
County with desegregating schools
April 11th, 1968
Fair Housing Act
1970
White population in Washington, D.C.
decreased to 28 %
Increasing migration of Blacks in Edward
County; 55% of Blacks resided in Edward’s
county
1972
Vaughn v. Board of Education in Edward
County
1972
Edward County developed a busing plan
1973
Edward County desegregation plan met the
HEW guidelines
Sources: Ascher and Branch-Smith , 2005; Cozzens, 1998; U.S. Census Bureau, 2002
Between the 1930s and 1960s, the Black population increased in Washington,
D.C. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2002), in the 1930s, 27% of Blacks were
residing in Washington, D.C. However, the Black population increased to 54% by the
1950s. This influx was based on discriminatory practices that were imposed upon Blacks
for seeking opportunities to reside in Maryland suburban communities or newly
developed neighborhoods in the Washington, D.C. (Pritchett, 2005). Additionally,
agencies such as The Washington Real Estate Board and Federation of Citizens’
Association participated in such practices which led Black people to seek
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accommodations in overcrowded housing units or segregated neighborhoods (Pritchett,
2005; Squires, Friedman, Saidat, 2002). Segregated housing plans in Washington, D.C.
led to Black youths’ education being compromised in public schools. The schools
responded to this influx by operating as half-school days (Cozzens, 1998; Knoll, 1959).
The implementation of this policy shows that the student population had to be divided to
ensure students attend school. Therefore, half of the student population were required to
attend school from 8:00 a.m.to 12:00 p.m. and the other half were required to attend
school from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.. Black students received three to four hours of
education five days a week, whereas White students continued to receive five to six hours
of education five days a week. For example, a group of Black students attend school
from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm for the morning shift and a different group attended school
from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm. Black students would receive three to four hours of education
per day compared to their White counterparts who received approximately five to six
hours of education per day.
Schools in Washington, D.C. legally operated in a desegregated system shortly
after the Brown decision in 1954 (Cozzens,1998). The Board of Education in
Washington, D.C. voted to desegregate schools eight days after the Brown decision in
1954. By September 1954, the schools in the Washington, D.C. operated on a
desegregated system. The ruling the Bolling v. Sharpe case in 1952 was one of the
several cases that inspired the Brown case and decision in 1954. The Bolling v. Sharpe
case was unique because it did not approve the evidence of Black students attending
schools that lacked resources. Therefore, the court viewed this case as “separate but
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equal.” Although D.C. public schools complied with the Brown rulings, the local schools
remained segregated due to the racial demographics in residential communities.
During this time, schools were segregated in Washington, D.C. It was mandatory
for students to attend schools in their neighborhood. There are eight wards in the District
of Columbia. The wards are regional zones that separate residential communities in the
city. Some of the wards have a history of segregated residential communities by race and
class. This segregation continues to be prevalent today in Washington, D.C. During the
1940s and 1950s, White residents started relocating to suburban communities in
Maryland. Several historians, policy analyst, educators, and economists acknowledged
that the planning and passing of the Brown decision in 1954 contributed to the extreme
racial shift in the District of Columbia and a few counties in Maryland (Ayscue et al.,
2013; Cozzens, 1998; Knoll,1959). The primary rationale for White flight in
Washington, D.C. was the outcome of the Brown ruling. Several White families were
resistant of having their children be educated in the same schools with Black children.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2002), in the 1940s, 72% of White people resided
in the D.C. area. However, by the 1970s, this demographic changed to 28%. The White
flight continued until the 1980s (Sawyer & Tatian, 2003).

Edward’s County is a suburb of Washington, D.C. Edward County is located in
Maryland. By the 1950s, many White people relocated to this county to escape the
migration of Black people in Washington, D.C. The Brown ruling in 1954, initially did
not affect public schools in Edward’s County. The schools continued to operate in a
segregated system. Integrating schools in this county was complicated due to segregated
housing plans (Ayscue et al., 2013; Cozzens, 1998). In 1955, the superintendent and the
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county executive board responded to the federal regulations for desegregating schools by
appointing seventeen Whites and five Black residents to serve on the “Fact-Finding
Committee.” The Committee found 47 out of 106 schools in Edward County assigned
students to schools without knowing their racial background (Cozzens, 1998). As a result,
the Fact-Finding Committee suggested broad guidelines ways for the board of education
in Edward County to be proactive on desegregating schools. The Committee suggested
for the board to consider recruiting teachers and staff of color; develop desegregation
plans for building new schools; and allow pupils to attend schools closest to their homes.

The board members of Edward County public schools responded to the FactFinding Committee’s analysis and recommendations by developing a desegregation plan
named, "Freedom of Choice". The plan permitted students to attend schools in their
neighborhoods and allowed parents to make the decision for transferring their child to a
different public school in the county (Ayscue et. al, 2013; Cozzens, 1998). This plan
operated from the 1955--1965. In this plan, residents were given the right to make
decisions of their child’s schooling. This plan released the school board members on
being accountable for desegregating schools. Ascher and Branch-Smith (2005) note that
in the 1960s, 91% of Whites resided in Edward’s County. During that time, only 8% of
Black were residing in Edward County. Due to the racial demographic of residents in
Edward County during the 1960s, the Freedom of Choice plan maintained a segregated
system. Although requests for transfers could have easily been made but it was a difficult
process, specifically for Black families to get approved by the Edward County board of
education (Cozzens, 1998).
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The Civil Rights Act in 1964 permitted the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) and other federal agencies to withhold federal funds from public
facilities such as schools who continue to operate on a segregated system. According to
the Civil Rights Act in 1964, public facilities that continue to operate on a segregated
system will be subject to “noncompliance proceedings.” In December 1964, HEW which
is now known as the Department of Education intervened to assist the Board of Education
for Edward County to desegregate schools (Ayscue et al, 2013 & Cozzens, 1998). The
intervention of HEW in Edward County came during a time when the Black population
was increasing in this county.

As the Black population increased over the next decades, Edward County
continued to operate in a segregated system for years after the Brown rulings. In the
1970s, the Black population was 55% in Edward County, however 90% of schools
remained to be racially segregated due to racial segregation in residential communities
(Ascher & Branch-Smith 2005). Similar to Washington, D.C., Edward County is also
divided by regional residential locations. There are three zones in Edward County. By
the 1970s, Black residents dominated the zone that is on the borderline of Washington,
D.C. The zone located in the middle of Edward County comprised of a racial-mixed
population. The zone that was the farthest away, approximately 45 minutes away from
Washington, D.C. was predominately White.

Similar to the influx of Black people in Washington, D.C. during the increasing
migration during 1950s, the Black population increased in Edward County between the
1970s and 1980s. White flight occurred in Edward County during this time because of the
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changing of the racial and ethnic demographics. Although Black people tried to move to
similar counties, they still experienced housing discrimination from banks and real estate
agencies. Prior to the endorsement of the Fair Housing Act in 1968, banks’ and real
estate agencies’ practices were not recognized as discriminatory in federal and state
sanctions. The covert discriminatory practices by banks and real estate companies
coupled with established communities in other counties in Maryland shed light to
understanding why many Black people resided in Edward County.

According to Johnson (2002) in 1972, the court case Vaughns v. Board of
Education of Edward County found that Black students were still attending segregated
schools by large populations (Ayscue et. al, 2013). This case proved that the Freedom of
Choice plan was ineffective. The board members of Edward County public school were
required to design another desegregation plan, which was the busing plan. The busing
plan was implemented between the 1972-1973 school year (Ayscue et. al, 2013; Cozzens,
1998). This called for Edward County to show evidence that no school in this county
should “fall below an African-American student ratio of ten percent, or exceed a fifty
percent African American student enrollment” (Johnson, 2002; p. 110). At this time, the
busing plan in Edward County met HEW’s guidelines for desegregation. However, many
Black parents and leaders raised their concerns about the busing plan and how it did not
address the racism Black students and teachers experienced in schools (Ayscue, et al,
2013; Cozzens, 1998). Until the 1990s, Edward County school board and administration
was predominately White (Ayscue et. al, 2013; Cozzens, 1998).
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Although the Brown decisions in 1954 and 1955 desegregated schools, it did not
resolve issues that perpetuated racism and discrimination in schools or public spaces.
Schools continued to be racially segregated due to the patterns of segregating residential
communities. Residents in Edward County pushed for developing policies that
considered racially balanced schools (Asher & Branch-Smith, 2005). The impact of the
Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955 shed light on the need for policy makers and researchers
to consider the historical and present disparity of schooling in predominately Black
suburban communities.

As a critical conscious researcher, it is important to be knowledgeable about the
history of the participant’s community. Considering the history of the participant’s
community was useful for developing interview questions that reflect an accurate
depiction of the participant’s life experience.
Data Collection
Data in life history research is rich. There are a variety of methods used to
generate life history data. Verbal, visual, or written methods can be used to generate data
for life history research (Samuel, 2009). Collecting data for this study involved multiple
stages. Researchers of color generally use several measures to develop alternative
methodologies for research projects that involve people of the same racial or ethnic
community (Cruz, 2001). These measures provide an accurate culturally appropriate
representation of people of color lived experiences.
First, I reviewed archives of local newspapers to understand the social, political,
and cultural context of the participants’ lived experiences. This method helped me to
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become familiar with issues that affected Black educators and students from the early
1950s to the late 1990s. Next, I conducted extensive semi-structured interviews with
seven participants. This data was relevant because it captured factors that influenced the
participants’ personal and professional experiences. Tillman (2002) explains that
interviews in culturally sensitive research captures holistic contextualized images that
reflect the social, political, economic, and educational issues African American people
encounter on a daily basis. The questions developed for the interview explored the
following areas with participants: (a) their schooling and teaching or other professional
related experience; (b) interests on becoming an educator; (c) relationships with family
and members of the community; (d) their perspectives on education from their early years
of teaching and today; and (c) experiences in their local community. For developing
interview questions, I incorporated Foster’s (1997) and Johnson’s (2007) work on Black
teachers. It was important to get feedback on the interview questions and ensure that each
question aligned with specific topics. In November 2014, I received feedback about the
interview questions from my dissertation committee. The interview questions can be
found in Appendix B. The initial in-person interviews lasted between an hour and a half
and two hours. The follow-up interviews, constituted as form of member-checking. This
process involved either talking to the participant via phone or meeting with the
participant. The questions for the follow-up interviews were based on the participants’
responses. Three of the participants in this study participated in a previous study that only
focused on their experiences before and after the Brown rulings. The follow-up
interviews for the three participants in 2015 involved having them to discuss their
observation on the changing demographic after the Brown rulings. I created a space for
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the participants to share their experience of teaching students who were not Black. It was
important for me to take notes during each interview. The notes were relevant for
documenting the following information: (a) the participants’ perspectives and
recommendations for my study, (b) recording personality traits and (c) bodily gestures
that were exhibited during the interview. Brenner (2006) claims that note-taking during
the interview is important for recording details on the context, body language, and affect
that might not be apparent on the audio recorder (p. 365). It took four months to collect
data and listen to interviews to construct follow-up questions. At the end of the interview,
the participants were given an opportunity to make comments and suggestions, or pose
further questions for the research study.
Data Management and Analysis
Coding played an important part for analyzing data and identifying themes and
patterns. I asked myself the following questions while reviewing my notes and the
transcripts:
•

What do I see going on here?

•

What does this represent?

•

What did I learn?

These questions supported the inductive analysis process by allowing me to identify what
was occurring in the data (Emerson, Fretz and Shaw (1995).; Ritchie & Lewis, 2003).
According to Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995), coding qualitative data encourage
researchers to construct questions that focus on identifying occurrences rather than
seeking the causation of an occurrence. Seeking the causation of an occurrence can
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potentially lead the researcher to make assumptions. These questions were also useful for
challenging biases and maintaining my role as a researcher.
The two approaches that I used to code data were open- coding and in vivo
coding. This process encouraged me to not make assumptions about the participants’
experiences and construct additional questions for follow up interviews if there was any
ambiguity (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Open-coding was my initial approach for
examining the data. This method involved exploring the raw data and taking notes on the
participants’ characteristics as well as events from their childhood and adulthood
experiences. Next, I used in vivo coding. For this process, I reviewed each transcript line
by line. The participants’ words or phrases were used as a code to capture what was
occurring in a specific section of the data (Creswell, 2002). As I analyzed each
transcript, I documented the frequency of occurrences for each code. Then, I assembled
the codes into categories which reflect the similarities of the participants’ experiences.
This process led me to revisit and change some of the research questions I initially
developed for this study.
Seven Black educators were interviewed for this study. However, for this study, I
chose to present four participants’ stories. I reduced the representation of the data. Data
reduction involves using data that address specific accounts (Merriam, 2009). The data
reduction process was based on two components. First, I considered frequency of similar
patterns found in codes based on participants’ accounts. This method involved using a
chart and comparing the codes that were presented in the transcripts. Next, four out of
the seven participants responded to the second research question and discussed their
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observations on the changes of the racial demographic in the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area and how it affected their experience.
Since this study is situated in a life history paradigm, the participants’ claims,
phrases, or statements were used to construct codes and themes (Creswell, 2009).
Generating themes that accurately reflects the participants’ responses fits the interpretive
paradigm (Maxwell, 2012). I chose this method in spite of the fact that it might be
challenging for readers who stigmatize and lack knowledge on the history of African
American vernacular English language (Smitherman, 2000). Utilizing the participants’
language reflects the essence of our culturally mediated dialogues. Because I share the
same racial, ethnic, and language background of the participants, I was able to relate and
connect my personal experiences. Table 1.4 is a chart that identifies the themes and the
words or phrases frequently used in the interview to summarize the content of the data.
The results of the data are presented in chapter five.
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Table 1.4 Data Summary (Continued onto next page)
Themes
“Black with Means”

“They Would Only
Recruit a Few Blacks”

“Like a Family Member”

“Teachers Taught
You How to Be
Successful”

Codes
*I wasn’t…enough,
*she/he couldn’t didn’t
see me as a..
*preferential treatmentrace, class, skin color
*different
*if you weren’t…
*certain
*you couldn’t/didn’t
*never remembered

*they would only hire…
*degreed teachers
*taught them algebra
*military
*White males
*all White school
*few/wasn’t too many
Blacks
*spouse was an officer
*integrated school
*Doctor
*GIs
*transferred

*(He/she) knew my
family
*treated me like a family
member
*made me feel like
*home visits
*my church
*lived close by
*taught my siblings
*My teacher would
come to my
*good foundation
*role model
* middle and
high school
teacher
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Excerpts of Interview Data
*Like in DC, if you weren’t a
certain color, you couldn’t go to
Sammy Field high school.—
Candice
*See, I felt that because growing
up, that race and class played a
role in the things that I got
subjected to even though people
tried to help me along….So, if you
weren’t those wealthy, or Blacks
with means, you were viewed in a
different manner by certain
teachers.-Harold
*I applied for a job in Edward
county in ’66…At that time, they
didn’t have any minorities and so
they only hired a certain
number.—Harold
* I maybe had seven or eight Black
kids out of that, 36 kids. It wasn’t
many Black kids. So the school,
it was predominately White, I’d
day at the time.—Leslie
* They transferred the four of us.
And we had, all of us were
degreed teachers. We were degree
teachers…There were two
teachers, they were not degree
teachers.—Brian
*Teachers made home visits. So
they came to your house and talk
to your parents.—Leslie
*I had a good foundation there, as
far as teaching is concerned.
The teachers knew me as a
child.—Candice

*We got a good education!
A very good education!
And once we finished our

*older teachers
*black teachers
*good
foundation
*got me
thinking about
*something
positive/encoura
ging to say
*caring
*supportive
*we could go
anywhere
*successful
*be better
*never forgot
that
*never forget
him/her
*made me who I
am today
*expect so much
*strict
*(We) had to
turn in
*prepared
*made a
difference
*schools are
going to
integrate
*need to start
thinking
about…
*he/she would
be telling us…
*always say
something

education, we can go
anywhere and hold our
own.--Candice
*The teachers that we had,
taught you so that you can
be successful. So when
you go to college, you
knew.--Candice
*He was strict. And we
had lesson plans that we
had to turn in. We had to
turn it into him every
Friday. (Brian).
*You felt that they (the
teachers) cared about you.
And that made you want to
do well (Harold Jackson).
I owe a lot of my success
to you know to those folks
because of how they made
me feel about wanting to
learn and being successful
and my role, my role in
getting my education
(Harold Jackson).
*I remembered when my
teacher would come to my
church (Leslie).

Trustworthiness and Validity
Several researchers have discussed some measures that can threaten the
relationship between the researcher, participants, and the validity of the data (Maxwell,
2012; Mutua & Swadener, 2004). The following components represent some measures
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that affect the credibility of research: (a) the researcher’s identities and bias; (b)
researcher, person of authority, or grant or foundation funders play in determining what
counts as “meaningful data” or “scholarship”; (c) timeline imposed by organizations or
educational institutions for conducting and publishing research; (d) researcher ceasing
engagement with the participants after collecting data; (e) researcher or institutions
benefiting from the research; and (f) only representing participants’ vulnerabilities or
disadvantages. These measures can often times determine the agenda of the research
which perpetuates colonialism and White Euro-centric perspective (Denzin, Lincoln, &
Smith, 2008; Mutua & Swadener, 2004). Therefore, I considered multiple measures to
ensure that this research reflects a decolonized perspective and accuracy of the
participants’ accounts. First, I protected the participants’ identity by providing
pseudonyms for their names and schools they taught. The consent form is found in
Appendix C. This form gave participants the platform to ask questions and to make
decisions on information they would like to conceal. To develop trust and ensure the
safety of the participant, I followed the Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines and
standards.
I also established and sustained a collaborative and engaging approach with the
participants. The participants communicated to me multiple times throughout the
research process. This approach demystifies the traditional interaction and power that
exists between researcher and participants (Mutua & Swadener, 2004; Tilman, 2002).
The participants were given opportunities to ask me questions about the purpose of the
study and my interests in reforming education after completing the research study. They
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were also able to inform me what I or people who share my position of power need to do
for steering equitable education for PK-12 and teacher education.
All interviews were recorded and transcribed. I listened to each interview twice to
ensure I was accurately conveying the participants’ accounts (Merriam, 2009). After
collecting and transcribing the data, each participant was able to review their transcripts
from the interview. This approach gave them the opportunity to check for accuracy and
make changes with their statements. The participants’ feedback was considered for the
following sections: portrait of participants and findings.
These measures constitute as the member-check in process. This process
represents validity of the data and supports the paradigm of narrative research. It creates a
space for participants to validate their voice by providing further analysis on the findings
and arguments made in the study.
Limitations
Although life history allows me to capture African American educators’ voices, it
does not permit me to document the past and present interactions these teachers had with
their students, colleagues, or community members. In life history research, the researcher
can only disclose information that is up to the participants’ discretion. Therefore, it is
typically difficult for participants to discuss painful or traumatic experiences when
reflecting on how a specific circumstance shaped their livelihood.
Distance and participants’ personal circumstances were additional factors that
limited my availability to continue interviews after February 2015. I commuted to
Washington, D.C. on multiple occasions in 2015 to interview participants. Although this
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project was funded by a grant, I was not able to stay in Washington, D.C. for an extended
time period because of my personal and professional responsibilities in Massachusetts.
This study is not designed to generalize Black educators’ experiences in
education. Instead, it provides a window to the complexities that educators encounter for
entering and sustaining in the teaching profession.
Summary
This chapter provides a detailed explanation for using life history as a
methodology to explore how segregated and desegregated policies shaped African
American educators’ livelihood. This chapter also provides a detailed overview of events
that shifted the demographics and policies in Washington, D.C. metropolitan area
schools. It also includes the rationale for establishing and sustaining trust with the
participants. I concluded this chapter with a description on factors that restrained access
to more data.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS

In this chapter, the findings are presented in a two-fold matter. First, the findings
illustrate a biography of the participants’ life experiences. This information is important
for considering how geographical locations or any structural factors beyond the education
context shaped the participants’ beliefs and experience. The remaining portion of the
findings present my thematic analysis of the data. Five major themes emerged from this
study. The key themes are: (a) “Blacks with Means”, (b) “They Would Only Recruit a
Few Blacks”, (c) “Teachers Taught You How to Be Successful”; (d) “Like a Family
Member”, and (e) “Powers that Be”.
The themes show how the dialogues were authentic. Regardless of my status as a
researcher, the participants felt comfortable drawing upon their childhood, ancestral,
educational, and professional experiences. The participants’ personal and historical
experience supports several scholars’ work that theorizes how teachers’ identities are
constructed in various contexts. (Agee, 2004; Alsup, 2006; Flores & Day, 2006; Lasky,
2005; Lortie, 1975; Urrieta, 2007). Some of the themes show how the participants dealt
with painful experiences. On the contrary, some themes show the participants
experiencing empowerment as well as their process of being socialized into the teaching
profession. The themes also illustrate how participants reclaimed their humanity and
personhood in spaces where they were viewed as inferior.
The first theme, “Blacks with Means” illustrates how specific identities in
segregated and desegregated communities were stigmatized or privileged. This theme
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describes how various forms of oppression affected the participants’ experiences. The
stories in this theme echo the intersectionality framework. Yet, they complicate the
depiction of people’s experiences that only focuses on their racial or ethnic identity. The
next theme, “They Would Only Recruit a Few Blacks” shows the criterion used to recruit
Black educators to teach in desegregated schools. This theme considers how
desegregated housing policies impact the racial demographics of students and teachers in
Edward County as well as other areas during the late 1950s to the late 1960s. The third
theme, “Teachers Taught You How to be Successful” shows how the participants’ former
teachers, colleagues, and professors mentored them into the teaching profession. The
participants collectively shared how this experience prepared them for engaging and
successfully thriving in a desegregated society, which ultimately establishes unequal
standards for Blacks and positions them as inferior. The fourth theme, “Like a Family
Member” echoes the support trend that was discussed in the third theme. In this theme,
the participants describe how their teachers made themselves visible in and beyond the
school context. This theme echoes research that examine Black educators’ approach to
caring for Black students in schools before and after the Brown decisions. The final
theme, “Powers that Be” illustrates how the participants challenged discriminatory
practices and Black inferiority in education institutions as well as public spaces. In this
theme, the participants define who they are during the interview as well as at the time of
the event.
I found that each theme mirrored my experience as an educator and a Black
woman in a doctoral program. Aside from posing questions, the data show how I
participated in the dialogue with the participants. I participated by either sharing
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experiences that were similar to the participants or agreeing with their perspectives. My
first name is in the transcripts to show my participation in the dialogue. The totality of
themes show why the participants continue to be engaged about current issues in
education.
Portrait of Participants
The participants currently reside in my hometown, which is Edward County. I
have known two out of the four the participants since I was a youth. I have also
established a relationship with them by working at the same elementary school, attending
similar educational conferences, and being a member of the same religious congregation.
The participants represent diversity by gender, teaching and schooling experience, field
of expertise in education, hometown, educational attainment, and skin complexion. The
participants shared similarities of being educated in schools in the North before and after
the ruling on Brown. Table 1.5 is a chart that represents the demographics of each
participant.
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Table 1.5 Demographics of Participants
Names
Leslie
Candice
Holmes
Washington

Brian Murphy

Harold
Jackson

Age
Years in
Profession
Employment
Status in the
Profession

82
43

81
39

77
35

71
46

Active
(teaching parttime)

Retired

Retired

Expertise in
teaching and
content area

6-12 grade
Math and
Science

Elementary
Education &
Reading
Specialist (PK6th grade)

Experience in
Types of
School/District

Rural public
schools;
DODDS &
parochial
school in
suburban area
HBCU

Rural, suburban
& urban public
schools

Retired (still
engage in
education by
serving on the
education
committee for
the Hillside
Civic
Association
PK-6th
Elementary
Education &
Middle School;
Compensatory
Education
Rural &
suburban
public schools

HBCU & PWI

HBCU & PWI

HBCU &
PWI

B.A. in
Biology and
took courses in
Counseling
Education

B.A. in
Elementary
Education,
M.A. in Special
Education,
Ed.D. in
Reading
Education,
Education

Completion of
Studies at Postsecondary
education
institution(s)
Level of
Education

Secondary
Education

Rural,
suburban,
and urban
public
schools

B.A. in
B.A. in
Elementary
Vocational
Education and
Education,
completed
M.S.in
coursework and Science,
passed
M.Ed in
competency
Education
exam for
Admin.,
Educational
Ed.D in
Administration Educational
& Leadership
Leadership
program
*Historically Black College University (HBCU); Predominately White Institution (PWI)
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Leslie Holmes
A soft-spoken, petite, and modest veteran teacher, Leslie has been in the teaching
force for 43 years. Leslie was born and raised at a small town in Delaware. She was
educated in a segregated school from first through twelfth grade. In the interview, she
described the infrastructure of her school. According to Leslie, “There were two rooms in
one school. Four grades were in each room. It was a small community. So you only had
first, second, third, and fourth in one room and you had thirty some kids in the other
room.” Leslie also completed her education at a second grade high school. The
infrastructure at Leslie’s high school differed from the elementary school. The high
school was a large one-story building that comprised separate rooms for each grade level
and a gymnasium. In 1950, Leslie enrolled in a Biology program at a historically Black
college in Delaware. She successfully completed the program and graduated in May
1954.
In September 1954, Leslie started teaching at a high school in a small town near
the Eastern Shore of Maryland. She taught at an all-Black high school for two years.
According to Leslie, the Brown v. Board of Education decision in 1954 did not change
segregation regulations and practices in public spaces and Blacks being treated as second
class citizens. According to Leslie, “Maryland and Delaware were very sluggish with
integration…And I was really shocked my first year of teaching. It was uh, a completely
segregated system at that time.”
In May 1959, Leslie moved to Japan because she wanted to be with her husband
who served in the U.S. military. She lived in Japan for three years. Leslie utilized her
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social networks to get recruited as a teacher for DODDS (Department of Defense
Dependent Schools) in Kushami, Japan (pseudonym name). In September 1959, she was
rewarded the opportunity to teach physics and math to eleventh and twelfth grade
students. She also had the opportunity to teach Algebra to GI (General Infantry) soldiers
who enrolled in a GED program.
Leslie took a few years off from teaching to provide full attention on raising her
children. In the late 1970s, Leslie reconsidered her interests in teaching. In 1978, her
family moved back to the United States. She was recruited to teach at parochial school in
Edward County, Maryland called St. Isabel’s Catholic School. Leslie is currently
teaching at this school and is highly respected by faculty, staff, students, and parents.
Candice Washington
Candice retired from the teaching force at the age 81. Her retirement has not
compromised her passion and interests about current topics on education and policies
established to reform the achievement gap. Until the 2014-2015 school year, Candice got
invited to share her expertise on literacy, support mentor teachers, and tutor students at
charter and traditional public schools. Candice is a well-known and vibrant educator who
never compromised her expertise in education for standards-based education reform
policies. In our dialogues it was quite obvious that Candice remains to be passionate
about current topics in education and the academic achievement for Black students.
Candice admitted that being a teacher was not her initial interests. Instead, she
wanted pursue the armed forces after she graduated from high school in 1950. Candice’s
mother encouraged her to enroll in a historical Black state college in Maryland. She
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attended this college in 1951 and graduated in 1955 with a Bachelor’s degree in
Elementary Education. She started teaching in September 1955. She served as a first
grade teacher for an elementary school that was outside of Edward County. The students
and teachers at this school were Black. This school was located in Southern Maryland.
Later that year, Candice was transferred to teach at the elementary school she attended
when she was a youth. She stayed at this school for several years because of the support
she received from veteran teachers.
In the 1970s, Candice decided it was necessary to broaden her interests and
knowledge in education. She enrolled and completed two graduate programs. One
program focused on Special Education and the other concentrated on Reading Education.
This experience led Candice to be Director of Reading for a school district from 1978 to
1995. She contributed her knowledge about literacy to textbook companies. Because of
her social network and expertise, Candice experienced writing grant proposals for several
charter schools.
Although Candice experienced segregated schooling from first through twelfth
grade and for an undergraduate program at a post-secondary institution, she proclaims
that she received a high quality education. In the interview she stated, “I felt even though
it was segregated, we got a good education, a very good education!” And once we
finished our education, we can go anywhere and hold our own.” Candice who is
considered as the middle-child amongst her siblings. During the interview, she shared her
perspective about her brothers’ and sisters’ schooling experience once schools were
desegregated. In the interview, she stated, “I look at some of my brothers and sisters that
came after me and they went to integrated schools and did not get as well of an education
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as I got. They did not! Yeah, they were like so you are here and whatever!” As Candice
compares her education experience to her siblings, she concludes that her siblings did not
receive an education experience that involved teachers who cared about Black students.
Brian Murphy
At 77, Brian Murphy continues to be involved in issues regarding Edward County
Public School System. He is a member of a local organization that distributes
scholarships to Black high school seniors who pursue education at a college or university.
He attended an all-Black Catholic School from first through eighth grade. He completed
his high school education at a public school. Both schools were located in Southern
Maryland.
Brian’s interests in teaching began in high school. He discussed how his high
school teachers talked to his class about the value of teaching. Brian graduated from high
school in 1956. He continued his education at the same historically Black college as
Candice Washington. At this institutions, Brian specialized in secondary education. He
completed his student teaching requirements at an all-Black public high school.
According to Brian, this school eventually integrated in the 1960s.
Brian graduated from college in 1960. After graduation, he decided to serve in
the U.S. armed forces for a few years. According to Brian, most schools in Maryland did
not integrate until the 1960s. He got his first teaching job at an all-Black high school in
St. Martha’s County during the mid-1960s. This school was located in Southern
Maryland. St. Martha’s County is adjacent to Edward County. It takes 45 minutes to an
hour to get to St. Martha’s County from Washington, D.C. Two years later, Brian and
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three Black teachers at this all-Black high school got selected to teach at an all-White
high school. The all White-high school was located in the same district as the all-Black
high school. When I asked Brian, why he was selected to teach at this school, he said
“That is a good question! I don’t know! I don’t know. They just told the four of us that
we will be teaching at this school.” In the 1980s, Brian explored careers focusing on
educational leadership. He enrolled in a graduate program that specialized in education
leadership and administration. He completed the requirements for the program and passed
the teacher competency exam for the state of Maryland. Brian served as a Vice Principal
and Principal at various elementary schools in Edward County. He retired in June 1999.
Brian is proud of the legacy that he initiated and left while he served as a
Principal at one particular school. He shared the importance of advocating for early
intervention to prevent African American youth being behind on literacy after third
grade. He said, “I feel as a principal, I don’t care what you say, we do not put enough
emphasis on pre-K, kindergarten, first, and second grade. We miss that! Without a
foundation, you have nothing. You have nothing!” Brian discussed his experience of
responding to kids in first through third grade who performed below grade level in
reading. This process involved placing students in specific classrooms, increasing the
time of literacy for certain students, collaborating with the parents, reading specialists and
special education teachers. Brian believed that this this initiative was successful for
students. During the interview, he said, “Prevention is the key. I would say, I am doing
prevention, remediation is not for me.” This statement reflects Brian’s philosophy on
schools setting the precedent to provide intervention services in the early stages of
schooling in order to prevent students failing or performing below grade level.
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Harold Jackson
Harold Jackson, who is 71, is one of the youngest participants in the study. He
was born and raised in a mid-size rural area in Edward County, Maryland. Harold
Jackson witnessed several changes in this district and his hometown since 1943.
Harold’s hometown is known as Southfield, which is South of Edward County. Harold
described how his hometown was a communal environment. He described the culture of
his hometown as being “one large family” because teachers, community leaders, and
parents cared for and nurtured young people in the community. Harold was 11 years old
when the Brown decision was made in 1954. He only attended segregated school and
was educated by Black educators from first through twelfth grade. Harold’s early years of
schooling involved attending two different elementary schools. From first through fifth
grade, he attended Southfield Elementary School, in Edward County, Maryland.
According to Harold, this school was in a large building that accommodated students
from first through sixth grade. There were separate rooms for each grade. When Harold
was in the sixth grade, his school closed due to renovation. The renovation of the school
led Harold to attend another school outside of the Southfield region. Harold felt that this
elementary school did not resemble the close-knit community that existed in Southfield
Elementary School because of the long commute and unfamiliarity of students and
teachers. He explained that traveling to this school involved driving past two elementary
schools. A year later, Harold returned to Southfield Elementary School. This building
was now able to accommodate a capacity of students from first through twelfth grade.
Harold believed that the conditions of his hometown shaped the high school
curriculum. Harold stated:
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I grew up in a rural farming area. I went to Southfield and as a result of
that…here’s the thing that happened during those times, if you were in a
rural farming area, you went to vocational. You were a vocational student.
And you didn’t get to do some of the other things. So, teachers tried to get me
involved in those academic things because they felt it would help me later on.
These conditions also shaped his trajectory for education in post-secondary institutions.
In 1961, Harold completed high school and enrolled in an Agriculture program at a
historically Black college in Maryland. He also received a vocational scholarship. It was
required for Harold to complete several science courses in the following programs:
Chemistry and Biology. Harold completed college in 1966.
Harold experienced challenges on getting hired as a Science teacher for Edward
County Public Schools. This challenges led Harold to apply for teaching positions in
Maryland but outside Edward County. He served as a Science teacher for an elementary
school in St. Martha’s County. Harold taught in St. Martha’s county for two years.
In 1968, Edward County Public School system hired Harold to be a middle school
Science teacher. He shared his experience of being a science teacher and the
government’s level of interests for investing in the science field. He said, “I was a
science teacher, but during that time, the other thing that helped me tremendously again
was a policy thing. They were putting a lot of money into science because of the
Russians. They poured money into kids, into training.” Harold continued to serve as a
Science teacher from 1968 to 1978.
From 1978 to1998, Harold served as a Vice Principal for a middle school and
Principal for one middle school and two high schools. He has two Master’s degrees in
Education and a Doctorate in Education Administration. During this time, Harold
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witnessed a shift in the racial demographics of administration at Edward County public
schools. He also recognized the change with administration was in response to the racial
shift of the student population. Harold’s first administrative position was a Vice
Principal at Jessie Matthews Middle School. He served this position from 1978-1981.
Harold described how the busing system in Edward County changed the racial
demographics of students within a three-year period. From 1981-1989, Harold served as a
Principal at Peterson High School. This high school is located on the borderline of
Edward County and Washington, D.C. Harold labeled this high school as urban because
of the geographical location and socio-economic status and conditions of students and
parents.
One of Harold’s initiatives for this high school was the Saturday School program.
This program which involved community-oriented activities that focused on social issues.
From 1989-1994, Harold served as a Principal at a different high school from 1989-1994.
The student demographics of this high school were similar to Peterson High School. He
also implemented the Saturday School program at this school.
From 1994 to 1998, Harold was elected to be an Assistant Superintendent for
Edward County Public Schools. In 1999, he retired from being an Assistant
Superintendent and relocated to a small rural town in Pennsylvania. This town is called
Sparskville. According to Harold, Sparksville was one of the “poorest districts” in
Pennsylvania. Harold served as an Assistant Superintendent from 1999 to 2012. Despite
the stressful demands that are generally associated with being an education leader, Harold
found this experience to be rewarding. He found that his leadership was more effective in
small communities. He said, “The reason I was happy to go to Pennsylvania was because
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their districts are smaller, tiny little districts.” Harold retired from serving as an Assistant
Superintendent in 2012.
These participants are distinguished educators. Although the participants’
experiences and stories varied, in accordance to their educational and professional
experience, several common themes emerged in this study. They described how schools
and communities in the North were resistant to desegregating schools, the teaching force,
and communities until the late 1960s. The next section presents the five themes with a
detailed analysis of the data.
“Blacks with Means”
This theme analyzes the participants’ experiences through the lens of
intersectionality. The phrase, “Black with means” refers to an affluent socio-economic
status, being light skinned, or male. Therefore, if a Black person did not fit any of these
identities, he or she were subjected to discrimination by members of their own racial and
ethnic community. The participants shared how these experiences shaped their
philosophies of teaching. The participants’ stories demystify the notion that is presented
in literature of Blacks having similar experiences in segregated schools and communities
(Foster, 1990, 1991, 1999; Fultz, 1995; Milner, 2004, 2006, 2012; Tillman, 2004a& b).
According to Harold, socioeconomic status was a key factor that determined how a
specific teacher treated him after school. He begins by discussing how he viewed
everyone equally however at the schools he worked in, equal treatment is not always
practiced:

Harold: You know we’re not going to beat down on folks everyone. Everybody
in here is the same. But that was never the case at any school that I worked in.
You could always see that certain individuals were receiving preferential
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treatment. And, it was usually race and class. See, I felt that because growing up,
that race and class played a role in the things that I got subjected to even though
people tried to help me along. But see race and class constantly played an issue.
So, if you weren’t one those wealthy, or Blacks with means, you were viewed in a
different manner by certain teachers.
Leta: So, if you would like to give me an example of that? What experience stood
out to you that you sensed race and class was an issue?
Harold: I’m going to tell you a situation that really and I remember it had to have
a dramatic impact because I remember it today like it was yesterday. I was a little
kid in elementary school, which was on Stone Pike. And I must have lived 10
miles or so from there. And I missed my bus one day. And the principal couldn’t
get in touch with anybody, so she asked this teacher and I knew this teacher. I
knew this teacher’s family and she wouldn’t take me home. This teacher, she
didn’t want to do it but she reluctantly agreed and she took me half way and she
put me out. And I walked the rest of the way. I never told anybody. And I never
forgot that. And I wondered, I bet you she never remembered me. I bet you she
never remembered me when I became a teacher and then a principal.
Leta: Yeah, you’re a prominent figure.
Harold: She never remembered that! But I never forgot her because that was her.
You put a little kid out!
Leta: Right and not care about that child’s well being (sigh).
Harold: See those all of those things helped to shape my philosophy. I’m never
going to do anything like that to a kid. And I constantly would look for things
like that. I would constantly look for things like that and try to deal with them in a
manner that this kid wasn’t going to be influenced negatively by, or would not
have to deal with it.
Harold draws upon his socio-economic status to interpret his teacher’s actions of not
taking him home. The phrase, “Blacks with means” reflects how classism was salient in
the Black community. He described how a student’s class status weighed more in
receiving preferential treatment than teachers knowing the students’ family. Harold
explains how his teacher did not recognize his personhood and humanity. He uses the
phrase, “never remembered” multiple times to address how the teacher had possibly
discounted this experience and continued to view him as inferior once he became a
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professional adult. In this dialogue, Harold acknowledges his professional identities,
teacher and principal, to imply how these professions are constituted as highly
respectable positions. Harold concluded this experience by describing his experience of
observing how other teachers treated students based on identities that deemed to be
interior in mainstream society. He shared how this experience has constructed his
philosophy of teaching. Harold’s final statements echo hooks’ explanation (2000) on the
development of her personal and professional identity. hooks (2000) described work on
how her experiences of inequitable treatment in schools shaped her personal and
professional identity as well as her pedagogical beliefs and practice.
Candice discussed how colorism affected the Black community. In the interview
she discussed how this type of oppression severely impacted other Black people’s
education and economic opportunity. Candice said:
We also need to talk about as we do this, the role that blacks took in keeping it
segregated and how it impacted on other blacks. Like in DC, if you weren’t a
certain color, you couldn’t go to Sammy Field high school. It happened right in
my own family. My sister is light. She is two years ahead of me. When I was
at Westville and she was at Westville. She was always prissy and whatever. I
wasn’t prissy. And she perceived as better than me and that was fine that was her.
My third grade teacher said, she was known in the family. She had said, “Stella
(her sister) should go to college but Candice should get a job.” So oh yes, it
happened in the family and it happens right in those schools. It existed all the time
and you still go through some of that! You still go through some of that!
As long as the color is out front and the first thing that you see is color. There is a
lot of biases and stuff that is going to be there. But a lot of it does not have to
be…When I select children, I select dark ones, nappy head ones, to make sure
they come to my room to get the attention. They love they coming in my room
and they say, Ms. T., da, da, da…. I know what they are going to go through
because I know what I went through.
Candice’s narrative draws attention to how skin complexion has traditionally been a
critical factor for the Black community for determining femininity, intellectual ability,
and eligibility for specific careers in the future (Anzadula, 1983; Cruz-Janzen, 2001;
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Freedman, 1995; Hunter, 2013). Candice’s claim “We also need to talk about as we do
this, the role that Blacks took in keeping it segregated and how it impacted on other
Blacks” goes beyond examining racism and discrimination within the Black and White
binary. Candice shared her schooling experience through the lens of a dark-brown
skinned African American woman. Candice’s, third grade teacher, who is Black viewed
Candice as inferior because of her skin color. Candice’s description about the different
levels of treatment she and Stella received by this third grade teacher echoes Harris’s
(1995) and Hunter’s (2013) argument that if a Black person’s skin color and features
replicate Whiteness or pass through the color lines, they can be granted relatively similar
privileges and rights as Whites. According to Milner and Howard (2004), Black
educators who were light skinned were considered first for being transferred into
desegregated schools. Later in the interview, Candice discussed her approach for
assisting specific kids, specifically Black kids who reflect her physical appearance. She
said, “I select dark ones, nappy head ones, to make sure they come to my room to get the
attention.” In this interview we also discussed how during the early 20th century, HBCUs
and Black sororities participated in the complicity of colorism which polarized the Black
community.
Leslie described her experience of wrestling with sexism and patriarchy at a
HBCU. She explained how gender oppression were imposed on Black women who
pursued education in post-secondary institutions. According to Leslie, women who
decided not to immediately get married after high school but pursue and complete
programs from post-secondary institutions in the early to mid-twentieth did not fit the
societal and cultural norms. In the interview, she describes her experience with a Black
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male professor who imposed his gender bias onto Leslie’s purpose for attending a HBCU.
Leslie said, “And I remember my professor in college saying that, “I know that you
didn’t come here to get a degree. You came here to get a Mrs. Degree.” As Leslie recalls
this experience, she stated that her purpose for attending college to become an educator
was misconstrued by a person of authority who shared the same racial and ethnic
background. According to this professor, Leslie’s purpose of attending college was to
find a husband. Leslie’s statement sheds light on the ways Black women have to navigate
and prove the legitimacy of our existence in society (Collins, 1999; Crenshaw, 1991;
Harris-Perry, 2011; hooks, 1994).
This theme shows how the participants’ personal identities shaped their
experiences schooling experiences. As the participants discussed how these experiences,
shaped their pedagogy, it is important to note how the enforcement of local and federal
desegregation policies affected Black educators’ teaching experiences. The next theme
shows how some of the participants’ personal and professional identities were either
deemed as a privilege or challenge for teaching in predominately White spaces.
“They Would Only Recruit a Few Blacks!”
This theme explains how the participants made meaning of their identities when
the teaching force started to desegregate. Drawing upon the interest-convergence,
Whiteness as property, and identity theories, the data in this study responds to the
complexities Black educators experienced with their White colleagues and
administration. This theme responds to the second and third research questions by
identifying factors that impacted the demographics of Black educators. It also presents
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the process Black educators conducted for redefining power and claiming agency of their
identities in predominately White spaces.
Harold described his teaching in Edward County and St. Martha’s County.
During the interview, Harold stated:
I applied for a job in Edward County in ’66…At that time, they didn’t have any
minorities and so they only hired a certain number. They only hired minorities
that fit their needs. If there was a school with minority kids, they would hire
minorities to be there…So I didn’t get a job in Edward county in ’66. I went to
work in St. Martha’s County. I went there for two years….So, a lot of, an influx
of minorities in Edward County between ’66 and 68. In ’68, there were lots of
minorities. They (White educators) didn’t know what to do with them. They
needed minority teachers. So, they virtually recruited me back to Edward County.

Harold’s account shows the conditions that were placed upon teachers of color to be
selected to teach in Edward County. His account shows the resistance of administrators
and school officials for Edward county public schools to desegregate the teaching force.
Harold understood that teachers of color were recruited because of the influx of people of
color in Edward County. Harold’s claim reflects the work of critical race theory,
specifically Derrick Bell’s (1980) explanation on the interest-convergence for
desegregating schools. Increasing the numbers of teachers of color in Edward County
served the interests of White governance by reprimanded by federal government for not
complying with the regulations that enforced integration. Using teachers of color to only
teach students of color also serves White people’s interests. Harold stated that White
educators experienced difficulty working with the increasing population on students of
color attending PK-12 schools. He concluded that White educators did not have interests
in teaching in schools that serve predominately Black and Brown children. Harold’s
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account speaks to an important issue in teacher education that examines White educators’
resistant for teaching in districts that comprise Black and Brown children.
Leslie Holmes shared a similar experience of teaching at a parochial school in
Edward County. She started teaching at this school in the early 1970s. The excerpt of
this data shows Leslie’s description on the change of the school’s neighborhood and
students’ population.
Leslie: There were 36 kids to a classroom, so that was 72 in each grade. I don’t
believe there weren’t too many Black kids in the whole school. There were two of
each grade, especially on the upper hallways. Now at the end of the hallways, the
kids were White…. I maybe had seven or eight Black kids out of that, 36 kids. It
wasn’t many Black kids. So the school, it was predominately White, I’d day at the
time.
Leta: Okay. And I’m thinking that it probably had changed. More Black people
were living in Edward County at the time. Did the population probably change in
the eighties?
Leslie: It changed in the eighties. Cause I remember when I moved in 84. I
would say maybe sixty, forty, or something like that or half and half or something
like that. The percentage was growing it was approaching I would say fifty
percent maybe or so. And we had, White people there still. We even had some
kids, students, just a handful. And we got down to the point where it was maybe
ten percent or something like that.

Leslie recalls the number of students in each class and for each grade level. Although the
classrooms in this school could accommodate for a large class-size, she asserted that the
majority of students were White. Her tenure at this school, encouraged me to ask about
changes with the demographics of teachers, students, and residents near the school. As a
resident and native of Edward County, I was able to relate and contribute to Leslie’s
testimony by acknowledging my observations. In 1984, I was in second grade. I
distinctly remember my neighborhood in Edward County being racially mixed from the
1980s to the late 1990s. Leslie describes how the Black student population increased in
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this school in the 1980s. The data speak to the research on White flight that occurred in
many communities throughout this nation because of the federal enforcement of fair
housing and school integration (Ascher & Branch-Smith, 2005; Ayscue et al., 2013;
Cozzens, 1998). Leslie’s and Harold’s experiences shed light on how Black teachers were
selected in Edward County, Maryland after the Brown rulings.
Brian Murphy described his experience of teaching at an all-White school in the
1960s. Brian Murphy was one of the four black teachers that were selected to teach at an
integrated school in the same district. Brian described how his experience differed
between being recruited to teach at a segregated school for Black students and an
integrated school that primarily served White students.
Brian: When I returned from service, I applied for a teaching position.
And I accepted a teaching position in St. Martha’s County, an all-black situation.
When the schools, integrated I was transferred to a predominately all-white
school. There were only four black teachers.
Leta: Okay so the schools were, they started to be integrated or desegregated
during the 1960s, specifically in that county?
Brian: Right! So when I transferred from the black school to the white school, I
would just like to give you a little bit of the experience that I had, when I just
transferred. They transferred the four of us. And we had, all of us were degreed
teachers. We were degree teachers. So, but I knew some of the white teachers
there. There were two teachers, they were not degree teachers…We had some
issues but when you go into a situation like that where there is four of you and the
rest of them are white. And then you are on this wing, you are on this wing (uses
his hands to point to different directions), you are all by yourself.

Several identities were raised in this dialogue. First, Brian explained how his racial
identity was one of the contextual factors used for recruiting teachers in segregated and
integrated schools. Brian also describes the difference between the recruitment process
for teaching at an all-Black and White school in the 1960s at St. Martha’s county.
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According to Brian, he was immediately recruited to be a teacher at an all-Black school
after applying for a teaching positon. However, for teaching at the predominately White
school, Brain how he was one of the four Black teachers that got selected.
Next, Brian acknowledged his institutional identity. The phrase, “degreed
teachers” referred to Brian’s and the three black teachers’ educational attainment. Based
on Brian’s qualifications, “degreed teachers” meant a person completing his or her
education at post-secondary institution. Brian identified him and his colleagues as
“degreed teachers.” He recognized how his racial and educational background did not
grant him the same privileges as White teachers at the school. “Degreed teachers” which
is marked as an institutional identity reflects Gee’s (2001) perspective on institutional
identity. Brian’s degree in Secondary Education from Educators State College authorized
him to be qualified to teach at segregated and desegregated schools. Brian knew some of
the White teachers at the school. Two white teachers did not have degrees but were
eligible to teach. Brian’s assertion reflects Bell’s (1980) interest-convergence theory
because schools in Maryland were enforced by the federal government to integrate,
White administrators, school officials, and parents only permitted a specific number of
Black people in their schools (Morris, 2001). Brian describes the difference between his
experience and that of his White counterparts being selected to teach at the same school
(Holland et al, 1998). Although it appeared that educational progress was made at the allwhite school, the school remained to operate in a discriminatory system for Black
teachers. Brian uses physical gestures to show how he was isolated from his colleagues.
He stated that they interacted and collectively worked as a team at school. Unlike his
White counterparts, Brian’s interactions with his Black colleagues were limited in the
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school context. At this school, the White teachers’ skin granted them privileges to be
recognized as teachers and professionals. Brian’s experiences mirror Harris’s theory
(1995), Whiteness as property and McIntosh’s theory (1999)--White privilege. Viewing
Brian’s institutional identity through a critical race theory lens shows the economic and
social privileges that were immediately granted to White teachers.
Candice’s experience of witnessing the process and changes of student and
teacher demographics contrasts from Harold’s, Leslie’s and Brian’s experience. Candice
discussed how there was a change in the student and teacher demographics four to five
years after the Brown rulings. I questioned Candice about her experience and
observations on the changes that occurred during the time Edward County public schools
were desegregating. The excerpt of the interview reflects Candice’s response to my
question:
Leta: What did you notice when schools were desegregating in Edward County?
Candice: Um, for me very little difference. In 1959, there were only two white
students. Students were still being bused and the school was 99% Black. At that
time there were also about 2 white teachers. The principal was Black and
understood the need for providing a quality education for all. The students were
bused from various communities. So there was limited community involvement.
In this particular transcript, Candice is describing here elementary school. She attended
and taught at this school after college when all students and teachers were Black. Her
account shows how the school complied with the regulations of the Brown rulings by
accepting two White students and recruiting two White teachers. The slight shift in the
student and teacher racial population speaks to two theories in CRT: Interestsconvergence (Bell, 1995) and Whiteness as Property (Harris, 1995). Because the school
complied with the regulations of the Brown rulings by accepting two White students and
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recruiting two White teachers, the school avoided the threat of being closed. The shift in
the racial demographics of students and teachers also met the interests of White school
board members of Edward County. Their interests were met because the racial student
and teacher demographics of the school constituted as evidence to show HEW how
schools were making efforts to desegregate. Candice also discussed how the busing of
students from various communities led to limited community involvement. This account
differed from Candice’s experience of schooling and mentoring during her early years of
teaching. Candice’s statement speaks to Harris (1995), Ladson-Billings (2004), and Ifill
(2014) arguments on how the busing of Black and Brown students to schools outside of
their residential community lacked opportunities for school faculty to establish and
sustain relationships with the students’ parents and negatively impact the economic
conditions in students’ communities. Candice’s account offers a space to examine Black
educators approach on maintaining solidarity with Black students, staff, and faculty while
Whites are gradually included in predominately Black schools.
Several scholars have illustrated the complexities and differences with
professional experiences between Black women and Black men (Fultz 1995; 2004).
Leslie shared her experience of teaching General Infantry (GI) soldiers in Japan during
the 1960s. She described how the soldiers interpret her capability as a teacher based on
her gender, physical appearance, and age.
Leta: You mentioned that when you were in Okinawa, you talked about your
experience of teaching in the high school. But was your experience the same
when you were teaching soldiers who were getting their GEDs?
Leslie: GIs, GIs, and that was interesting too! I would say just about all of them
were older. Yeah, they were preparing for their GED. And, they looked at me
strange because like I said some of them were old enough to be my father
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(laughs). And here I walk in and not looking my age and they would think, ‘Oh
what she knows!’
Leslie illustrates the difference between her and her students’ demographics. The phrase,
“some of them were old enough to be her father” highlights the age difference between
her and the students. Although Leslie does not explicitly state her racial identity, she
describes to how her gender identity and physical appearance were perceived by her
students. Leslie’s claim, “And here I walk in and not looking my age and they would
think, ‘Oh what she knows!’ reflects how she was perceived by her students. She
asserted that her students used her age to judge her competency of teaching. Leslie’s
experience also show the students’ perceptions on the image of teachers. This statement
reveals reflects the long history of White men generally serving positions of power in the
military (Pager & Shepherd, 2008). Her identities disrupted the power dynamics that
exists in instutitons that are plagued in racism (Delgaldo, 2012; Soloranzo, 2001).
Leslie’s experiences and identities also contributes to intersectionality. Her experience
reflects the struggles women of color have to endure in educational institutions in order to
be deemed as a legitimate or qualified teacher among the eyes of White students (LadsonBillings,1996; 2009; Matias, 2013;Niemann, González, & Harris,2012).
The analysis of the interviews between Leslie and I in 2014 led me to schedule a
follow up interview with Leslie to inquire more about the racial and socioeconomic
demographics of the GI soldiers. I noticed that I was missing the details of the students’
identities. I wanted to learn her perspective on what influenced the GI students’ attitudes
and beliefs about her role as a teacher. Below is an excerpt of the interview in January
2015.
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Leta: I remember you talked about your experience when you were
teaching the GED classes, right?
Leslie: Right
Leta: And so were the majority of them were White? And did you get
a sense of where they were from like were they from rural areas, South,
or North?
Leslie: They were primarily from the South because not even Americans,
Most Americans don’t realize the majority of our poor are not Black they
are White and they’re from the southern states. And they lived back in
those [--?--] in those mountainous country, Mississippi, the Carolinas,
Georgia, all the way down to Florida, in West Virginia and Virginia. Oh
they were poor, they were dirt poor. They didn’t get enough to eat, they
went into the military so that they could send checks home to their family
and they’re still living like that back in those poor areas, they’re still there….
Blacks came from the South to the military for the same reasons; get the GED
and get a civil high school education. All those people I worked with I can’t
recall one Black coming to me. There were several Hispanics, maybe one or
two of the Hispanics. But not even a lot of Hispanics but mostly this was like
ninety-eight percent White males that I deal with that I was teaching. I taught
them and prepared them, I taught algebra to them. I had a class of about
thirty-five. And these are all men! There weren’t any women involved at all.
Leta: Yeah, I remember you mentioned that.
Leslie: They thought, so the young White guys thought I was like some high
school kid and I had to put them in place. And then I would mention, just drop
the fact that my husband was an officer and that would work to get them in
their places.

In this interview, Leslie provides a detailed description of the students’ racial and socioeconomic background. She also described the students’ racial and gender identity.
According to Leslie, the student body was 98% White. She implied that impoverished
conditions and the students’ socio-economic status were factors that led Americans to
enlist in the military. Leslie draws upon her knowledge of the South or mountainous
areas in the United States to make her analysis. Leslie’s interpretation of geographical
location and people’s socioeconomic conditions reflect Lipsitz’s (2005) work on the
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conditions of poverty among White people who reside in the South or in rural residential
communities.
Leslie’s identities a Black woman and spouse of a military officer reflected her
status in the military. She recalled an event on handling White GI students who
challenged her position and authority. Leslie said, “I had to put them in place. And then I
would mention, just drop the fact that my husband was an officer and that would work to
get them in their places”. Leslie found herself negotiating her professional identity by
drawing upon her and her spouse’s institutional identity. Leslie’s attempt to draw upon
her status in the military shows how she performed and participated in the military
educational institution (Gee, 2004; Holland et al, 1998). Leslie’s husband’s status as an
officer in the military represented a hierarchy and power status compared to the GI
students.
The final part of this interview illustrates Leslie’s description of the students’
gender while she was teaching GIs in the GED program. Leslie’s statement, “And these
are all men! There weren’t any women involved at all” offers insight on the student body
in the classroom and confirms my analysis on how her professional identity did not align
contrasted her students’ perceptions of a GI teacher.
Leslie’s experience of her students deconstructing her professional identity
mirrors Candice’s experience. Candice described the struggles she experienced being
recognized for her professional and educational identity. She uses an event that involved
her and her colleague who worked for D.C. public schools. Below is an excerpt of the
data that show how professional identities are racialized and gendered.
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Candice: I worked as a Director of Reading for the DC public schools from 1978
until I retired in 1995 or whatever. But during that time, when I was the Director
of Reading, there was a White guy, Gordon Lewis who was the Director of Math.
And we would go around all over the place, Massachusetts, anywhere, up to
Harvard and all of those places. But to show you that all this stuff is still out
there. We would register at the hotel and they knew it was Dr. Turner and Mr.
Lewis were coming and they would refer to him as the….
Leta: doctor
Candice: (Nods her head up and down)
Leta: I know…
Candice: And I would say, ‘Excuse me, I am the Dr. Turner and he is the
Mr. Lewis!’ “Oh I’m sorry!” Yeah but they would not want to give it to you.
And that’s okay, you have it and they cannot take it away from you. knowledge,
and status.
Candice was recruited as a Director of Reading for D.C. public schools in 1978. She
described the actions she took to reclaim her identity in circumstances that positioned her
as inferior. Candice’s experience contributes to the Critical Race Theory work on
intersectionality. This experience unearths the layers of oppression women of color
encounter in society. Research has reported that women of color are not recognized for
their accomplishments and qualifications in the educational and professional spaces
(Crenshaw, 1991; Niemann et al. 2012). Both Candice and Gordon’s professional identity
reflect a highly respected positions in education leadership. Candice was a Director of
Reading and Gordon was the Director of Math. Candice’s assertion, “But to show you
that all this stuff is still out there” implies that racism and sexism is immersed in
language and society. Candice’s testimony shows how racism and patriarchy positioned
women of color as inferior regardless of their educational attainment and professional
status in comparison to White men (Fordham, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Niemann et
al. 2012).
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The hotel representative identified Candice as Mr. Lewis. This circumstance
shows the socialization of professions and how it interferes with people’s beliefs
(Akerton & Kranton, 2000). Candice challenges the identity that was imposed on her and
reclaimed her identity by stating, “Excuse me, I am the Dr. Turner and he is the Mr.
Lewis!” She transformed the context of the situation by authoring her own identity
(Holland et al., 1998; Urrieta, 2007).
I participated in Candice’s statement by not only asking questions but sharing my
experience. Candice’s actions of shaking her head shows validation of my conception of
her experience on how other people interpret her racial, professional, and gender identity.
I also experienced not being recognized for my educational and professional credentials
in public spaces due to the stigmas that are associated with being a Black woman
(Collins, 1993; Harris-Perry, 2011; hooks, 1981; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Neimann, 2013).
Candice’s statement also shows how superior educational and professional positions
remain to be associated with White male identity (Gonzalez et al., 2014).
The data in this theme explains how contextual factors that are immersed in
Whiteness impact the participants’ professional and personal identity. The next theme
will describe how participants were socialized into the teaching profession and how this
experience shaped their pedagogies.
“Teachers Taught You How to be Successful”
This theme provides a description on how teachers in segregated schools
embodied the essence of success for Black students. Three out of the four participants
described how teachers, principals, other administrators, or college professors influenced
their interests in teaching. According to the participants, Black educators held high
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expectations; encouraged students and prospective teachers to consider teaching as a
profession; and provided support in the Black community for navigating in an integrated
school system and advancing in the teaching field. The participants described how the
level of support executed by Black teachers represented elements of caring. Several
scholars asserted that the Black teachers’ approach to caring for Black students involved
political activism (Beauboeuf-Lafontant, 2002;1999; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2009;
Siddle-Walker,1993 2004). Scholarship centered on political activism and clarity
acknowledges how racism and other forms of oppression affect students’ of color lives.
This theme echoes several scholars’ work on Black educators’ politics on
teaching and their approach for transmitting various forms of knowledge to Black
students in order for them to survive, succeed, and maintain their dignity in an oppressive
society (Beaufboeuf-LaFontant, 2002; Delpit, 1988; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Roberts,
2010; Siddle-Walker, 2000). Findings in this theme also reflect some of the Critical Race
Theory tenets. The words or phrases that were commonly associated with this theme
were: “successful”, “you got to be better”, “expect so much” and “prepared.” Candice
Washington described her experience with teachers in segregated schools:
The teachers that we had, taught you so that you can be successful! So when you
got to college, you knew. You were prepared for it. And they made sure that you
were prepared for it. Because they knew what they had gone through just to be a
teacher. Now their experience is different than mine. What they had went through
just to be a teacher, you know. And so they were making sure that we were
prepared. And so I did the same thing when I taught to make sure, and I would
always say to my children, “I am teaching you today, like I would never see you
again, because I want you to be able to go out in that world and be successful!
Candice’s statement shows how her teachers were committed to their students succeeding
beyond the elementary and secondary education system. According to Candice, the
teachers adopted a social and moral responsibility on preparing Black students for society
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(Irvine, 1998; Roberts, 2010). Candice’s statement mirrors Lortie’s (1975) work on
teachers which report how teachers’ practices are largely influenced by the type of
teaching they received from former teachers. Because Candice constituted her
educational experience as success, she demonstrated commitment to teaching her
students the knowledge and skills required to be successful beyond the classroom and
school context (Delpit, 1988; Milner, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Roberts, 2010).
Candice also added, “We got a good education! We got a good education! And once we
finished our education, we can go anywhere and hold our own.” Candice uses the terms
and phrases “good education” and “successful” to interpret her experience on how
teachers prepared students to mobilize and advance themselves in various communities.
Candice’s account supports scholarship that highlights Black teachers’ pedagogy and
how it influences academic and social success for Black students (Dingus, 2008; Milner,
2006; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Ware, 2006).
Siddle-Walker’s work (1993) describes how Black teachers’ pedagogy prepared
Black students for desegregated schools and working in a desegregated society. When I
asked Leslie about her experiences of being prepared for teaching in a desegregated
school system, she recalled a conversation with the president of the college she attended
while in the 1950s.
Leta: If you can tell me how did professors prepare you for teaching in integrated
schools?
Leslie: The president called us in and said, “Now you know there is going to be
some change. You are getting out of college now. I’m sure that schools are going
to be integrated. Now, what are you going to say, and you may not be teaching
Black kids. And he said um, ‘supposed there is a job available and you get called
for it and they say, have you ever taught White kids before?’ And I said, ‘Well no
I have not!’ And he said, ‘What if they say what are you going to do? How are
you going to teach them? How do you feel about that?’ And I said, ‘I’m a teacher!
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I know my craft! I’ve been trained to teach and I’m going to teach.’ And he said,
‘that is exactly how you should give it.’ And I never forgot that.
The dialogue between Leslie and the college president shows several components that
Black prospective and experienced educators had to consider for preparing to teach in
desegregated schools. The college president begins the dialogue by acknowledging that
schools and post-secondary institutions will be integrating soon. The questions that the
college president raised fit the analysis of Bell’s work (1995) on interest-convergence for
desegregating schools. The questions focused on prospective Black teachers’ readiness
and eligibility of teaching White students. It can be concluded that the college president’s
questions and claims alluded to the notion that teaching at integrated schools must serve
the interests of White students. The competency involved for effectively teaching Black
students in a desegregated school was not acknowledged. At the same time, the college
president shows evidence of critical consciousness by informing Black prospective
teachers how their racial and ethnic background will primarily determine their credibility
and competency in predominately White spaces. Leslie’s response to the college
president’s claims and questions reflect the confidence of her college educational
experience and competency for teaching at a desegregated school. This type of
mentorship resonated with Leslie for understanding how her personal and professional
identities would be viewed by many people in a desegregated society.
Brian shared a similar experience of his principal’s recommendations for working
in an integrated school. preparing him for working amongst White educators in an
integrated school. Brian described how his experience of working with a principal while
he was a student-teacher at Benjamin Banneker High School in 1959. Although the high
school was segregated at this time, Brian shared how his principal prepared him for the
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importance of having lesson plans and assignments ready in advance for students and the
unequal expectations placed upon Black teachers once schools integrate.
You know he was very good because he would be telling us that, ‘You got to do
better! Because when we go out there, they are going to expect so much from
you.’ And that is something that I will never forget from him…. And at that time,
you are young and you don’t realize that. But I knew what he was talking about
and he would say, ‘You have to be prepared! These schools are going to
integrate.’ And he told us that. So let me just give you the things you need. And
he was strict. And we had lesson plans to turn in. We had to turn it into him
every Friday. That was something, we needed to do. Now he would say, ‘when
you go over there, it won’t be such a shock to you.’
Based on Brian’s narrative that focused on the school context, I concluded that the word
they referred to White administrators, school leaders, and teachers. His account shows
that Black educators understood that White people were going to occupy education
leadership roles when schools start integrating. The phrases, “you got to do better”;
“expect so much from you”; and “you have to be prepared” point to the way Black
educators did not accept mediocre work from their students and prospective teachers
under their tutelage. At the same time, these phrases were emphasized upon Black
students to help them navigate a system that disenfranchises them and construct unequal
standards for success compared to their White counterparts. These phrases also respond
to the notion of double consciousness and the ways Black people have to navigate in a
society based on racialized assumptions and stereotypes that are rooted in Whiteness (Du
Bois, 1903; Roberts, 2010). Instead, Black educators adopt an Afro-centric pedagogy that
equipped their students by setting high expectations and encouraging students to exceed
the practices or standards set forth upon them (Ladson-Billings, 2009; Milner, 2006;
Roberts, 2009). The principal’s advice and expectations were designed to inform Black
student-teachers what they had to do in order to be viewed as competent and credible
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once when they start teaching amongst White teachers in desegregated schools. Based on
Brian’s account, his student-teaching experience shaped his professional identity and
approach for teaching in an integrated school. Brian described his experience of being a
teacher at the predominately White school and submitting his work to the principal. The
principal was a White female. Brian stated:
I would make sure that my work was here (lifted his right arm
and hand high in the air) to make sure she had nothing for me
to come back for, which she didn’t! And I agree, she didn’t!
The physical gesture, specifically the arm movement supports Brian’s claim of
submitting his work to the principal that reflected high standards. According to Brian,
the principal did not find any discrepancies with his work. Brian’s experiences in a
predominately White spaces illustrate the ways they had to navigate and demonstrate that
they were competent and capable of being in educational and work spaces that were
immersed in racism. Brian’s experiences echo one of the tenets of Critical Race Theory
by rejecting the notion that educational institutions generally operate in a race-neutral,
objective, and meritocratic system (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995).
Candice described the relationship she established and sustained with her
elementary school teachers. According to Candice, the teachers were interested in her
because they were her teachers when she was a child. She described how her teachers’
tutelage shaped her identity as a teacher. Candice stated, I had a good foundation there, as
far as teaching is concerned. The teachers knew me as a child. So they took me under
their wings to make sure I did this and that.” According to Candice, the phrase, “good
foundation” referred to her schooling experience and knowledge of the teacher’s
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pedagogy at the school. The claim, “So they took me under their wings to make sure I
did this and that” reinforces the notion on the process of experienced teachers
transmitting professional knowledge to novice teachers (Dingus, 2008). The teachers at
this school ensured that Candice be informed about the knowledge that is associated with
the profession and the culture of the school. Later in the interview, Candice also
discussed her opportunity to mentor student-teachers. She stated, “After two years I
became one of the teachers who had student teacher, because I had all that foundation
from the older teachers and all.” Candice’s mentoring experience led her to transmit the
professional knowledge to novice teachers. Her experience also reflects Mickelson’s
Hester’s and Wyrick’s (2011) work on African American educators’ experiences with
establishing and maintaining community support in the school context by teaching
multiple generations of students.
Black educators’ approach to caring contributed to them being retained in school
districts and advancing to education leadership positions (Dingus & Dixson, 2008). Brian
and Harold described how their colleagues recognized their potential when they served as
teachers and encouraged them to pursue education leadership positions. After a few
years of teaching in Maryland, Brian and Harold considered leadership positions in the
1970s. Brian recalled his experience of becoming a principal.
You know, I had a teacher tell me when I was an instructor back then
that I think you are ready to go into administration. And you know,
sometimes you look, you were reluctant but I felt that I can do it.
You know and so I went on and I didn’t have any problems with the
exam for being a principal.
Harold recalled a similar experience when I raised the question about his mentoring
experience.
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Leta: If you can describe to me about your mentoring experience while
you were a teacher or an administrator.
Harold: I can say the best exposure I had as a teacher and administrator
came from individuals who worked in minority schools almost exclusively
and they were not, had been moved into some of the integrated settings.
They really, my principal at Preston, was a Black female who worked at
Fairmont Heights, which was a Black school at the time. She was the
principal and I was the teacher. One day, she said to me, ‘Have you ever
thought about being an administrator?’ At the time, I wasn’t concerned
about that. I was in my 20s, you know trying to just survive and live. I
hadn’t thought about being in that and said not really. She said you should.
You should go, she gave me an application to go and to fill out, which I
didn’t and the next year she said to me, ‘What did you do with that
application?’ She said, ‘if you don’t fill this out, then I’m going to fill it out.’
Brian’s and Harold’s accounts illustrate how Black educators recognized and supported
Black students’ and colleagues’ strengths. The phrases, “I think you are ready”; “have
you ever thought about”; and “you should go” suggest that Brian’s and Harold’s
colleagues drew upon the interactions and observations of Brian’s and Harold’s work.
The phrases also represent dialogues Black educators initiated with each other in order to
pursue education leadership positions after the Brown rulings. These accounts speak to
the ways Black educators were responding to the dismissal and shortage of Black
educators after the Brown rulings (Karpinski, 2006; King, 1993; Milner, 2004; Tilman,
2004).
The stories in this theme show how knowledge was transmitted in educational and
professional spaces. Transmitting knowledge across generations existed amongst the
Black community before the Brown rulings. Black educators who transmitted knowledge
that was beyond subject matter wanted to ensure that Black students will be informed
about ways to survive and advance in society. The explanations in this theme emphasize
that caring practices involve teachers being conscious and informing students on how
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their racial, ethnic, and cultural identity is affected in a White hegemonic society. The
next section opens a window to another facet of caring which shows how Black educators
assumed the role of a surrogate parent for Black students. The participants of this study
discussed how specific teachers who assumed the role of a surrogate parent were
significant in shaping their livelihood. Black educators who served this role helped
balance and stabilize the Black community (Milner, 2004).
“Like a Family Member”
This theme provides evidence of similar characteristics and draws attention to
how the participants’ teachers or administrators played an important role in their
community and schooling experience. It addresses how their life histories shaped their
pedagogical beliefs and experiences in the teaching force. The participants’ stories
provide several descriptions of how teaching and learning occurred in and beyond the
school context. The following words or phrases associated with this theme are: “home
visits”, “family member”, “took me under their wing”, and “good foundation.” These
phrases illustrate the ways Black teachers served as role-models and shaped the
participants’ professional identity. Three out of the four participants described how Black
educators before the Brown rulings made themselves visible in their community and in
school spaces. The findings in this section begin addressing how other-parenting was
salient among Black educators before Brown. Next, it draws attention to how Black
educators made themselves visible in their students’ community. The findings conclude
with a description on how Black educators constructed and sustained relationships with
their students before school integration.
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One of Harold’s fondest memories of schooling involved teachers caring for him
and treating him like a family member. When I asked Harold to describe how he was
supported by his teachers and classmates, Harold immediately described his high school
teacher, Mrs. Radcliff. He stated:
She (Mrs. Radcliff) constantly would sit at the door in the morning.
I would always see her there. And, she would greet me and always
have something positive to say. If I needed a haircut, she would tell
me that. She would whisper that in my ear. Or if I wasn’t groomed
properly, she would tell me those things. And, it really made me feel
like she was a family member more or less.

Mrs. Radcliff exceeded far beyond the role of being a classroom teacher. According to
Harold, Mrs. Radcliff’s position and her actions and words point to how she recognized
him in the school context. Beauchamps and Thomas (2009) describe how Black teachers
used the familial parent-child relationship as a guide to interact with students. Several
scholars have documented how fictive kinship between the teacher and student is a long
standing practice in the Black community (Foster, 1991; Milner, 2006; Milton-Williams,
2004;). The attention, centered on Harold’s well-being, led him to categorize Mrs.
Radcliff, a “family member.” Harold’s assertion reflects the role most Black educators’
practice, which is a care-giver or other-parenting (Foster, 19991;1999; Milner, 2006;
Milton-Williams, 2004).
Similar to Harold’s experience, Leslie commented on how it was common to see
her schoolteachers at various places in the community before schools desegregated. She
described how the teachers would typically go to their students’ churches. She said:
I remember when my teacher would come to my church. And then
they (the teachers) would visit different families on Sunday. They
would make it a point to come to church where the neighborhoods
were…there were three neighborhoods: Keaton, Mount Flagship,
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and Riverview. My teacher would go to all three of those churches
too. Now she grew up in the area. And they knew her and her family.
Leslie’s account of teachers visiting students in church reflects the level of involvement
Black teachers exercised in communities. Leslie’s explanation shows how her teachers
connected with students in the community beyond the school context. Leslie points out
that specific factors such as her teacher being raised in the area and attending her
students’ churches represent the active measures her teacher took to be part of the
students’ community. Leslie’s account also echoes the notion that teachers who are
socially and politically engaged in their students’ communities demonstrates social and
moral responsibility (Foster, 1991 & hooks, 1994). Social responsibility draws upon the
ways teachers make efforts to know their students beyond the school context and for the
students to recognize them and their families. Leslie described her experience of teachers
who visited their students’ homes. According to Leslie, this practice continued when she
started teaching.
Teachers made home visits. So they came to your house and talk to
your parents. So even when it was my first year of teaching, it was
required that we were given like two days in the fall that we can make
home visits for every child that we would teach.

Teachers visiting students’ homes during the school year were an additional method to
know the students beyond the school context. According to Leslie, home visits provided
the opportunity for teachers to communicate with parents. Although Leslie did not
explicitly recall the number of times teachers came to visit her parents when she a youth,
she mentioned that when she was a teacher she was only given two days to visit her
students’ home. Later in the interview, I inquired why teachers only made home visits in
the fall. Leslie mentioned that when she started teaching, the number of visits were
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formalized and based on the superintendent of the school district. This formal procedure
was documented if the parents were present in the household or not. Leslie described how
teachers continued to make informal home visits throughout the school year. Leslie’s
experience of seeing teachers in her neighborhood, at church or home echo Michelle
Foster’s explanation (1991, 1999) of Black teachers becoming valuable members in the
community. It was understood for Black teachers to automatically establish and sustain
rapport with the parents and youth in the community (Foster, 1991; 1999; Irvine, 2001;
Milner, 2004;).

Brian shared a similar experience about his ninth grade teacher. Brian constituted
his ninth grade teacher as his role model. Brian recalled the interaction that occurred with
his ninth grade teacher.
Leta: Who inspired you? Did you have any role models?
Brian: To be a teacher?
Leta: Yeah
Brian: I had a ninth grade teacher. And uh, you see I went from catholic school.
And she was my homeroom teacher. She taught in St. Martha….And I was in
ninth grade and I came from the private school. And one day, she started
talking about it. She said, ‘You guys, you girls, you need to think early on what
you want to do.’ And she started talking about teaching and how to help people
and all. Somehow, I often think about her as a person who got me thinking about
me as a person going into education.
Brian’s testimony shows how his teacher assumed a responsibility of guiding students on
ways to enter professions that involve providing service to people once they reached
adulthood. The phrase, “She started talking about teaching and how to help people and
all…” echoes the one of the findings in Shipp’s work (1999). Shipp found that one of the
primary reasons for Black people to enter the teaching force involves giving back to their
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community. The statement, “I often think about her as a person who got me thinking
about me as a person going into education” illustrates how Brian discusses how this
particular event initiated the development of his professional identity. His experience also
echoes Bahktin’s (1981) and Holland et al.’s work (1998) on the construction of identities
through dialogism or interactions.
The stories presented in this theme addresses how the Black educators’
philosophy and practice of caring is often ignored or misrepresented in teacher education
literature and research (Beauboef-Lafontant, 2002; Gooden, 2012; Tilman, 2007; LadsonBillings, 2009; Collins, 1999; Roberts, 2010; Thompson, 2004). The participants’
accounts and experiences echo critical race theory by challenging the mainstream
narrative of Black teachers being ill-equipped to teach Black and White youth before and
after the Brown rulings (Ladson-Billings, 2004 Lipman, 1995; Milner, 2004; 2006;2012).
The mainstream narrative on the history of Black teachers fails to address how
professional socialization contributed to Black teachers’ knowledge of the teaching force.
The next theme provides more evidence on how Black educators countered White
hegemonic ideologies in segregated and desegregated schools.
“Powers That Be!”
The stories in this theme illustrate how the participants challenged principals,
superintendents, and textbook companies that failed to provide equitable and just
education and resources for Black teachers and students. The “powers that be” represent
network of boundaries that perpetuated oppression and injustice based on a society that
thrives and validates imperialism, patriarchy, capitalism, and White supremacy. Words or
phrases that were commonly used in interviews to represent challenging “the powers that
be were”: “resistance”, “I resented”, “I refused to teach”, “consequences”, “we didn’t
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accept that”, and “you can’t do that”. Three out of the four participants described their
experiences of challenging inequitable education conditions that affected Black teachers
or youth. This theme responds to the third research question by illustrating the ways
participants maintained agency of their core beliefs and identity. The participants’
experiences countered the dominant narrative of Black educators being passive and
fearful to challenging oppressive conditions after the Brown decision (Siddle-Walker,
2013). The participants shared their concerns for equity in education for all youth,
specifically African American youth who are in the U.S. school system.
Leslie described her experience of challenging the superintendent and the
information provided in the textbook. According to Leslie, this circumstance occurred her
first year of teaching at an all-Black high school in September 1954. When Leslie, found
that the school was using outdated books for science, she immediately forward her
concerns to the superintendent. Leslie said:
When I got out of college, I was supposed to teach physics. And I said,
I cannot teach physics because in the books, the atom has not been split
yet. And I said this is after the war. The war is over! The atom has been
split. I said, “how can I teach these children about physics and they don’t
even know that the atom has been split and we have atomic energy. And I
told the superintendent there that I cannot use these books. I simply would
not teach physics because the materials were outdated. And the children
would not be updated. So I would teach whatever science that needs to be
taught. I would teach uh, what I learned from college.

Leslie’s refusal to teach science was a response to the inadequate materials that were
distributed to Black students at this school. Leslie reflected on knowledge she learned
from school and college to challenge the claims that were stated in the physics textbook.
According to Delpit’s (1998) work on examining how the codes of power are
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incorporated in language and schools, Leslie’s action challenged the codes of power from
publishers of this science textbook. Leslie’s response also reflects Harris’s theory (1995)
on whiteness as property, and how it has maintained and functioned after the ruling of
Brown in 1954. Harris (1995) argued that for de facto segregation White privilege was
not considered for making decisions on this ruling. Therefore, the concern of material
inequities between Blacks and whites was unaddressed. As a response to this unjust
education, Leslie refused to use the books from the school and decided to teach
information about science from what she learned when she was in college. In this context,
Leslie draws upon her institutional identity to determine the source of information for
challenging the school’s resources (Gee, 2001). There were multiple ways Leslie
demonstrated agency of her personal and professional identity. First, her statement to the
superintendent, “I cannot use these books” shows how she situates her position and
philosophy at the school (Holland et al, 1998). Next, she changes her teaching assignment
from physics to general science. Ong (2005) describes how women of color are often
dismissed and deemed as invisible in the science field for not conforming their identities
and appearance to traditional gender behaviors and racial, and ethnic standards. After
addressing the superintendent, she moves forward by determining the types of materials
she will be teaching as a science teacher. Leslie’s experience supports Danielwicz’s
(2001) and Sloan’s (2006) work.
Black teachers and administrators were gradually being recruited to work in
Edward County Public Schools system in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Harold shared
his experience of being screened for an education leadership position in Edward County.
Harold: We had to go through a screening process. And it was, you didn’t know
how it was going to be but you went before mostly white men. They asked you
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questions and to decide whether or not you should be an administrator. The first
time I went before them, I failed, according to them.
Leta: What kind of questions did they ask you?
Harold: Simple questions that I knew all of the answers to I felt, but let’s
face it…
Leta: It’s a subjective process.
Harold: Right, not only that, they’re only going to take an x number
Leta: of leaders
Harold: That’s right! And the thing that bothered me was one fellow and I
remember him very well, nice guy but he said to me during the process. He
said, ‘your kind of young.’ He said, ‘you’ve got plenty of time.’ See I
resented that so to speak because that in itself said, ‘hey your kind of young
on age.’ But they made me determined! So I go back the next year and according
to a couple of people there, I made one of the highest scores there. I got in.

Harold’s experience of applying for an education leadership position reflects the
intersectionality of racism and ageism. Harold provides several factors to show how race
and age played a role on the hiring board’s decision. He states that the demographics of
the interviewee panel which were mostly White men interviewing and recruiting
prospective administrators. Harold’s description of the interview process echoes Fultz’s
(2004), Karpinski’s (2006), and Tilman’s (2004) research on White governance of school
systems after the Brown rulings. Analyzing Harold’s account through a CRT lens, sheds
light on how race played a critical role in positioning Black educators as inferior and
incapable to participate in the recruit educators for desegregated schools (LadsonBillings, 2004; Tilman, 2004; Karpinski, 2006). Although Harold’s responses to the
initial interview questions did not meet the board’s needs, he felt that he was
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knowledgeable about the field and knew the answers to all the questions. Harold’s claim
“they’re only going to take an x number” adhere the Critical Race Theory analysis on
interest-convergence (Bell, 1980, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2004). Harold uses “they’re” to
make reference to the White men who hire teachers and administrators in Edward
County. Harold also uses a letter instead of a number to emphasize that only a limited
number of Black educators could get recruited to teach or be administrators for Edward
County public schools. Recruiting a limited number of Black educators in Edward
County met White school board member’s interests. This approach also prohibits Edward
County government officials getting penalized by the U.S. federal government
regulations on discrimination (Bell, 1995; Cozzens, 1998).
The claims, “you’ve got plenty of time” and “your kind of young on age” reflects
how ageism was transparent in the application process (Allen & Burwell, 1980). The
White board member uses age and time to create barriers and justify his rationale for not
recruiting Harold. The board member’s claims represent power and control by
establishing subjective categories for the job position which places early career educators
in a subordinate position. The categories imply that education leadership positions are
reserved for educators who are at least middle-aged. Ashton (2014) describes how the
White people in workforce is younger and typically given 8.8% more opportunities to
work full-time in comparison to people of color. According to Harold, his racial identity
and age are factors used to determine his ineligibility for obtaining a position in education
leadership. Harold’s resistance of accepting White governance language and standards on
education leadership encouraged him to reapply for the administrator position. His
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resentment challenged the identity which was perceived by mainstream society and the
White school board members.
Harold Jackson also described his experience of challenging education leaders in
Edward County when he served as a principal for schools that were classified as
challenging due to the ranking of students’ performance on tests. The transcript below
shows the challenges Harold experienced for leading two schools.
Harold: So they needed a Black principal to work there. At Baystreet, I went
there in ’81. And Baystreet at that time was having lots of difficult times. So I
went there and I stayed there for eight years. And we did fine. We did fine.
Scores and everything were great and so when they needed someone to go to
Statesville, I didn’t want to go there but they kind of convinced me to. I went
there in ’89 and I stayed there for eight years. And, we did fine. We did so many
things in that school that I didn’t think we could do. I would always invite the
powers that be over and say ‘you can get results like this from these kids.’ You
know because they would always compare schools on attendance rates,
suspension rates, all of those things. And we were better than all of those schools
outside of the beltway. And they weren’t believing it. They weren’t believing it.
They didn’t accept the fact that it could be done. Instead of embracing it and
developing it and trying to more or less emulate that kind of thing in other
settings. They either ignored it or said yeah they must be doing something over
there, they’re padding figures or something. They can’t do that well. That’s
ridiculous.
Leta: So the powers that be, who is that?
Harold: It’s superintendents, the superintendents. Those people that really…
Leta: be supportive?

Harold: yeah, and not accepting it or saying ‘hey can we duplicate or what
can we duplicate?’ They never did that.
Leta: So there was resistance on their behalf of acknowledging your work
and progress for the schools.
Harold: That’s right! And some of it, I’m sure had to do with because I
was extremely confident in what I was able to do. I had a lot of confidence!
They (superintendents) construed it as arrogance. I guarantee you because
they would say, you know Jackson is very good, but he marches to a beat of
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his own drum more or less. I’m not going to just do this because you’re saying
it. And I would question them on certain things. I used to get in little bits of
trouble for that. But why can’t I question?

In this dialogue, Harold presents several factors to challenge status quo ideologies and
practices that are centered in the education context (Apple, 2013). According to Harold,
the “powers that be” represent superintendents. He describes the “powers that be” in the
education context as a structural hierarchy system rooted in power, dominance, and
control (Apple, 2013). According to Harold, the superintendents evaluated the high
schools based on the following components: students’ performance on standardized tests
and rates for attendance and suspension. Harold’s comment on how the schools were
evaluated echoes the scholarship on how schools that serve underrepresented
communities experience threats of closing, compromises with funding distribution, and
control with curriculum based on conservative and color-blind educational policies since
the twentieth century (Apple, 2013; Kumashiro, 2013). Although Harold does not
identify the racial identity of the superintendents, his experience of questioning authority
echoes the scholarship of Black educators advocating for equitable education for students
of color in a hegemonic system that privileges and support White students (Dixson &
Dingus, 2008; Lipman, 2005; Milner, 2004; 2006; 2012; Siddle-Walker, 2013). Harold’s
account reflects the skepticism White educators and decision-makers raised about Black
educators’ performance and effectiveness with students' learning (Ladson-Billings, 2009;
Siddle-Walker, 2001; 2013). The skepticism adheres to the dominant narrative about
Black educators being ill-equipped to teach and reform failing schools (Lipman, 1995;
Siddle-Walker, 2013).
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Because Harold identifies as a Black man and served as a principal at
predominately Black schools, the lack of recognition and support he received from the
superintendents echoes the notion of how the geographical location, racial and socioeconomic background of the students shaped school leadership, curriculum, philosophy,
and funding (Ascher & Branch-Smith; Evans, 2007; Lipman, 2005; Tate, 2008). Harold’s
consequences for challenging and questioning the “powers that be” reflect the long
history of racism that positions Black communities as inferior and unworthy of
questioning and contesting authority (Cooper, 2015; Yosso & Soloranzo, 2002).
While most of the participants described their experiences of challenging systems
and status quo ideologies that perpetuated Whiteness in the K-12 education system,
Candice shared her experience of challenging White students in a predominately White
institution context. Candice taught and supervised pre-service teachers at a small college
in the Northeast. As a teacher educator at a predominately White institution, I was
interested in learning if we had similar or different experiences.
Leta: So going back to your experience when you were supervising pre-service
teachers, can you tell me about that experience. How was that experience? Did
you get resistance from any of the prospective teachers?
Candice: Oh sure, you are going to always get that, yes. And for instance, when I
told you about teaching the courses and I was the only Black person there. So they
resisted and tried to not give their reports in and whatever. But I looked at them
as a person, not as a color. I taught Rebecca Shields (pseudonym name) was
supposed to be enrolled in the course. She never showed up. So I failed her. She
couldn’t believe it. And there was another person. But she never showed up! I
guess they (White students) were accustomed to getting things. No if you are on
my roster and I have never seen you. I cannot give you a grade.
Leta: Right!
Candice: So I have to fail you. I’m sure somebody gave them a grade or
somewhere down the road. I did not give them a grade. There was always
resistance as far as turning in papers and doing whatever they (White students)
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need to do.

The questions that I posed were based on my approach for handling micro-aggression
from White pre-service teachers. In this dialogue, Candice identifies that she was the only
Black person teaching education courses. Her criteria for evaluating students’
performance involved their attendance and completion of assignments. She did not
consider the student’s racial identity as a factor to make assumptions about their
performance. In this context, the “powers that be” represents White privilege in colleges
and universities, specifically White students’ presumptions of automatically receiving a
grade and credit for not attending class or submitting assignments. Candice challenged
this notion by refusing to pass students who failed to attend her class and complete the
assignments echoes the long-standing narratives in teacher education research that
describes the resistance and lack of recognition teacher educators of color experience by
White students (Ladson-Billings, 1996; Matias, 2013; Williams & Evan-Winters, 2005).
Candice believed the circumstance she experienced was not isolated. According to
Candice, the student’s actions were accepted by other college professors. The student’s
actions were also not challenged. Instead she presumed that some professors continued to
give the student a grade or credit for completing the class.
Summary of Findings
The findings reported in this chapter illustrate how the participants drew upon
their lived experiences to construct their personal and professional identities in
segregated and desegregated communities. Although the term, African American
pedagogy was not coined in this chapter, but the description of this pedagogy echoed the
data presented in this chapter. The participants discussed the importance of Black
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educators being in solidarity with Black students in a time when schools typically
socialize Black boys and girls into specific fields. Each participant discussed their
experience of having professional knowledge transmitted to them when they were
educated in one or two-room schools. The process of transmitting professional
knowledge occurred regardless if the participants’ school curriculum involved reading,
writing, math, or vocational education. This method was conducted to not only empower
the Black community but to increase the supply of teachers in the teaching force. The
data also shows that in order for Black educators to maintain integrity and implement
equitable education, it involved the risk of being penalized by Black or White board
members, principals, or superintendents.
Each theme adheres to the tenets of Identity theory and Critical Race Theory. The
participants represent a “voice” that has been silenced on several topics and issues in
education, specifically in historical education research and current education reform
policies and practices (Tilman, 2002; Milner, 2004; 2012; Stanley, 2007). The stories
presented in this chapter are effective for shaping teacher education research and
redefining the narrative of segregated schools and Black teachers.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
There is no evidence that black people are less responsible, less
moral, or less upstanding in their dealings with America nor with
themselves. But there is overwhelming evidence that America is
irresponsible, immoral, and unconscionable in its dealings with
black people and with itself. Urging African-Americans to become
superhuman is great advice if you are concerned with creating
extraordinary individuals. It is terrible advice if you are concerned
with creating an equitable society. The black freedom struggle is
not about raising a race of hyper-moral super-humans. It is about
all people garnering the right to live like the normal humans they are
This epigraph by Ta-Nehisi Coates, who wrote the article Black Pathology and
the Closing of Progressive ,” captures my reasons for arguing why Black communities
cannot be held accountable for systematic and institutional policies that claim to be
progressive but negatively impact the economic, education, and social welfare of Black
people. The purpose of this study is to examine how Black educators identified and
negotiated their identities in segregated and desegregated communities. The purpose of
this chapter will address how litigations such as Brown v. Board of Education which
constitutes as being progressive, contributes to the “overwhelming evidence” of Black
youth’s, educators’, and families’ education, economics, and welfare being compromised.
I conclude this chapter by presenting implications of my study for teacher
education research and practice and my agenda for advocating accurate representation on
the history of education for Black people and equity for Black teachers.
In Chapter two, I explain how the theoretical framework that informs this study.
To explore the experiences of Black educators, I considered Critical Race Theory with a
focus on Interest-Convergence (Bell, 1995) and Whiteness as Property (Harris, 1995).
The study aligned with the tenets of CRT because Black educators were able to explain
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how their life experiences were impacted through “progressive” policies that symbolizes
as equality and well intentions for all citizens in the United States. For exploring how the
Black educators made meaning of their identities and experiences in various contexts, I
utilized various scholars’ work on teacher identity. The theoretical framework highlights
how teachers construct, made meaning, and performed their identity in segregated and
desegregated education institutions. CRT and identity theory create a platform for the
participants, who are Black educators, to use their voice for challenging the narrative and
stigmas that has been widely accepted in mainstream society about Black people and
determine how their racial, gender, or institutional identity impacted their interactions
with various people.
The body of literature reviewed in Chapter three provides a historical overview
that explains the disproportionate rate of Black educators in U.S. public and private
schools. I describe how the Brown v. Board of Education rulings in 1954 and 1955 and
subsequent educational and social policies and practices heightened segregated
communities and the turnover of Black teachers. The literature review is grounded in a
historical and sociopolitical context which led me to situate the participants’ experiences.
Chapter four presents the methodological framework used for collecting and
analyzing data for the study. Using life history as a methodology is appropriate for this
study, because it is a form of biographical and narrative research that explore individual’s
life experiences. This study is culturally relevant and contextually appropriate because it
explores how African American educators’ made meaning of their personal and
professional experiences during an era when racial segregation in schools and
communities were changing (Tillman, 2002).
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Chapter five presents a comprehensive portrait of each educator that encompassed
their life experiences from childhood to their current age. It was important to consider a
biography of each participant to unearth additional factors that shaped the participants’
beliefs and experiences. In this chapter, the findings also represented themes based on
analyzing interview data.
The remaining portion of this section comprises tables and summaries which
illustrates how the findings of the study connects to the research questions, information in
the literature review, specific interview questions, as well as the theories that were
discussed in chapter two. For each analysis, I discuss additional theories that can be
applicable to the data. The tables and summaries support the methodology life history by
addressing how the participants made meaning of their personal and professional
experiences during a specific period of time. Unearthing the details of the participants’
experiences required considering their childhood, educational, and professional
experiences.

Table 1.6 Analysis of Findings and Theories for Research Question #1 (continued
onto next page)
Research Question: How do African American educators’ experiences of oppression in
segregated and desegregated communities shape their pedagogical beliefs and practice?
Information Cited in
Pay distribution varied between Black male and female
Literature Review
educators (Fultz, 1995)

Theories

Light-skinned Black teachers initially recruited to teach
in desegregated schools (Hunter, 2007; Milner, 2012)
CRT-Intersectionality framework- (Crenshaw, 1989)
Discrimination for recruiting Black teachers after
Brown (Milner, 2012).
Holland et al., (1998)
Whiteness as Property (Harris, 1995)
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CRT in education (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995)

Interview Questions

Performance of Identities (Butler, 1988; 1991)
Do you remember encountering any discrimination,
segregation, or isolation during your teaching career?
What kind of things do you remember from attending a
segregated school?

Excerpts of Data

What were some of the memorial characteristics of your
teachers during segregated and desegregated schooling?
What event stood out the most? Why?
“Everybody in here is the same. But that was never the
case at any school that I worked in. See, I felt that
because growing up, that race and class played a role in
the things that I got subjected to even though people
tried to help me along. Race and class constantly
played an issue.”—Harold
So oh yes! It (colorism) happened in the family and it
happens right in those schools. You still go through
some of that (colorism)….I select dark ones, nappy
head ones to make sure they come to my room to get
the attention. I know what they are going to go through
because I know what I went through.—Candice
And I remember my professor in college saying that, ‘I
know that you didn’t come here to get a degree. You
came here to get a Mrs. Degree.’—Leslie

The purpose of this research question is to create a space for the participants to
name their experiences of oppression and explain how the experiences affected their
personal and professional development. Sleeter (1993) claims that, “Teachers bring to
the profession perspectives about what race means, which they construct mainly on the
basis of their life experiences and vested interests (p. 157)”. Three out of the four
participants described their experiences of being positioned as inferior from members of
their own racial and ethnic community as well as Whites. The participants’ perspectives
of oppression were centered on their race, skin complexion, and gender. The participants
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drew onto these experiences to highlight factors that affect Black people’s academic,
social, and professional status.
The following interview questions captured the participants’ interpretations of
prejudice and inequity in segregated and desegregated communities. Critical Race
Theory’s (CRT) tenet, intersectionality is relevant for deconstructing the participants’
experiences (Crenshaw et. al, 1995). The intersectionality framework challenges the
notion of Black people having monolithic experiences in segregated schools. The
participants’ stories also show how people positioned their identity in various spaces.
According to Holland et. al’s (1998) theory on figured worlds, the participants discussed
how people made meaning of their identity based on societal norms and beliefs that are
rooted in White supremacy. The participants’ experience of authoring their identity as
well as people positioning their identity, informs how they performed their identities in
various spaces. The participants’ experiences dialogued with Butler’s (1988; 1991)
analysis on how people draw upon their cultural background and historical experiences to
perform their identities. The Excerpts of Data column on table 1.6 presents how these
experiences were nuanced based on specific identities. The data presented in this table
drew from themes in the literature review: “Obstacles with Recruiting Black Educators”
and “Issues with Retaining Black Educators.”
Harold described how his class status affected how one of his teachers viewed and
treated him beyond the school context. Using the following CRT scholars’ work, as a
lens to examine Harold’s experience shows how classism was practiced in the Black
communities and mirrored one of the principles of whiteness as property (Harris, 1995).
The intersectional framework on race and class recognizes that socio-economic status has
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different meanings and experiences for Blacks and Whites (Cole & Omari, 2003).
Harold’s experiences respond to Harris’ (1995) description of whiteness as property
rights of disposition shows how some Blacks subscribed to White norms and ideologies
as a source to predict and define Black people’s status or livelihood.
Candice’s experience shows how intraracism affected the Black community. The
Data Display column in table 1.6 shows how colorism was salient and perpetuated in
Candice’s family. Candice’s experience of colorism reflects the arguments Hunter
(2002) and Milner (2012) presented in chapter 3 on how skin color stratification affected
Blacks upward mobility in income and education. Candice’s claim echoes Hunter (2007)
and Milner (2012) findings on the distribution of economic, social, and educational
opportunities immediately given to Black people who were light skinned or had other
Eurocentric features (i.e. narrow nose, long straight hair, etc…). The ideology and
practice of colorism was one of the factors that polarized the Black community.
Leslie experienced beliefs that were rooted in patriarchy by members of her own
racial community. In the Excerpts of Data column, it shows Leslie’s experience of being
questioned by the professor her purpose for attending college. The professor, who is
male presumes that Leslie’s intention for attending college is to find a husband. Leslie’s
identity and experience point to the intersectionality of race and gender. According to
Kimberle Crenshaw (1995), Black men who maintain patriarchal notions about gender
and power automatically position Black women, youth, and non-cis gendered people as
second class citizens. Several CRT scholars and post-structural theorists have argued that
Black men who subscribe to Eurocentric gender ideology typically abuse Black women
and girls (Anderson, 2012; Crenshaw, 1995; hooks, 2000). Ideologies that are grounded
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in patriarchy recognize that education equates to wealth. Therefore, the professor’s
dialogue to Leslie also points to the discomfort Black men had for Black women being in
post-secondary educational institutions. Although pay was not presented in this dialogue,
Leslie’s experience reflects Fultz’s (2004) analysis in chapter 3 on the pay disparity
between Black men and Black women. Fultz (2004) discusses how patriarchy in the
teaching force was transparent for assigning school leaders between the 1940s and 1960s.
The literature review in chapter three primarily focuses on Black educators’
teaching experiences before and after the Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955. Unfortunately,
there is a gap in this chapter that does not address how class affected Black people’s
schooling and teaching experiences. As I draw connections to the data, information cited
in the literature review, theories in the theoretical framework, and research question, I
found that other theories can be considered for analyzing the data in Table 1.6. Black
feminism is relevant to this study to address how Black women empowered themselves in
circumstances that used Eurocentric standards as a platform to determine upward
mobility. Leslie’s and Candice’s experiences contribute to institutional and systematic
structures Black girls and women face in the education and professional context.
Social class identity is another theory that can be used to analyze the data
presented in Table 1.6. According to Cole and Omari (2003), several factors that did not
involve money determined wealth and privilege status for African Americans or Black
Americans. These factors were club memberships, family’s last names, schools, skin
color, hair texture, or eye color. While these characteristics represented social capital for
Black people to advanced educationally and economically, it also polarized the Black
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community. Using social class identity as a lens also shows the tensions that existed
amongst Blacks during the segregated era.
The participants’ experiences of oppression point to the case of Black students
who struggle to be in solidarity with Black educators in education spaces because of
socio-economic status, gender, sexuality, or other forms of identity. The information
found in table 1.7 shows how residential segregation affected the participants’
opportunities to teach in Edward County, Maryland. This table verifies how race was the
primary decision for recruiting teachers in Edward County during a specific time period.
Table 1.7 Connection of Findings and Theories for Research Question #2 (continued
onto next page)
Research Question #2: How did the Brown rulings in 1954 and 1955 as well as residential
desegregation policies in the Greater Washington, D.C. area shape African American educators’
trajectories in the teaching profession?
Information Cited in
Continuation of segregated schools for Black and Brown
Literature Review
students after the Brown rulings (Anderson & Byrne, 2004);
Displacement of Black educators (1995; 2004); Racial and
ethnic demographics in residential communities influenced the
student and teacher population in schools (Clotfelter, 2011;
Morris, 2001;)
Theories
Whiteness as Property--Harris (1995)

Interview Questions

Interests-Convergence on desegregating schools—Bell (1980,
1995)
Can you share with me the types of problems you encountered
for entering and staying in the teaching force?
What type of changes did you see in your school or town after
the Brown decisions?

Excerpts of Data

What did you notice when schools started to desegregate?
(a) “Um, for me very little difference. In 1959, there were only
two white students. Students were still being bused and the
school was 99% Black. At that time there were also about 2
white teachers. The principal was Black and understood the need
for providing a quality education for all. The students were
bused from various communities. So there was limited
community involvement.”--Candice
(b) “When I returned from service, I applied for a teaching
position. And I accepted a teaching position in St. Martha’s
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County, an all-Black situation. When the schools, integrated I
was transferred to a predominately all-White school. There
were only four Black teachers…Right! So when I transferred
from the Black school to the White school, I would just like to
give you a little bit of the experience that I had, when I just
transferred. They transferred the four of us…. We had some
issues but when you go into a situation like that where there is
four of you and the rest of them are white. And then you are on
this wing, you are on this wing (uses his hands to point to
different directions), you are all by yourself.”—Brian

Excerpts of Data

(c) “There were 36 kids to a classroom, so that was 72 in
each grade. I don’t believe there weren’t too many Black
kids in the whole school. There were two of each grade,
especially on the upper hallways. Now at the end of the
hallways, the kids were White…. I maybe had seven or
eight Black kids out of that 36 kids. It wasn’t many
Black kids. So the school, it was predominately White,
I’d day at the time…It changed in the eighties. Cause I
remember when I moved in 84. I would say maybe
sixty, forty, or something like that or half and half or
something like that. The percentage was growing it was
approaching I would say fifty percent maybe or so. And
we had, White people there still. We even had some
kids, students, just a handful. And we got down to the
point where it was maybe ten percent or something like
that.”—Leslie
(d) “I applied for a job in Edward County in ’66…At
that time, they didn’t have any minorities and so they
only hired a certain number. They only hired minorities
that fit their needs. If there was a school with minority
kids, they would hire minorities to be there…So I didn’t
get a job in Edward county in ’66. I went to work in St.
Martha’s County. I went there for two years….So, a lot
of, an influx of minorities in Edward County between
’66 and 68. In ’68, there were lots of minorities. They
(White educators) didn’t know what to do with them.
They needed minority teachers. So, they virtually
recruited me back to Edward County.”—Harold

The second research question explored how specific local and federal
desegregation policies affected the participants’ experiences in schools and pathways for
teaching in specific counties. [In chapter four, I provide a historical overview on the
history of desegregation in Edward County]. The data presented in table 1.7 shows how
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the participants drew upon multiple resources to either prepare for teaching or make
specific decisions while serving on the teaching force. This research question connects to
the following headings in the literature review: “History of Brown v. Board of Education”
and “Impact of Brown v. Board of Education on Black Educators.” The data specifically
mirrors arguments found in the following themes of the literature review: “Obstacles for
Recruiting Black Educators” and “Issues with Retaining Black Educators. The Excerpts
of Data column shows each participant’s experience of working in schools that slowly
changed their teacher and student demographics in response to the federal government
intervention for schools and residential communities in Edward County which continued
to operate in a segregated system. Each participant’s story supports Anderson and
Byrne’s (2004) arguments on schools continuing to operate in a segregated system for
Black students after the Brown rulings. According to Candice, her school was 99% Black
until the late 1950s. By 1959, two White students and two White teachers were part of
this school’s community. Brian’s experience mirrors Fultz’s (2004) findings that show
how a few Black teachers were selected to teach in integrated or all-White schools.
Leslie’s and Harold’s claim shows the changes of the racial demographics in Edward
County during the mid to late 1960s as well as 1980s. Leslie’s and Harold’s testimony
support Clotfelter (2011) and Morris’s (2001) arguments on how the history of White
flight in inner city and suburban communities shaped the racial and ethnic demographic
of students and teachers from the mid-twentieth to the twenty-first century. For example,
Harold’s claim shows how the migration of people of color in Edward County between
1966 and 1968 created opportunities for Black educators to teach in the county’s schools.
The participants’ accounts confirmed that the racial demographics of students in schools
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and people in residential communities played a critical role in shaping the racial
demographics of educators in Edward County schools. Brian’s experience was differed
from Candice, Leslie, and Harold’s experience. Brian was one of the few Black teachers
who got selected to teach in a predominately White school. This type of experience also
sheds light on the ways White people maintained segregation in their residential
community and determined the amount of Black people to work in their segregated
community or schools. The participants’ experiences unearth theories that examine selfinterests and privilege.
The data in table 1.7 also connects to the following works of Critical Race
Theory: whiteness as property and interest-convergence. Both areas address how White
people’s interests and privilege typically limits Black people’s opportunity to participate
in the same matter as Whites in society. Candice’s and Brian’s accounts show how
solidarity amongst Black students in neighborhood schools and Black teachers weakened
after the Brown rulings. Their accounts support Harris’s (1995) explanation on the
operation of whiteness as property which involves marginalizing Black people by
withholding their rights to social and economic resources. Candice sheds light on how the
busing system polarized the relationships Black educators could easily establish with
their students and other members in the local community. According to Candice, students
were bused from various communities. Candice’s claim shows that distance complicated
Black educators approach on building and sustaining relationships with their students.
Brian’s statement shows how employment discrimination operated in predominately
White workspaces. While there were only four Black teachers who were selected to
teach in an all-White school in St. Martha’s County, page 111 inn chapter 5 shows
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Brian’s interpretation of how him and his Black colleagues’ classrooms were dispersed
into separate areas of the school. This experience shows how there were limited
opportunities for Brian and his Black colleagues to interact in the school setting
compared to their White colleagues. Their experiences also support Bell’s analysis (1980,
1995) on interest-convergence for school desegregation. Both schools avoided
consequences from the federal government by including few Black or White students or
teachers in predominately Black or White spaces. Harold’s and Leslie’s experience also
implicates the interest-convergence theory (Bell, 1980, 1995). The increasing presence
of Black students and teachers in Edward County schools addressed Black people’s
concerns on education and economy in the Black community. This circumstance met
White people’s interests as they were able to relocate and enroll their kids into schools
that were predominately White.
The data in table 1.7 shows the need to consider tokenism as a theory for
examining Black educators’ experiences with isolation and the weakening of solidarity
with Black community members once schools started to desegregate after the Brown
rulings. Tokenism is relevant for this data because it substantiates Bell’s theory (1980,
1995) on interests-convergence and how recruiting a small percentage of people of color
met federal regulations, school’s mission, or county’s vision on inclusion and diversity.
This information presented in this table focused on Black educators’ experiences after the
Brown rulings. The ensuing table illustrates how Black educators’ constructed and made
meaning of their personal and professional identities in segregated and desegregated
communities.
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Table 1.8 Analysis of Findings and Theories for Research Question #3 (continued
onto next page)
Research Question: How do Black teachers’ understandings of a teacher’s identity inform
the meaning of their personal and professional identity in segregated and desegregated
communities?
Information Cited in
Literature Review

Theories

Interview Questions

Black teachers’ relationships with students and families preBrown (Foster, 1990, 1991); Black teachers as activists (SiddleWalker, 2001, 2013); Status of Black Educators post-Brown
(Ladson-Billings, 1996; Ladson-Billings, 2006, 2009, Williams
& Evans-Winters, 2005)
Institutional Identity (Gee, 2001); Figured worlds (Holland et
al., 1998); Critical Race Theory (Crenshaw et. al, 1995); Agency
(Lasky, 2005; Urrieta, 2007)
What did you not expect after the Brown decisions?
What led you to enroll into a teacher education program? Can
you tell me about your classes while you were enrolled in
college?
Can you share with me the types of problems you encountered
for entering the teaching force or while you were teaching?
What are some of the memorial characteristics of your teachers
during segregated and desegregated schooling? What event
stood out the most? Why?

Excerpts of Data

Describe the relationship between you and the teachers and
peers at your school before the Brown decision in 1954.
(a) “…So the young White guys thought I was like some high
school kid and I had to put them in place. And then, I would
mention, just drop the fact that my husband was an officer and
that would work to get them in their places.”—Leslie
(b) “I worked as a director of Reading for the DC public schools
from 1978 until I retired in 1995 or whatever. But during that
time, when I was the Director of Reading, there was a White
guy, Gordon Lewis who was the Director of Math. And we
would go around all over the place, Massachusetts, anywhere,
up to Harvard, and all of those places. But to show you that all
this stuff is still out there. We would register at the hotel and
they knew it was Dr. Turner and Mr. Lewis were coming. And
they would refer to him as the…And I would say, ‘Excuse me! I
am the Dr. Turner and he is the Mr. Lewis!’—Candice

Excerpts of Data

(c) “We were degree teachers. So, but I knew some of the
White teachers there. There were two teachers. They were not
degree teachers.”—Brian
(d) “She (Mrs. Radcliff) constantly would sit at the door in the
morning. I would always see her there. And, she would greet
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me and always have something positive to say. If I needed a
haircut, she would tell me that. She would whisper that in my
ear. Or if I wasn’t groomed properly, she would tell me those
things. And it really made me feel like she was a family
member more or less.”—Harold
(e) “I remember when my teacher would come to my church.
And then they (the teachers) would visit different families on
Sunday. They would make it a point to come to church where
the neighborhoods were. There were three neighborhoods:
Keaton, Mount Flagship, and Riverview. My teacher would go
to all three of those churches too. Now she grew up in the area.
And they knew her and her family….So even when it was my
first year of teaching, it was required that we were given like
two days in the fall that we can make home visits for every child
that we would teach.”—Leslie
(f) “I cannot use these books. I simply would not teach physics
because the materials were outdated…So I would teach
whatever science that needs to be taught. I would teach uh, what
I learned from college.”—Leslie

The third research question examines how the participants developed the notion
of who they are (presently) and were as they navigated through schools and public spaces
in segregated and desegregated communities. The information presented in table 1.8
supports the notion that identity development is an active co-construction process
(Bakhtin, 1981; Holland and Lave, 2001; Sfard and Prusak, 2005). It is also important to
consider that race, ethnic, class, and gender identity are some factors that impacted the
development of educators’ professional identity (Agee, 2004; Flores & Clark, 2001). It is
salient that the participants considered their racial and gender identity for making
meaning on how they define and conduct themselves in and beyond professional spaces.
The data in Table 1.8 also shows how the participants participated in interactions with
people or contextual factors to: (a) define and explain their professional identity, (b)
explain how people or institutions interpret their professional identity, and (c) draws upon
experiences with their teachers in segregated schools to construct their understanding of a
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teacher’s role in society. Several theorists recognized that agency was vital for teachers
developing their professional identity because they are faced with subscribing to
education institutions’ prescribed identities or society’s conceptions of teachers’ or
professors’ roles and responsibilities (Danielewicz, 2001; Sfard & Prusak, 2005; Soreide,
2007a; Urrieta, 2007).
The literature review on chapter three shows how Black teachers maintained
agency of their professional identities before and after the Brown decisions. Black
teachers were engaged in students’ lives beyond the school setting. The data marked as
(d) and (e) shows how Leslie’s and Harold’s former teachers connected to them as well
as other Black students. According to Leslie and Harold, the Black educators connected
with Black students and cared for their well-being in and beyond the school premises.
This data supports Foster’s (1991) claims on the importance of Black educators
establishing and sustaining relationships with the students and their families. SiddleWalker’s (2001, 2013) works illustrate how Black educators were political figures and
activists in the community. The data marked as (f) shows Leslie exercising agency and
being an activist by challenging the curriculum resources used to teach physics at a
school that continued to operate in a racially segregated system after the first Brown
decision. Leslie’s experience also connects to Foster’s (1990) claim on Black teachers’
resistance of allowing a specific county to control the curriculum at a school that served
only Black students. Leslie’s decision to use resources from college to teach science
instead of only physics demonstrates how she established boundaries for institutions
defining her professional responsibility and identity (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011;
Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013).
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The data labeled as (a),(b), and (c) shows the challenges the experiences Leslie,
Brian, and Candice faced by Whites in desegregated settings. Leslie’s, Brian’s, and
Candice’s stories mirror information in the literature review that describes the status of
Black educators after the Brown decisions. Their accounts illustrate how they were
viewed as inferior in a society that operates in White superiority. For example, Brian’s
experience highlights the difference with the education qualifications between Black and
White teachers. His experience supports Fairclough’s (2007) description on the
inequitable experiences Black educators encountered working in desegregated schools.
Leslie’s and Candice’s experience also captures the micro-aggressions Black female
educators frequently experience in predominately White spaces (Ladson-Billings, 2006;
Williams & Evan-Winters, 2005). While race played a significant role in positioning
Black people as inferior, the intersectionality of gender has encouraged mainstream
society to position Black women as undesirable and a questionable fit for any position of
authority. Leslie’s and Candice’s professional identities and educational background
debunked the tropes which are used in mainstream society to categorize Black women as
Mammy, Jezebel, or Sapphire (Ladson-Billings, 2009).
Identity theory is relevant for analyzing how the participants negotiated their
personal and professional identities in order to be recognized and respected for their
humanity and credentials. The data presented in Table 1.8 supports Holland et al.’s
(1998) explanation on how a person either positioned their identity or how their identity
is positioned by others in the figured worlds. For example, the data marked as (d), shows
Harold felt like he was amongst his family at the school. His teacher made her presence
visible to Harold by greeting him as well as caring about his well-being. For the data
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marked as (a), Leslie describes how she had to demystify the White guys’ (who were
General Infantry students) perspectives of a person of authority. Leslie acknowledges her
husband’s ranking in the military to distinguish the power she has over her students and
how they can be reprimanded by her and possibly by her husband. This example reflects
Gee’s analysis (2001) on institutional identity. For the data marked as (b), Candice also
draws upon her institutional identity which is Ed.D (Dr.) to transform the power
dynamics that would not have recognized her educational credentials. The data labeled as
(b), (c), and (f) show how the participants explicitly stated who they are to people in
situations when their knowledge, professional status, and credentials were not
acknowledged. According to Urrieta (2007), Leslie, Brian, and Candice exercised
agency by informing other people who they are and how they wanted to be recognized in
public and private spaces.
The participants’ opportunity to make meaning of who they are or were in various
time periods echo another theory which is grounded in narrative research. Narrative
identity formation is another theory that can be relevant for analyzing the data presented
in table 1.8. Narrative identity formation dialogues with agency in identity theory
because it involves self-understanding while the person is narrating his/her story
(Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013). While this section focused on the participants having agency of
their personal and professional identity, the next table illustrates factors that affected the
participants for entering and staying in the teaching force.
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Table 1.9 Analysis of Findings and Theories for Research Question #4 (continued
onto next few pages)
Research Question: What experiences do African American educators identify as support,
challenges, and milestones for entering and sustaining in the teaching profession?
Information cited in Literature African American teachers solidarity with Black students and
Review
connectedness with community (Foster 1990); African Preparing
Black youth to be contributors to their own community (Irvine,
1989); Displacement of Black teachers--Fultz (1995); Black
Principals’ Experiences before and after Brown—Tillman
(2004); Inadequate educational resources in segregated schools
(Anderson &Byrne, 2004; Bell, 1995; Fairclough, 2007; SiddleWalker, 2000); Black teachers encouraging youth to contribute
to their community (Irvine, 1989); Black educators’ challenges
with White Students (Ladson-Billings, 1996; 2006; Scott, 2010;
Williams & Evans-Winters, 2005)
Theories

Figured worlds (Holland et al., 1998); Identity theory (Agee,
2004; Flores & Day, 2006; Urrieta, 2007)

Interview Questions

Who inspired you?
Did you have any role models?
How was that experience?
Describe the relationship between you and the teachers and
peers at your school.
Can you tell me about the expectations teachers had for students
while you were in school?
What do you remember about your student teaching experience?
What encouraged you to stay in the teaching profession? Why?
Can you share with me the types of problems you encountered
for entering and staying in the teaching force?
How did educators and professors support you while you were
in college?
How did professors prepare you for teaching in integrated
schools?

What do you remember about the Brown decision? What
was your family or community talking about?
Excerpts of Data

(a)“The teachers that we had, taught you so that you can be
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successful!”—Candice
(b) “GIs, GIs, and that was interesting too! I would say just
about all of them were older. Yeah, they were preparing for
their GED. And, they looked at me strange because like I said
some of them were old enough to be my father. And here I walk
in and not looking my age and they would think, ‘Oh what she
knows!’—Leslie
(c) “You know, I had a teacher tell me when I was an instructor
back then that I think you are ready to go into administration.”—
Brian
(d )“The president called us in and said, ‘Now you know there is
going to be some changes. You are getting out of college now.
I’m sure that schools are going to be integrated. Now what are
you going to say, and you may not be teaching Black kids.’ And
he said um, ‘suppose there is a job available and you get called
for it and they say have you ever taught White kids before?’ And
I said, ‘Well no I have not!’ And he said, ‘What if they say what
are you going to do? How are you going to teach them? How do
you feel about that?’ And I said, ‘I’m a teacher! I know my
craft! I’ve been trained to teach and I’m going to teach.’ And he
said, ‘that is exactly how you should give it.’ And I never forgot
that.--Leslie
(e) “My principal at Preston, was a Black female who worked at
College Heights, said to me, ‘Have you ever thought about being
an administrator?’ She gave me an application to go and to fill
out….—Harold
(f) “You have to be prepared! These schools are going to
integrate…We had lesson plans to turn in. We had to turn it into
him every Friday.”—Brian
(g) “So they took me under their wings to make sure I did this
and that”….After two years I became one of the teachers who
had student teachers, because I had all that foundation from the
older teachers and all.”—Candice

Excerpts of Data

h) “I had a ninth grade teacher. And uh, you see I went
from catholic school. And she was my homeroom
teacher. She taught in St. Martha. And I was in ninth
grade and I came from the private school. And one day,
she started talking about it. She said, ‘You guys, you
girls, you need to think early on what you want to do.’
And she started talking about teaching and how to help
people and all. Somehow, I often think about her as a
person who got me thinking about me as a person going
into education.”—Brian
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(i) “I’m not going to just do this because you’re saying
it. And I would question them on certain things. I used
to get in little bits of trouble for that. But why can’t I
question?”—Harold
(j) “And for instance when I told you about teaching the
courses and I was the only Black person there. So they
resisted and tried to not give their reports in and
whatever…”—Candice
(k) “I cannot teach physics because in the books, the
atom has not been split yet. And I said, this is after the
war. The war is over!”—Leslie

The final research question examined factors the participants constitute as support
and challenges for entering or staying in the teaching force. As a person navigate through
multiple spaces, he/she encounter circumstances when their personal and professional
identities are supported or challenged. The data presented in Table 1.9 shows how the
participants drew upon multiple resources to either prepare for teaching or make specific
decisions while serving on the teaching force. The resources symbolized professional
knowledge that the participants learned from their school teachers, professors, principals,
or classes in college. Transmitting professional knowledge was an agenda for Black
educators to protect and reclaim African American traditions in education (Tilman,
2004b). Each participant shared multiple experiences that related to the research question
and affected their trajectory in the teaching profession. This research question connects to
the following headings of the literature review: “Black Educators’ Experiences Before
Brown v. Board of Education” and “Impact of Brown v. Board of Education on Black
Educators.” The participants credit their salvation of the teaching force to former school
teachers, professors, principals, or classes in college.
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The data marked from (a)-(k) supports information presented in the literature
review that illustrates several practices Black educators suggested prospective Black
teachers to use to be effective in the teaching for schools that are segregated and
desegregated (Irvine, 1989; Foster, 1990). This data also echoes the work of Dingus
(2006) who describe how Black educators make personal investments to advance the
academic, personal, social, and economic development of Black students and novice
teachers. The participants used the following phrases: “good foundation”, “taught you
how to be successful”, or “you need to think early” to illustrate how their teachers set
high expectations for their students’ learning and exercised political activism. For
example, the data labeled (d) and (f) show how Brian’s and Leslie’s teachers taught them
to recognize their self-worth and be cognizant of the unequal standards in society. The
data also support Foster’s (1990) and Tillman’s (2004a&b) analysis on Black educators’
experiences with Black students in schools before the authorization of desegregating
schools. Foster (1990) and Tillman (2004a&b) point out how solidarity between Black
educators and Black students were profound and transparent in segregated schools.
The data labeled (i)-(k) supports information that illustrates how Brown v. Board
of Education affected Black teachers. The data also shows how Harold, Candice, and
Leslie experienced challenges while serving as educators from either school district
superintendents, White students, or information presented in textbooks. Chapter 5
provides detailed information on how Harold, Candice, and Leslie dismantled these
challenges by exercising agency to reclaim their personal and professional status
(Holland et al., 1998). Because Harold served as a principal at two predominately Black
high schools, he explained that he used to get reprimanded by the superintendent for
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questioning his proposal for policies and practices. Harold’s experience reflects Tillman’s
work (2004b) on Black principals resisting ideologies and practices that are ineffective
for Black students. Candice’s experience as a Black professor at a predominately White
postsecondary institution reflects several scholars who discussed the challenges they
received from White students based on their race and gender identity (Ladson-Billings,
1996; 2006; Scott, 2010; Williams & Evans-Winters, 2005). Leslie draws upon her
knowledge about the war and the atom being split to describe the inaccurate information
that was provided in textbooks for segregated schools after the Brown ruling in 1954.
Leslie’s experience supports several researchers’ work who described the frustration from
Black parents and educators with local superintendents and policy makers that provided
inaccurate resources and ignored concerns on the infrastructure of Black schools
(Anderson &Byrne, 2004; Bell, 1995; Fairclough, 2007; Siddle-Walker, 2000). This
strategic effort eventually led to a mass of Black schools closing after Brown.
The professional socialization of teaching typically involves authentic care and
collaboration (Tillman, 2004b; Dingus, 2008). The transmission of professional
knowledge socialized the participants into the teaching profession. The participants relied
on these interactions to construct their philosophies, be recruited and advance in the
teaching force, and develop networks. The data presented in this table points to some
elements of identity theory. The narratives presented in a-h reflect Holland et al. (1998)
analysis of positioning in figured worlds. In addition, the data reflects how various
educators positioned the participants’ professional identity. The educators either
provided support or resistance while the participants were teaching. The data presented
in (i)-(k) show how the participants exercised agency by making decisions that
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challenged White privilege and inequity education conditions for Black students. This
data supported work that examines teachers’ of color experiences on developing a
professional identity in schools that operate in meritocracy, individualism, and colorblindness (Agee, 2004; Flores & Day, 2006; Urrieta, 2007).
Studies that have similar data can consider mentoring as a theory (Dingus, 2008;
Darling-Hammond, 2003). This theory is applicable for this type of data because it
addresses transmitting of professional knowledge beyond the teacher preparation
program context, teacher retention, as well as recognition of experienced and veteran
educators. The data in a-g reflects Johnson-Bailey’s (2012) work on how mentorship with
members of the same racial group is beneficial because a person will have a greater
chance to receive insider’s information about the workforce’s or organization’s culture
and expectations and resources. Johnson-Bailey (2012) suggests that people are more
likely to advance in the professional field with this type of mentorship. The narratives
presented in (a)-(h) as well as in the section Portrait of Participants show how social
capital existed and functioned in the Black community (Bowles & Gintis, 2001; Brown &
Davis, 2001). For example, Leslie drew upon one of her networks (the U.S. military), to
get a teaching position at a DODD school in Japan. The data marked (d) shows Harold’s
experience of being guided by a principal who is a Black woman to enter the
administrative field in education. The life experiences presented in Table 1.10 and in the
Portrait of Participants complicate the findings reported in Smith’s study (2005). Smith’s
study (2005) focused on how low-income and inner city Blacks exercise social capital for
seeking employment. While geographical location and socio-economic status were the
primary focus for Smith’s study (2005), this study show how the participants utilized
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various networks to obtain and maintain their job in the teaching force. The next section
will suggest implications for research in teacher education, curriculum and instruction for
PK-12 and teacher preparation programs, and policy.
Implications for Teacher Education, Curriculum and Instruction, and Policy
The participants’ experiences shed light on the level of complexities African
American youth and teachers faced in schools before and after the Brown decision.
Several issues warrant implications for responding to institutional, state, and federal
decisions for establishing and maintaining the limited representation of Black educators
in the U.S. The findings of this study have implications for teacher education research,
curriculum and instruction in PK-12 and teacher education programs, and education
policy.
Implication for Teacher Education Research
It is important to note how each participant’s schooling and teaching experience
was nuanced based on their gender, physical appearance, and racial identity. In this study,
the participants’ age, physical appearance, skin color, and gender draws attention to the
complexities on making attempts to normalize a curriculum or a historic event that
encompasses the history of education for African American people. The data suggest that
focusing on one identity to represent people’s experiences during a specific event only
leads to certain voices to be heard.
Future research should use a narrative paradigm to examine how Black educators’
or educators of color’s identities construct their education and teaching experiences.
These narratives can be significant for examining historical and contemporary societal
practices in schools that were imposed upon Blacks or other people of color based on
specific identities during specific time periods. Drawing upon this type of research and
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interviewing experienced and veteran teachers can help prospective and novice teachers
engage in a critical dialogue on the outcome of the Brown rulings. It will also represent
multiple voices to counter the dominant narrative on the history of education for people
of color. Ladson-Billings (2004) suggests that future research needs to examine how the
Brown decision currently affects schools in non-White and White communities. Utilizing
a narrative paradigm and following up with a critical dialogue can encourage students
and teachers to examine the promises that were or were not filled for certain communities
and identify additional work that needs to be done to ensure that all students get an
equitable education. This type of research is relevant for teacher identity and teacher
development discourse.
Implications for Curriculum and Instruction
Critical Race Theory recognizes that the dominant narrative is designed to control
the curriculum in PK-12 and post-secondary institutions (Ladson-Billings, 1998, 2003;
Yosso, 2001). The dominant narrative (which is also known as the “master narrative”) is
rooted in a White supremacist ideology. Montecinos (1995) implies that the master
narrative depicts a group is bound to provide a very narrow depiction of what it means to
be Mexican-American, African-American, White, and so on (p. 293).” For example,
Woodson (2006) and Brown and Brown (2010) found that the U.S. school’s curriculum
depicts Black people and the African continent as inferior. Woodson (2006) states:
In history, of course, the Negro had no place in this curriculum. He was pictured
as a human being of the lower order, unable to subject passion to reason, and
therefore useful only when made the hewer of wood and the drawer of water for
others. No thought was given to the history of Africa except so far as it had been a
field of exploitation for the Caucasian. You might study the history as it was
offered in our system from the elementary school throughout the university, and
you would never hear Africa mentioned except in the negative (p. 14).
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The dominant or master narrative has been constituted as valid knowledge in the
curriculum for PK-12 and post-secondary institutions. With the exception of
acknowledging Black heroic exceptional leaders during Black History month, the
majority of education institutions in the U.S. have been complicit with erasing the stories
and contributions of Black educators. Therefore, if schools operate on promoting and
maintaining the exclusion of counter-narratives, Black people will continue to struggle
finding affirmations in spaces that are intentionally safe for White, middle-class,
heterosexual, and non-disabled communities. Professional education organizations, think
tanks, teachers, administrators, school board members, and policy-makers determine the
knowledge and resources that are presented and assessed in the curriculum. Because
White people mainly occupy positions in organizations, think tanks, and educational
leadership, White stories and experiences are privileged in the curriculum, while people’s
of color histories, traditions, and experiences are distorted or erased (Ladson-Billings,
2003; Soloranzo & Yosso, 2002). Racism and other forms of oppression are rarely
deconstructed and interrogated in the curriculum. Apple (1991) claims that social control
and power exists in all aspects of the curricula for all educational institutions. This
oppressive approach in education ultimately leads to severe social, economic, legal, and
political consequences for society (Apple, 1991; Brown & Brown, 2010; Freire, 2008;
Kumashiro, 2000). The dominant narrative controls the distribution of the curriculum.
The dominant narrative in the curriculum is typically enforced to school districts that
primarily serve Black and Brown students. In these school districts, the curriculum is
scripted; however, for schools in predominately White affluent or middle class
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communities, students can contribute to developing the curriculum (Ladson-Billings,
1998; Kozol, 1995).
Textbooks are one of the primary sources used to perpetuate the dominant or
master narrative. The textbooks stem from the national education standards. Textbooks
commonly perpetuate tropes, stereotypes, and images of Black as inherently violent
people sends a profound message that is practiced and accepted in the school’s
philosophy, mission, and hidden curriculum. (Brown & Brown, 2010; Gay, 2010;
Ladson-Billings, 1998, 2003; Loewen, 2007). Additionally, textbooks shape teacher’s
instructional practice. Because textbooks are typically immersed in race-neutral
ideologies, teachers contend that specific beliefs, attitudes, and teaching methods are
appropriate for specific students. These notions lead teachers to be dependent on
information from the textbooks to assess and determine outcomes of students’
performance.
The participants’ stories demystify the myth of schools during the segregated and
desegregated era. The findings also offer more insight on how systematic and
institutional structures impact the recruitment of Black educators in the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area. This study proves the necessity of implementing CRT methodologies
in the curriculum for PK-12 schools and teacher education programs. We as educators
must respond to the stories and texts that are steeped in multiple forms of oppression.
Candice shared her concerns about the misrepresentation of Brown in the curriculum.
She stated:
Our children have no clue because we haven’t include it [Brown v. Board of
Education] in the curriculum about what happened. The struggles that we went
through... If you tell them, they think schools were always like this, whites and
blacks going to school, and white teachers and Black teachers. They have no clue
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and that should be included in the curriculum. And even when they have it in the
curriculum, they take it (Black people’s experiences) out by the system! As a
Black teacher, I have to make it my business to make sure our students have a
background knowledge of what took place before; because they just think that
everything was and is going to be honky dory.
While textbooks continue to be mandated for teachers and students to use in schools, I
propose for PK-12 schools to use biographical research methods to interrogate
information presented in textbooks. Biographical research methods, storytelling, and
family histories should be incorporated in English Language Arts, Social Studies, Math,
and Science curriculum standards. These methods reflect the following principles of
CRT: experiential knowledge and counter-narratives or counter-storytelling. According
to Soloranzo and Yosso (2001), considering students’ experiences in the school
curriculum challenges racial stereotypes that are found in the other forms of curriculum
(e.g. hidden, tested, supported, recommended, written, and taught). It also challenges
information that is presented in textbooks. This approach also empowers students. It
reinforces inquiry-based learning and gives students the platform to manage information
that is presented in the curriculum. This approach encourages students to generate
interview questions, collect data, and present stories of the family or community
members. Parents as well as community members participate in shaping and assessing
the validity of the curriculum and its resources by sharing their experiences during a
specific time period or event (Ladson-Billings, 2003). For example, a kindergarten or
first grade student may be encouraged to generalize questions that involve inquiring
about the family member’s feelings during a specific event. This participatory method
also responds to a question Ladson-Billings (2003) posed, “How are their (the students)
questions about their missing stories addressed in classrooms (p. 7)?” Students and
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communities of color are also given a space to demand change from textbook companies
(Soloranzo & Yosso, 2002).
I also recommend that the history of education for people of color be included in
the teacher education curriculum. These courses should not be available for students to
take in an ethnic studies department. Addressing people’s of color historical and
contemporary experiences with education policies and practices inform prospective
teachers how and why inequitable systematic and institutional structures function in
specific schools. This information can lead prospective teachers to “agents of change”
for their students and challenge curriculum that fail to recognize the totality of their
experiences. Incorporating these methodologies as standards can also lead into a
statewide or nationwide collection of stories that can be sent to textbook companies to
demand change on the narratives about events and people.
Teacher educators who assign student-teaching placements to prospective
teachers must work actively to select mentor teachers that are diverse by race, gender,
and ethnicity. To transform the mainstream images placed upon educators of color,
teacher educators from colleges and universities have a duty to interrogate the
prospective teachers’ assumptions about students and teachers of color. Life history
should be included in teacher education courses to encourage prospective teachers to
reflect on a variety of experiences. Johnson’s (2002) work illustrates how she used life
history methods as well as autobiographical narrative to capture prospective teachers’
perspectives on how race and racism affected their lived experiences. Life history
methods can also be useful for prospective teachers interviewing their cooperating
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teacher and find out their trajectory of entering and sustaining in the teaching force as
well as their philosophy of teaching and learning.
Implication for Policy
Brown v. Board of Education is an educational policy. The process of obtaining a
hearing from the U.S. Supreme Court and implementing regulations for desegregating
schools involved a collection of narratives citizens from who people wanted to change
the education system. Traditionally, politicians, judges, attorneys and legal analyst have
been in the forefront for designing regulations. This approach is changing by activists and
social justice organizations being on the forefront of designing and implementing state
and federal policies (Lipman, 1995). Several authors have documented how the text in
Brown v. Board of Education shaped Black educators’ teaching experiences (Anderson &
Byrne, 2004). The text in this legal document represents a public narrative (Soreide,
2007). The public narratives shape society’s beliefs and people’s experiences. This study
contributes to the scholarship that examines how public narratives as well as the federal,
state, and district policies’ narratives shape Black educators’ experiences. This type of
study raises several questions: (a) What public policy narratives do educators use to
construct their philosophies in teaching and learning? (b) How do public policy
narratives affect teachers’ practices? (c) How do teacher preparation programs consider
public policy narratives for recruiting Black prospective teachers? I raise this question
because the hyper-accountability of standardized tests has been another method to
systematically remove, displace, and criminalize Black teachers (Cooper, 2015).
Transforming the outcomes of Brown will call for society to work on developing
policies and practices that support reparations for people who have been severely affected
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by the social and political power manifested in White supremacy (Brooks, 1999; Coates,
2014; Ladson-Billings, 2006; 2013; Matsuda, 1987). This effort will require a cultural
change on domination and inferiority. Fraser (1995) claims that demanding cultural and
economic change responds to the long history of injustice. This form of reconciliation
will initially involve listening and responding to the claims and demands of people who
have suffered the consequences of racial domination (Bell, 1975b; Brooks, 1999; Coates,
2014; Pinkard, 2013; Matsuda, 1987). It will also acknowledge past and current
wrongdoings and making efforts to ensure that similar acts of wrongdoings will not
continue in the future. Therefore, society’s response will involve acknowledging the
truth about the dominant narrative of Brown and making efforts to re-allocate adequate
and just resources of wealth and education which has been denied from the African
American community since slavery.
Education policies draws from analysis in quantitative data (Gillborn, 2005). This
research method typically frames a specific population as homogeneous and provide “one
size fits all” solutions. Policies that lack the consideration of multiple identities are
ineffective. For example, many scholars and policy makers have weighed in to critique
President Barrack Obama’s initiative of “My Brother’s Keeper.” While the initiative
focuses on Black and Brown boys, the plight of Black and Brown girls rapidly being a
part of the prison pipeline is ignored (Cooper, 2015b; Morris, 2012). I propose for
changing the demographic of people who occupy spaces in developing education
policies. Constructing policies should include a people of color who identities differ by
ethnicity, nationality, gender, class, age, religion, language, and sexuality. Drawing upon
Gramsci’s theory (1971) on “organic intellectuals”, the process of developing policy
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spaces should not be comprised of people who are the elite. Gramsci (1971) implies that
anyone can be intellectual. However, the elites cannot experience the struggle that the
working class or marginalize people encounter on a daily basis. Therefore, I join with the
works and agendas of stakeholders, policy-makers, researchers, and activists such as
Michelle Fine, Black Lives Matter, Kimberle Crenshaw and the African American Policy
Forum who include people of color who are diverse by multiple identities to transform
state and federal policies.
Conclusion
Milner (2012) claims that “Black teachers in a sense are texts themselves, and the
pages of their texts are filled with histories of racism, sexism, and oppression, as well as
those of strength, perseverance, and success. These teachers’ texts like the texts of others
are rich and empowering: they have the potential to help students understand the world
and to concurrently change it (p. 30)”. The educators’ expertise and experiences of this
study continue to be deemed as valuable sources for children and teachers in many
schools in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. Therefore, it is necessary that more
studies that use narrative research create a space for educators who are marginalized to
define themselves instead of me defining them. It challenges research, companies, or
organizations’ methodologies that primarily rely on secondary artifacts such as books,
movies, etc…to define a specific population’s experiences during a specific time period.
The participants’ stories also complicate the dominant narrative of Brown v.
Board of Education. Until the twenty-first century, Black educators’ schooling and
teaching experiences before and after the Brown v. Board of Education decision in 1954
was absent from the general public. Textbooks in PK-12 schools as well as curriculum in
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some post-secondary institutions have failed to expose the truth on the resistance of
schools integrating and the Supreme Court authorizing the schools to desegregate “with
all deliberate speed” in 1955. It is also problematic that these stories have been
traditionally available only for students, faculty, or staff situated in ivory tower
institutions. It is self-evident that the Black educators who experienced teaching during
the Brown and Civil Rights era is fading. Not putting these stories on the forefront
reinforce the ideas of meritocracy, race-neutrality, and color-blindness for analyzing the
history of the teaching profession, educational theories and practices in this country. The
ideas prevent people from questioning and make connections with the historic and current
employment discrimination practices that occur in the teaching profession.
These stories are crucial now at a time when hyper-accountability testing policies
are criminalizing Black teachers (Cooper, 2015a). The criminalization of Black teachers
contributes to the racially disproportionate rate of teachers in the U.S. The absent of these
stories coupled with the recent criminalization of Black teachers in Atlanta, Georgia robs
the humanity of Black teachers and communities. The voices in this study brings forth the
humanity of Black teachers. It shows their excellence, joyful memories, vulnerabilities,
aspirations, and humor. It reflects the traditions teachers practiced in segregated
communities before the Brown v. Board of Education decisions in 1954 and 1955.
Acknowledging Black educators’ contributions to education theories and practices in
courses speaks truth to the foundations of education in this country.
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APPENDIX A
CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS

Looking for Black Educators Who Taught Before and
After Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 to Share Their
Schooling and Teaching Experiences
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
The purpose of this study is to explore how historical events that impacted people of
color shaped African American educators’ professional identity and pedagogical beliefs
for PK-12 and teacher education.
WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE?
I am inviting participants who meet the following criteria (other criteria may apply):
1. Identifies as Black or African American
2. Taught at an elementary, middle, or high school in the Northeastern regional
area before and after the decision on Brown v. Board of Education in 1954
3. Raised in the Northeast, specifically Maryland or District of Columbia
Metropolitan area
WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO?
1) You will be asked to participate in one individual interview ranging from 60-90
minutes. I will call in advance to establish a date, time, and place for the interview and
answer any questions you may have about the study. Once the interview is scheduled, I
will contact you the day before for confirmation.
Confidentiality is given to all participants. When we meet, I will explain the steps I will
take to not disclose any personal information.
I will travel to you to conduct the interview. I may contact you for a follow-up. If this
happens, it will not take longer than 30-45 minutes. The follow-up interview typically
clarifies information from the interview or gathers additional information.
You will have an opportunity to provide me written and oral feedback for this study. I
will share transcriptions of the interview and the findings with you to get feedback on the
accuracy of my interpretation. You will also be given an electronic copy of the study.
WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
I am eager to answer any questions you have about this study. If you have any further
questions or if you have a research-related problem please feel free to contact me, Leta
Hooper at lhooper@educ.umass.edu or by calling You may also address your questions
to my faculty supervisor, Dr Meg Gebhard at gebhard@educ.umass.edu. If you have any
questions concerning your rights as a research subject, you may contact either of us or the
University of Massachusetts Amherst Human Research Office (HRPO) at 413-545-3428
or humansubjects@ora.umass.edu.
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CAN I STOP BEING IN THE STUDY?
Yes, you can stop being in the study at any time. There are no consequences of any kind if
you decide that you no longer wish to participate.

If you are interested in participating in this study, please contact me, Leta
Hooper at lhooper@educ.umass.edu or by phone at 240-281-6335
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Biographical Information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is your racial identity? What do you identify as?
Can you tell me about your cultural background?
Tell me about your hometown?
How old are you?
Where were you born?
Where were you raised?
How many years have you lived in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area?
What do you remember about the Brown decision? What was your family or
community talking about?
School experience
•

Tell me about the school you attended when you were a child?

•

How old were you when you first started going to school?

•

Where did you go to school (elementary and high school)?

•

What was the setting of the school?

•

What kind of things do you remember from attending a segregated school?

•

Describe the relationship between you and the teachers and peers at your school
before the Brown decision in 1954.

•

Describe your classmates? Were there any changes on students attending your
school? If so, why or why not?

•

Can you tell me about the expectations teachers had for students while you were
in school?

•

What are some of the memorial characteristics of your teachers during segregated
and desegregated schooling? What event stood out the most? Why?

•

Were there any moments you saw anyone being treated unfairly in and beyond the
school grounds?

College
•
•

What college did you attend?
What years were you in college?
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•
•
•

What led you to enroll into a teacher education program? Can you tell me about
your classes while you were enrolled in college?
What do you remember about your student teaching experience?
How did educators and professors support you while you were in college?

Teaching or other related professional experience
•

Can you describe to me jobs/careers you pursued before entering the teaching
force?

•

Why did you choose teaching as a career?

•

What was your favorite school while you were an administrator or teacher? Why?

•

Can you share with me the types of problems you encountered for entering the
teaching force or while you were teaching?

•

How did you deal with these problems?

•

How old were you when you first started working and started teaching?

•

What year did you retire?

•

What were your favorite or go to lessons while you were teaching? How did
students react to these lessons?

•

What encouraged you to stay in the teaching profession? Why?

•

What led you to leave the teaching profession?

•

Describe your experience on serving in educational leadership position(s)?

•

Do you remember encountering any discrimination, segregation, or isolation
during your teaching career? If so, what did you do about this/these
experience(s)? Did you find that you had to develop a community outside your
school for support? In what ways did your community support you during
this/these experience(s)? Please share/describe how you challenged inequity
practices? Did this experience change your perspective about education

•

What did you enjoy about teaching in segregated schools? Why?
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•

What did you enjoy about teaching in desegregated schools? When did this
happen (1st school, 2nd school year)?

•

Were there any differences of teacher expectations at your school?

•

What did you not expect after the Brown decisions?

Community (Family & Neighborhood/Residential area)
•

Can you tell me about the community relationship with the school?

•

How did other people in the community support you while you were teaching or
attending school?

•

In what ways did family, friends, and neighbors play an integral part with your
schooling experience and choosing teaching as a career path?

Perspectives about Education and future of Brown
•

Do you feel PK-12 schools motivate Black youth to seek teaching as a
profession? Why or why not? What do you think needs to happen to encourage
more Black youth to enter the teaching as a profession?

•

What does teaching mean to you? Why?

•

What were your hopes and promises after the ruling of Brown?
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APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH STUDY

To Whom It May Concern,

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Leta Hooper, who is a
doctoral student from the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. I am conducting this study to inquire information about the schooling and
teaching experience of Black educators before or after the decision on Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954 and 1955. The faculty advisor and sponsor for this study is Dr. Meg
Gebhard.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. Please read the information below to inform
yourself about the study. Prior to making a decision on participating in this study, you
are free to ask any questions and/or address your concerns. You are being asked to
participate in this study because of your identity and you were either a prospective,
novice, or experienced educator in the Northeast, specifically in Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, or Virginia between the 1950s-1970s.
Purpose of the Study
My research interests center on examining the historical and contemporary trajectory of
Black educators’ schooling and teaching experiences. I have been collecting literature
that concentrates on this topic. This narrative study encourages you to voice your
experience, share your perspective on education, and express your vision for education in
the P-12 schools and teacher education programs.
Procedures
If you agree to participate in this study, I will request you to do the following:
1. I will ask you to participate in a two-hour semi-structured interview. The semistructured interview will involve answering questions about your interests and
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experience of being a teacher. The interview can take place at a place that is
convenient for you.
2. I may ask for a follow-up interview. If this happens, you will be notified in
advance. The follow-up interview will range between forty-five minutes to one
hour.
3. I intend to share my findings to you before it is finalized for any research report.
The findings represent the themes that will be used to interpret the data. I will
either mail or send you an email of my findings within two to three weeks after
the scheduled interview(s). You are free to provide feedback by asking questions,
making changes, or elaborating on your responses. This action will be followed
up by scheduling an additional interview.

Benefits for Participating in the Study
If you agree to participate in this study, you will not benefit directly. However, your
participation will be interesting and perhaps beneficial for you. By participating in this
study, you will make a contribution to education research
Potential Risks and Discomforts
There are no known risks associated with this study. I want to inform you that if you
agree to participate in this study, your responses will not affect our relationship and the
purpose of this study.
Protection of Personal Information
This study focuses on the life history and experiences of Black educators. Several
research studies that focused on examining the life histories and experiences of Black
educators have revealed the educators’ real identity. Therefore, the educators’ real name
was recognized in research studies.
Your participation in this study can remain confidential. A pseudonym name will be
given to you. Any information that can identify you individually will not be released to
anyone outside the study.
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I intend to use the information collected for my research reports and dissertation. I also
may use this information for publication in journals or educational conferences. I will
keep all records of audio-recordings and video-recordings. After 5 years, I will destroy all
evidence of data for this study.
Participation and Withdrawal
Your level of participation for this study is based upon your discretion. Since this study
focuses on the history of teaching and education for Black people, I also include options
on usage of technology equipment and revealing your real identity. The options of your
participation can be found in the Level of Participation section. For this section, you
can put an X or check mark next to the statement that is comfortable for you. This
section also involves providing your signature to validate your consent for the study. If
you agree to participate in this study, you are free to change your mind at any time, and to
withdraw.
If you decide to withdraw, I will immediately destroy the data that I collected from you.
I will follow up on this action by sending you a notification indicating that I have
destroyed the data. For the interview, you may also decline to answer any specific
questions. Your level of participation in this study will not affect the study.
Identification of Investigators
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the following
people:
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the following
people:
Leta Hooper
Principal Investigator
College of Education
Dept. of Teacher Education & Curriculum Studies
Studies University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003
413-387-2554
lhooper@educ.umass.edu

Dr.Meg Gebhard
Associate Professor
College of Education
Dept. of Teacher Education & Curriculum
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 577-0863/545-0246

gebhard@educ.umass.edu

Tear/Cut off----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------181

Level of Participation
Please check
____ I agree to be video-recorded for this study

____ I do not want to be video-recorded for this study.

____ I do not want my real name revealed in the study and prefer to have a
pseudonym name.

Consent Form
I acknowledge that the focus of this research project has been explained to me
and that any question that I have asked will be answered to my satisfaction. I
understand that I can withdraw at any time without penalty and that I can limit.
I have read the letter provided to me by Leta Hooper and agree to participate in
this project for the purpose described.
Signature of Participant: _______________________________________
Name (printed) of Participant: ___________________________________
Date: ______________________
Signature of Researcher: ______________________________________
Name (printed) of Researcher: __________________________________
Date: _______________________
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